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An Examination of the Relative Efficiency

and UsefulnesS of Computer-Assisted

Individualized Education Programs

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Study Overview

The purpose of this study was to identify, analyze, and assess all major
computer systems used to assist iji'the writing of the Individualized Education
Program (IEP) in orde'r to report the extent and practicality of computer use in
California. The study included thise five phases:

Phase One

The first phase of this'study investigated procedures and reactions to the
handwritten IEP in a sample of four Special Education Local Planning Agencies
(SELPAs) within California. The agencies in this sample did not use computers
to complete the IEP and are termed the "manual" sample. Within these four agen-
cies, a total of fifty-five people were interviewed. These people included
directors, program specialists, teachers and parents. Findings from these
manual sample interviews were designed to be compared with later interviews in
agencies using computers to assist in writing IEPs.

Phase Two

A statewide survey was used to ascertain the use of computers in producing
IEPs in California. Twelve SELPAs were identified which used computers to print
all or part of an IEP. Two of these SELPAs used microcomputers, and the
remainder used mainframe computers. The SELPAs differed in the amount of infor-
mation they included in the printed IEP and in whether the printed IEP was a
copy of the current IEP or was a proposed IEP.

Because the survey of California special education agencies revealed so few
computer applications to produce IEPs, a search was conducted to find other IEP
systems outside of,California.

Phase Three

Five SELPAs which used the computer to assist in constructing the IEP were
selected for the study. These agencies were Hesperia School District, Marin
County, Simi Valley Unified, Placentia Unified, and Napa County. Because Napa

--County-is-now-installing-its-system-interviews-with-staff-and-parents-were-con---
ducted only in the first-four SELPAs. In addition to the people included in the
"manual" interviews, computer programmers were included in the computer sample.
Fifty-eight people were interviewed regarding computer-assisted IEPs.
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Phase Four

. .

The findings from the interviews held with the manual sample were compared
with those of the computer sample. Of interest were comparisons regarding the
usefulness of the IEP produced by either method as viewed by parents, teachers
and managers and comparisons of attitudes of these groups toward the use of com-
puters in constructing the IEP. Cost comparisons were made between the IEP pro-
cess time used by computer-users and non-users.

An analysis of the computer programs available throughout the United States
was made. This analysis included information on the IEP.sections produced by
each system, the reports available and the type of equipment used.

Phase Five

Study findings and recommendations were reviewed with four consultant's in
computer use, and special education. The SELPA director's guide to computerized
IEPs was produced as an outcome of the consultant review. Conclusions'were
reached about the recommendations to be made to special education'directors in
California. Policy implications,were given for the Office of Special Education,
California State Department of Education:

Major Findings from the Manual Interviews

The cost of writing an IEP depends largely on the number of professionals
involved. An IEP can cost from $35 to $720. The most expensive placement
is within another agency.

Parents, teachers and administrators or managers consider the IEP documen-
tation useful in planning the child's education. The team meeting is also
valued by parents and teachers.

The IEP paperwork itself is considered useful by parents, teachers and
administrators.. Parents- use theIEP document as a reference immediately
following the meeting, during the year, and to review prior to the the next
meeting. Teachers find the IEP objectives useful for planning daily instruc-
tion, and may use other IEP information for reference. Teachers and
administrators find that the IEP documentation helps to structure the IEP
meeting process and to focus attention on program planning.

Parents, teachers and administrators or managers are quite open to the use of
the computer to assist in the completion of the IEP. Those groups see many
advantages to computer-assisted construction of the IEP.

Even though-te-atIlers see the-IEP documentation as a-paperwork-burden, -they
have a more positive attitude toward the IEP than was found in the 1980 study
"Paperwork in Special Education" (Enell and Barrick, 1980). This more
positive reaction could be attributed to a growing familiarity with the IEP

, process and to a year-to-year consistency in, the IEP forms used in each
agency.
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Special Education Computer Syste IEP Findings

-Twelve SELPAs or districts within SELPAs use computers in the ;EP process.
Eight of these are using computers to preprint current information on the
first part or page of the IEP as well as for Management Information System
(MIS) purposes. One of these SELPAs has developed its own programs for

. microcomputer use; the others use mainframe computers.

- Four SELPAs/districts are using computers to write IEPs, including printing
specific goals and objectives.

-Thirty systems were identified from throughout the United States which can
produce all.or part of an IEP.

Systems were identified which used mainframe computers and microcomputers (or
both).

Major Findings from the Computer-Assisted IEP Interviews

The computerized IEP process has all the elements of.the manual IEP process
plus data entry and printout of the IEP. To facilitate the data entry a
Student Data Sheet is used to summarize data for entry. The "proOosed" IEP
is reviewed and revised by the IEP team.

Parents are quite positive about the IEP assessment and team meeting.
Parents feel enough assessment information is collected for decisions. The
assessment information and the IEP meeting are helpful in making educational
defisions. The IEP is used as a reference by parents.

The computer has aided in making the paperwork process more useful for daily
instruction.

-Parents and teachers respond favorablyto the computer-assisted IEP. The IEP
is legible and easier to understand. Parents feel involved in the IEP pro-
cess even though the objectives are preselected.

-Teachers report no major change to adapt to the use of the computer to
construct the IEP. Teachers do not object to using the computer. Computer-
assisted construction of the IEP has many advantages and few disadvantages.

-Administrators and managers think that the computerized IEP saves teachers
time, is more legible, and contains goals, and objectives which are better
written. Managers sense that parents and teachers are very positive about
the computerized IEP.

Major Findings from the Comparison of Manual, and Computer-Assisted Groups

-Positive attitudes toward using computers to assist in preparing IEPs were
found in parents and teachers from both groups.

The teacher perception of time-savings was supported by this study.
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- Teachers with computer-assisted IEPs 'save nearly 30 minutes at each annual
review meeting, with varying time savinds for other initial placement
meetings.

- Dollar savings for personnel used in annual review meetings with computer-
assisted IEPs amount to up to 18 percent of the total cost.

Sample IEPs from both groups included all of the federally-mandated IEP
items and a majority of the items considered desirable.

- IEP programs produced by thirty agencies can print part of all of an IEP.
Those programs including objectives differ in how the objectives may be
chosen--by teacher or by testing information. Some programs provide admin-
istrative reports in addition to pre-printing the proposed IEP.

- Computer programs for IEPs are available.at costs of $99 to $9,995,

:Conclusions

- Computer-assisted IEPs are a definite help in reducing paperwork.

- Computer-assisted IEPs provide substantial time-savings in the annual review
process and for most initial placements.

- Computer-assisted,IEPs are easier to read, usually contain more instructional
objectives, and comply with ,,legal mandates.

- Computer-assisted IEPs are used more instructionally by both teacher's and
parents.

- Agencies using computer-assisted IEPs can monitor due process dates more
easily.

%Computer equipment costs are usually shared with schools and districts for
instructional and administrative uses rather than being solely for special
education IEPs.

- Special attention must be paid to the "proposed" nature of a pre-printed IEP
so that there is full involvement by all of the IEP team, including parents.

- Existing staff usually handle data entry tasks without added personnel.

- Costs for programs and support materials are considered worthwhile because of
the benefits for teachers, parents and administrators.



Recommendations?to Special EducatiOn Local Planning'Agency Administrators

Review current IEP forms to ensure compliance with State and Federal
regulations and documentation of due proces's and for necessary report infor-
mation.'

- Consider ways to. simplify current IEP forms through additional headings,
descriptive information with boxes to check, or other ways to minimize
teacher writing time,

- Investigate alternate procedures for minimizing the extra expense of person-
nel and time when students are placed outside of their home district.

- Consider the possible benefits of having guides to IEP, objectives for
teachers to use in pre-selecting possible objectives to include in the IEP.

- Monitor the amount of assessment used in annual 'review meetings that are not
three-yearreviews to minimize staff time used in routine assessments.

- Use computerized management information syftems to pre-print the initial page
or "face sheet" of the IEP.

- Gather information on possible uses for computers in special education
instruction, management and IEP development..

- Gradually introduce changes that may lead to computer-assisted IEPs in the
future.

- Undertake local surveys to determine current parent and teacher perceptions
regarding the use of computers to assist in IEP development.

- Consider the benefits and disadvantagesto using computers in the IEP pro-
.

.cess, and determine the computer equipment that is already available in your
agency.

Recommendations to the Department of Education

- Develop guidelines related to computer-assisted IEPs. These guidelines might
include use of qualifying words for pre-printed IEPs (proposed or pre-IEP),
.notification of parents to ensure full involvement, and other staff con-
siderations to ensure proper due process.

- Encourage the use of computers to assist in IEP preparation because of the
benefits such as time savings, better written IEPs, positive acceptance,
greater-tnstructional-use3-abflity_to_monitor due process.
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Establish a strategically placed reference center within California for use
by special education administrators who,wish to view and try out some of the
programs for computer-assisted IEPs.'

Provide suggestions for management of the IEP process when more than one
'agency level is involved. Placements outside of a single district continue
to be a major IEP problem, increasing the time and cost-requirements for
placements by several hundred dollars per student.

Reqognize ttie changing climate for use of computers, and promote the
development and use of various types of computer-assisted,IEPs to reduce the
paperwork burden still carried by most special education teachers.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to identify, analyze, and assess all major
computer systems used to assist in the writing of the Individualized Education
Program (IEP) in order to report the extent and practicality of computer use
in California. The study included these fiye phases:

1. Selection of representative Special Education Local Planning Agencies
(SELPAs) and interviews on the manual construction of IEPs.

2. Search for additional SELPAs which use computers to assist in writing
IEPs.

3. Interviews in selected SELPAs using computers in IEP development.

4. Analysis of current practices in manual and computer- assisted .IEP
systems within California and nationally.

5. Review of findings from the study and recommendations to streamline
the IEP process.

Description of Individualized Education Program

The major goal of writing an Individualized Education Program (IEP) is to
provide thi15. rof3-ef-Tristructi on-in-the-appropriate-educational_setti ng_wi th al 1
the needed services. The major elements in the IEP process are (1) the assess-
ment, (2) the team meeting where the assessment it reported, and (3)' the goals
and objectives written for the IEP. The in-depth assessment is used to identify
the educational needs of the child. A team meeting of professionals is called
to discuss the assessment findings with the parent. In this meeting, the edu
cational setting and appropriate instruction are selected. The IEP documents
this assessment/team meeting process. Major items usually discussed in the
team meeting and documented on the IEP are as follows:

Report of assessment findings.
Identification of educational needs.
Determination of eligibility for special education.
Determination of proper special education placement services.
Selection, of long term goals.
Selection of short term objectives.
Parental consent to placement'of the student.
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The IEP is mainly a management tool to assure an appropriate education for
the handicapped child by providing a data trail of the assessment/team meeting
process. (The federal and state legal references to the 1EP are presented in
Appendix A).

Overview of Study Phases

Phase One

The first phase of this study investigated procedures and reactions to the
handwritten 1EP in a sample of four Special Education Local Planning Agencies
(SELPAs) within California. The agencies in this sample did not use computers,
to complete the IEP and are termed the "manual" sample. Within these four agen-
cies, a total of fifty-five people were interviewed. These people included
directors, program specialists, teachers and parents. Findings from these
manual sample interviews were designed tobe compared with later interviews in
agencies using computers to assist in writing IEPs.

Phase Two

A statewide survey was used to ascertain the use of computers in producing
IEPs in California. Twelve SELPAs were identified which used computers to print
all or part of an 1EP. Two of these SELPAs used microcomputers, and the
remainder used mainframe computers. The SELPAs differed in the amount u !for-

mation they included in the printed IEP and in whether the printed IEP was a
copy of the current IEP or was a proposed IEP.

Because the survey of. California special education agencies revealed so few
computer applications to produce IEPs, a search was conducted to find other IEP
systems outside of California.

u.

Phase Three

---"ive--SELPA-S---Wh-ichu-sed'the-computer-to-assist-in-constructing_the_IEP_were_
selected for the study. These agencies were Hesperia School District,-Marin
County, Simi Valley Unified, Placentia Unified, and Napa County. Because Napa
County is now installing its system, interviews with staff and parents were con-
ducted only in the first four SELPAs. In addition to the people included in the
"manual" interviews, computer programmers were included in the computer sample.
Fifty-eight people were interviewed regarding computer-assisted IEPs.

Phase Four

The findings from the interviews held with the manual sample were compared
with those of the computer sample. Of interest were comparisons regarding the
usefulness of the 1EP produced by either method as viewed by parents, teachers
and managers and comparisons of attitudes of these groups toward the use of com-
puters in constructing the 1EP. Cost comparisons were made between the IEP pro-
cess time used by computer-users and non - users.,

2
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An analysis of the computer programs available throughout the United
States was made. This analysis included information on the 1EP sections
produced by each system, the reports available and the type of equipment used.

Phase Five

Study findings aid recommendations were reviewedwith four consultants
in computer use and special education. The SELPA director's guide to
computerized TEPs was produced as an outcome of the consultant review.
Conclusions were reached about the recommendations to be made to special
education ,directors in California. Policy implications were given for the
Office of Special Education, California State Department of Education.
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PHASE ONE: MANUAL IEP INTERVIEWS

The first phase of this study investigated the writing of the IEP in a

sample of four Special Education Local Planning'Agencies (SELPAs) in Cali-
fornia. The agencies in this sample did not use computerS to complete the
IEP and are callecFthe "Manual Sample".

Interviews were actually conducted in five agencies. One agency,was used
to pilot an interview questionnaire (see Appendix B for questionnaire).: The
four primary study agencies were selected from the following areas: (1) rural,
(2) semi-rural, (3) suburban, and (4) urban. Three of the agencies were in
Northern California. One agency was in the Los Angeles Basin.

Interviews were requested with the special. education director, two pro-
gram specialists, six special education teachers.and six parents of special
education students. The director was asked to schedule interviews with
'teachers and parents who represented different special education 'programs or
services. Due to absences, two program specialists, one teacher and two
parents, were not interviewed, Interviews in the four districts tnclude
parents (N=22) , teachers (N.23), and managers (N=10) for a total o fifty-
fi ve people .

The purposes 'of the interviews were to-give (1) a description of differ-
entsteps involved in the development of the IEP, (2) a timeline description
of the assessment/team meeting process, (3) an accounting of the personnel
involved, (4) the approximate cost of, developing an IEP, (5) the usefulness
of the IEP, and (6) a response to possible computerization of the IEP.
Findings from the manual sample are presented in the following six sections. lk

(11 Steps Involved in Developing an IEP

The major steps involved in developing an IEP are always included. The
order that these steps are taken varies from agency to agency; and the number
of meetings needed to complete an IEP varies. This order is discussed in a
later paragraph. The steps which are always taken include:

1. Referral - The student is referred in a variety of ways to special
education. Parents, teachers, special education teachers and local
school child study committees are the usual sources of a referral.
A referral is documented by a referral form.

2. Notice of Assessment - The responsible special education teacher
meets with the paXents and explains the assessment ,instruments
procedures, and parent rights. A parental consent to asses the
student is obtained at this point.

3 Assessment - Appropriate educators assess the student. These edu -.

cators screen the child in various areas such as speech usage,
academic skills, emotional skills, and physical skills. A summary
report is.written by each professional to be reported at the IEP.
meeting.
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4. Notice of Meeting - A notice of team meeting is sent to all persons
who assess the child, referring persons and parents..

5. IEP Team Meeting - A'team meeting" is held to include the items as

follows:

a. Reporting assessment findings - Various professionals report
their findings. These findings are open for discussion to the

team. Findings are amended and summarized on the IEP.

b. Determination of eligibility - Educational needs of the student

are determined based on the assessment findings. Child's

eligibility-for special education is determined from identified

needs.

c. Selection of coals - Broad instructional goals are selected
based on the educational needs of the child. Goals are sometimes

prewritten by the professional and presented-as- suggested goals.

d. Selection of objectives - Often the short term objectiiies are_
selected in a separate team meeting, especially if the student
placement is an another agency. If the student placement is in
another" agency, the receiving teacher reviews the assessment
data, conducts further assessment, and then writes the objectives

in a separate team meeting.

e. Determination of placement - Based on the identified needs and

written goals the child is-placed in an appropriate program.

f. Consent to placement - The final item of an IEP team meeting is

consent to placement-and approval of IEP by the parent.

6. Annual Review - The development of the IEP at the annual review

meeting is simpler than the development of the initial IEP. The

usual elements of the annual review IEP are the same as those of

the initial IEP. These elements are as follows:

a. Assessment- --Since the teacher has observed the child over time,

this assessment is narrower and more detailed.

. Team meeting - The annual review team meeting includes the

following: -

1. Reporting of assessment - This report is briefer yet more

specific. Less.'time is used for this report than in the

initial report.

2. Determination of placement - The placement is considered at ..

the annual review. This is a minor part of.the meeting.

3. Long term_goals - The long term goals are easier to construct

than the long term goals for the initial IEP. These goals

area continuation of the goals already in place.

4. Short term objectives - Most of the effort for the annual

review 1LP goes into this phase. The teachers report that

they prepare these objectives prior to the meeting as a basis

for discussion.
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The order of items covered within the initial I6 team meeting varies
for pragmatic reasons. The single district or agency SELPA order is different
from the order used in a multiple-agency SELPA. The order of each is as
follows:

Single-Agency SELPA

1. Reporting assessment findings
2. Determination of eligibility

for special education
3. Selection of goals
4. Selection of objectives
5. Determination of placement
6. Consent

Multiple-Agency SELPA

1. Reporting assessment findings
2. Determination of eligibility

for special education
3. Determination of placement in

program
4. -Selection of goals
5. Selection of objectives
6. Consent

In the multiple-agency SELPA, the .selection of objectives and consent is
usually done in a separate team' meeting because the receiving teacher may not
be in attendance at the initial placement meeting or may have little or no
acquaintance with the student prior to the placement.

An IEP, usually contains three major sections: (1) the student data
_section which- includes- -such items .as student name,_address, phone number, .

-_school, school address; (2) assessment data which includes test scores and
judgments regarding performance, and (3) goal and'objectives. A sample IEP
is included in Appendix C.

(2) Time Line Description for the IEP

After refei-ral and consent .to assessment--it-takes one to two weeks to
complete the assessment. It also takes another one to two-weeks to hold the
IEP meeting. Teachers report-that the IEP is usually completed with-tn-four_____
weeks with no problems. Two major bottlenecks in this process are (1) sched
uling the various professionals to assess, and (2) scheduling a time for all
the participants to attend the team meeting. When a child is placed in a

--program-of-another-agency,,it-is-sometimes_dtflicult_to_meet_the_mandated
timeline of fifty days.

(3) Personnel Involved

The number of personnel involved in writing an IEP depends on two factors.
The first is whether it is an initial placement or an annual review. The
second factor isthd.type of initial placement considered for the student.
Initial placement is the situation in which the most personnel are involved.
This situation is described on the following page.

Initial Placement - The placement that uses the least number of4ersonnel
is the placement in a Designated Instruction Service (DIS). This placement
usually, involves the DIS specialist and the parent (see Figure 1).
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INITIAL PLACEMENT

ANNUAL REVIEW

Always attends
*Sometimes attends

Referral

Assessment

IEP Meeting

Personnel
DIS Specialist

Parent
*Principal or Designate

*Teacher

[Assessment

IEP Meeting

Personnel

DIS Specia ist
Parent

*Principal or Designate

Figure 1. Placement at District Level Designated Instruction Service Only

_ The minimal case involves only one educator, the one who assesses the
student and conducts the IEP team meeting as the administrative designee.

The nextNt pe of placement involves more personnel. This placement is
'Oithin a distric such as Resource or Special Day Class (SDC) placement.
Placement involves 1) the receiving teacher, (2) district principal or
designate, such as a program specialist, (3) district psychologist, and
(4) parent. The meetimiNcld include (5) resource specialist, (6) speech
therapist, (7) district nur e, and (8) other,DIS specialists such as the
adaptive physical education i6 cher.
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In-district placement in Resource or SDC class uses from three to seven
educators to assess and to attend the IEP team meeting.

If the district can provide a speci'al school placement for severely handi-
capped (SH) or other county level placements, the IEP meeting includes a pro-
gram specialist and often a district level administrator. SH placement can
take four to eight . educators to assess the student and attend the IEP meeting.

Placement between two agencies involves the most personnel. (See Fig.2).
An initial IEP meeting is convened to discuss the assessment findings,
determine eligibility and placement, and to construct the educational goals
of the' child. IEP meetings mays involve (1) parent, (2) district adminis-
trator, (3) district principal, (4) district psychologist, (5) district nurse,
(6) receiving teacher, (7) county administrator, (8) county principal, and
(9) county nurse. Multi-agency IEP meetings could include (10) a program
specialist, (11) a language, speech and hearing specialist, (12) another DIS
specialist, and (13) the social worker. The IEP meeting could include seven
to ten educators as well as parent and social worker.

After the initial IEP meeting, the child is administratively placed in
the specified class. A receiving teacher assesses the child in more detail.
Then he calls another IEP meeting to review the findings of the initial IEP
meeting, to discuss the findings of new assessment, and to write the objec-
tives This IEP meeting includes (1) the receiving teacher, and (2.) the
parent. The IER meeting could include (3) the county psychologist, (4)
speech therapist, and (5) other DIS specialist. This second meeting could
include two to four educators.

Annual Review - The annual review consists of fewer people than the
initial placement. The number of personnel included in the annual' review
is consistent regardless of placement. The IEP meeting for the annual
review includes (1) the teacher, (2) parent, and (3) the principal. This
meeting could include (4) the psychologist,,(5) speech therapist, or (6)
other DIS specialist.

(4) Costs of Developing an IEP.

Based upon the personnel involved in each phase of the IEP development,
and the time estimates which they provided,'it was possible to derive the
average minutes of time spent by various professionals in different types of
IEP team meetings. Cost estimates were based upon the mean salaries paid to
various staff in the Far West geographic region of the United States 1981-82,
and reported by the Educational Commission of the States (1982). Minimum
costs were taken from the meetings with the smallest number of team partici-
pants, and the maximum costs included all possible participants.

Estimated costs for each meeting type are reported in Tables 1 through 6.,
These meeting types include five types of initial placement Meetings and the
annual review meeting. The costs 'for school personnel to develop IEPs, in-
cluding assessments, for initial placements in a DIS 'range from about $35 to,
$65 (see Table 1).

27,
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Agency 1 (District Level)

INITIAL
PLACEMENT

Usually
Together

Agency 2 (County Level)

IEP Meeting

Personnel
*Referring Teacher
. Receiving Teacher

-District Principal
or Designate
(Prog. Specialist)

' District Administrator
' District Psychologist
*Resource Specialist
*District Nurse
- Parent

*Other DIS

Placement

ANNUAL REVIEW

Assessment

i

IEP Meeting

1

Assess
Eligibili
Placement

(goals/
objectives)

'Teacher
'Parent
*District Principal
*District Psychologist
*Speech Therapist
*Other D1S

Assessment Findings
Eligibility
Placement

Personnel
(joint meet ng)

*Referring -Receiving
Teacher

' District
Administrator!

- District

Principal
- District

Psychologist 1

Di strict

Nurse

1
Teacher

' County
Administrator

' County

Principal
- County

- County

Nurse
*Program

Specialist

*Speech Therapist
-Parent
*Other DIS Specialist
*Social Worker

IEP Meeting
(goals &
objectives)

Personnel
- Teacher

- Parent

*Psychologist
*County-

Principal
*Speech

Therapist
*Other DIS

Placement

Assessment

IEP Meeting

r

Teacher
arent

*District Principal
*District Piychologist
*Speech Therapist
*Other DIS

Figure 2. Initial Placement and Annual Reviewof a Child at the District and
.Consortium Levels



For initial placement in RSP, the costs for school personnel approximate $100
to $150. (Table 2.) Initial placements in SDC within a single district run
from $250 to almost $500. (Table 3.) Initial SDC placements in an agency
other than a single district can range from about $430 to $720, depending
upon whether one or two meetings are scheduled. ('Tables 4 and 5.) Annual
review meetings, for any program placement, cost between $75 and $155.
Table 6.)

Cost estimates are based upon professional time spent in assessment and/
or IEP meetings, and do not include any clerical support which might have been
used to write assessment reports or prepare part of the IEP itself. In prac-
tice, the professionals in the interview sample reported preparing their own
IEP paperwork without clerical assistance.

Table 1
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP, Development

for Designated Instruction Service

Position

Average Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes
Dollars

a

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximuMAssessment IEP Meeting

DIS Service 120 20 140 0.2600 36.40 36.40

(Teacher)b 70c 20 90 0.2600 --- 23.40

(Principal) _._ 20 20

4

0.3851 __- 7.70

Parent --- 20 20 --- ---- - --

Total
_____

. Cost
$36.40 S67.50

Total Staff Time = 2.3 - 4.16 hours Teacher 8 hour day @ 5180/day
Principal 8 hour day @ S200/day

Table 2
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development /

for Resource Specialist Program

Position

Average Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes

/a
Dollars

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximumAssessment IEP Meeting

Resource
Specialist 150 89 239

,

0.2600 62.14 62.14
Principal or

Designee --- 89 89 - 0.3851 34.27 34.27

(DIS Service)
b

120 89 209 0.2600 --- 54.34

Parent --- 89 89 --- --- ---

Total

Cost
$96.41 $150.75

. Total Staff Time = 4.0 - 9.0 hours

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b staff listed in ( ) sometimes attend.
c estimated from 1980 Barrick and Enell study on paperwork.
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Table 3t-
Estimatet of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development

for Special Day Class Placement in Di strict

Position

Average Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes
Dollarsa

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dol i .
MaximumAssessment IEP Meeting

Receiving Teacher 180 70 250 0.2600 65.00 65.00
P-rinci pal or

Designee --- 70 70 0.3851 26.96 26.96
Program

Specialist 195 70 265 0.3034 80.40 80.40
. .

Psychologist 155 70 265 C 0.3034 80.40 80.40
(Referring

Teacher)u 70c 70 140 0.2600 36.40
(Resource

Sy_tcial ist) 150 70 220 0.2600 --- 57.20
(STeec h

Therapist) , 120 70 190 0.2600 --- 49.40

Parent --- 70 70 --- --- - --

(Nurse) 120c , 70 190 0.2523 --- 47.94
(Other HS

Special ist) 120 70 190 0.2600 --- 49.40

Total
Cost

$252.76 $493.10

Total Staff Time = 14.2 - 29.7 hours

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b staff listed in ( sometimes attend.
c estimated from 1980 Barrick and Enell study on paperwork.
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Table 4
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development
for Special Day Class Placement Within Another Agency

IEP Team Meeting Average Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes

,.;

Dollarsa
Per Minute

Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximumPersons Assessment IEP Meeting

Receiving
Teacher 180 70 250 0.2600' 65.00 65.00

--6illT9ct
Administrator --- 70 70 0.3972 27.80 27.80

County
Administrator --- 70 70 0.3972 27.80 .27.80

District
Principal L._ 70 70 0.1851 26.96 26.96

--57Ty
princip 1 --- 70 70 0.3851 26.96 26.96

---01iITTF..

Psyc' ogist 195 70 265 0.3034 80.40 80.40
County

.PsY. ogist 195 70 .265 0.3034 80.40 80.40
-Di i.t

Nu,_ ,

c
. 120 70 190 0.2523 47.94 47.94

Counts
Nurse

c
120 70 190 0.2523 47.94 47.94

(Referring
Teacher)u 70

c
70 140 0.2600 --- 36.40

(Program
Specialist) 195 70 265 0.3.034 --- 80.40

(Speech
-.Therapist) 120 ' 70 190 0.2600 --- 49.40

(DIS SpeCialist) 120 70 190 0.2600 49.40

Parent .--- 70 70
k

--- --- ---

(Social Worker) --- 70 70 --- ---

Total Staff Time = 24 - 37.0 hours Total

Cost
$431.20 $646.80

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b staff listed in ( ) sometimes attend.
c estimated from 1980 Barrick and Enell study, on paperwork.
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3 gable 5
Estimates of Staff ,Time and Cost in EP Development

for Special Day Class Within Another Agency
With an Additional IEP team Meeting

IEP Team Meeting verage ' nu es
Spent Total

Minutes
Col 1 arsa

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
Maximum.Persons Assessment IEP Meeting

Receiving `reacher 180, 20 200 0.2600 52.00 52.00

(Psychologist)b -- 20 I 20 0.3034 --- 6.07

(County Principal) -- 20 20 0.3851 - 7.70

(Speech Therapist) -- 20 20 0.2600 --- 5.20

(DIS Specialist) - 20 20 ' 0.2600 5.20

Parent -- 20 2C --- --- ---
Total Staff Time = 27.3 - 41.8 hours -Total

Cost
S483.20

c c
$722.97

Table 6
Estimates of Staff Time-and Cost in IEP Development

for an Annual Review

Position

Average
spent

*Iii nutes

*IET Meeting-
Total

Minutes
Dol 1 aria

Per Minute
Doll ar Mil ar
Minim- Maximum- Assessment

Teacher 151_. - 57 208 0.2600 54.08 54.08
Principal
or Designee

,
57 57 -0.3851 .21'.95 21.95

(Psychologist)b 30 57 87 - 0.3034 == 26.40

(Speech Therapist) 45 57 102 0.2600 - 26.52
(Othe:- UIS'

Specialist) 45 57 1.02 0.2600 --- _26.52

Parent
.

57 ,,,=-

.

,s'

57

Total
Cdst

576.03

--
5155,47.

Total Staff Time = 3.4 - 5.2 hours

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Cormiission of the States
b ,staff listed in ( ) sometimes attend.
c includes two IEP team meetings; total costs from Table 4 plus costs from Table 5.
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(5) Usefulness of the IEP

The parents, teachers and administrators or managers were asked to provide
information regarding the usefulness of the IEP-,'the assessment process, the
construction of the initial IEP and the annual review. Some of the questions
asked areAhe same questions asked of teachers and administrators in a prior
statewide study (Barrick and Enell, 1980). Of the three groups queried,
responses;from the parents are summarized first.

Parent-ffewon:the Usefulness of the IEP.

The-parental repoel::3 to the questions is quite positive. Four,questions
were asked on!'.usefulness. A compilation of the responses from twenty-two
paents is presented below.

Parent Questiaiii'Altaki§ approXimately 3 -12 hours to. test and
place a student with''amOnar problem such as speech therapy, and
can range from 12-24 hours for a. severely handicapped student.
Do you think the amount of this time expenditure to test and place
the student has helped.assure the most appropriate education for
your child? (.N =22).

Yes - 9511(0 5%

Parent Comments: The majority\group indicates that the careful, appro-
priate assessment is both desirable ,and beneficial. The time should be taken
to do the assessment right. Parents are interested in seeing how the testing
compares their child with other children. Assessment is helpful in con-
vincing parents that their child needs the proposed special education service.
The testing is a.basic starting place for the discussion in the team meeting,
and results'are used for constructing goals and objectives and for proper
placement. ,After the child is placed in a program, the annualotesting is an
important tool to ensure accountability and to mark the-child's progress
toward negotiated goals.

' Team meetings, in which the ILI) is developed, are an important part of
the process. The collecting of assessment reports and reporting by different
prbfessionals is valuable. Team decisions are beneficial. The opportunity
to 'talk to and question the appropriate professional in the team meeting is
a valkiable resource.

.ant Question: Do you feel that the present process of a team
meeting is helpful in assuring the most appropriate education for
your child?

Yes - 82% No - 5% . 'No Opinion - 13%
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Parent Comments: The team meeting is an important vehicle to "meld"
together all of the opinions regarding the proper placement for the child.
There are more people sharing ideas. There is an opportunity to share views
and common concerns. A team is supportive of the parent. The team does
things that a written report cannot do.

A small minority are negative toward the team which constructed the IEP.
Parents are overwhelmed by the number of people present at the initialplace-
ment meeting. Parents can be swayed by the numerous opinions on one side.
One parent reported having no choice in placement. Another reported that the
persons who assesses the child did not attend the team meeting.

Parent Question: What parts of the meeting were useful for you
in understanding the needs of your child and then deciding what
your child's educational progr-m should be?

Parents cite as useful the following:

Percent

Test scores 45%
Academic report 36%
IEP goals 18%
Psychological' report 18%
Speech and language report 14%
Attitude of team participants' 14%
Nurse's report 9%
Doctor's report 9%
Candor of participants 9%
Nothing 9%
'Principal's report 5%

Teacher communication 5%

IEP objectives 5%

Parent Question: The meeting was documented by paperwork called
the Individualized Education Program (IEP). Have these documents
been useful for your reference? How? a

Yes -.68% No - 32%

Parent Comments : The majority of the parents'use the,,,UP s mply as a
reference for future meetings to assure that their chilOOs Rogressed
toward the goals selected by the team. The IEP objectives a'nd goals are
read carefully to refresh the memory of the parent. The FEP:i.s often taken
to annual reviews and used as a reference.
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About a quarter of the parents' indicate that copies of the IEP are very
useful at home. The parent works -on objectives with the child at home.
Parents reinforce the behaviors that the school teaches. IEPs give specific
areas to practice and are considered essential to the satisfactory progress
of the_child toward the goals. IEP team meetings give parents a sense of
cooperation with the school.

Another quarter of the parents do not use IEPs at home. IEPs are too
brief or are of no use to the parent. Some parents have no copy of the IEP.

Teacher Views on Usefulness of IEPs

The views of the special education teachers and parents are very similar.
Teachers are quite positive about the IEP and its construction. Different,
but similar, questions were asked of the teachers. The responses from
twepty-three teachers to two questions on the usefulness of IEPs are re-
ported below.

/

Teacher Question: Do you feel that the present documentation in
speci0 education is useful in planning the most appropriate
education for each child? (N=23)

-Yes - 70% No - 13% Not in all cases - 17 %.

Teacher Comments: The majority of teachers report many useful functions
of the IEP. IEPs are an Organizational tool, a means for an exhaustive
assessment, a means of accounting, and a way to bring an expert team together.

IEPs are an organizational tool to conduct the team meeting. IEP items
are seen as a checklist which assure that the,IEP is properly constructed.
IEPs are a plan to dispense resources. When a child receives several ser-
vices, IEPs assure that there are no areas overlooked or repeated. IEPs are
a tool for planning and reporting. IEPs are a way of planning the behaviors
to be taught and reporting the outcomes.

IEPs are a way to provide exhaustive assessment. Multiple-expert
judgments are documented and used to pinpoint the areas in which goals and
objectives are written.

IEPs are a means for accountability in two ways. IEPs document the
major events and record the completion time of events. Another way to pro-
vide accountability is to document the measurable goals and objectives. Goals
and objective outcomes are documented at the annual review.

A final view is that the IEP simply 'documents the team meeting. Team
meetings are the important aspect of the process: An important function of
the team meeting is problem solving. Teams focus on the needs of the child.
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Needs are documented by the exhaustive assessment. Various team members focus
on matching the available resources with the student's needs.

Shared decision-making is considered to be a major asset. A single
person does not make decisions. Consequently, more appropriate decisions
are made.

Team,meetings,are vital communication tools between various groups--
parents, teachers., special education teachers and persons who assess the
student. Due to the sharing of information at a team meeting, :a more in-
telligent decision is made.

A minority of teachers see the construction of the IEP as a needless
time-consuming task-with little relevance to the education of the child.
The IEP is completed merely to fulfill a legal requirement.

---Teach'er-Qa'aVtiOn: ldhAt-0arts of the paperwork process are useful
for daily instruction?

Parts Used Percent Response

Student data 4%

Assessment 22%

Placement- 4%

IEP Goals 49%

IEP Objectives 87%

No parts 4%

Teacher Comments: The goals and objectives are the most Useful of all
IEP parts. Goals are a way to give direction for planning of instruction.
They are a guideline for the instruction.

Objectives are more useful than goals for daily instruction. Objectives

keep track of the daily program. The objectives can be reviewed weekly for
lesson planning."

Student data and the current performance levels are two parts, of the IEP
that are used frequently. Student address and phone data are used often for
parent contact. Assessment data is the basis of good decisions, espetially
for new students. A variety of assessments is crucial for a proper perspec-
tive on the handicap.

Administrative Views of IEP Usefulness

The views of administrators or managers regarding IEP,' usefulness are
similar to those of parents and teachers. Program managers a're convinced
that the process of IEP construction is beneficial and necessary to the
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education of the student. Below are reported the views of ten managers to
two questions on IEP usefulness.

Manager Question: Do you feel that the present documentation and
process in special education are useful in planning the most
appropriate education for each child? (N.10)

Yes --60% No - 10% Not in all cases - 30%

Manager Comments: 1EP construction has a lot of checks and balances.
The process requires extensive validation of decisions. Validation requires
proper assessment in appropriate educational areas. A variety of assessments
add to the picture of student ability. Assessment reporting informs both
teacher and parents. Assessment accurately describes students' needs and

---provtdes-an-educational-framework-for-planning-student-programs.

The IEP provides a format which guides the IEP team thinking. ;1EPs

assist communication* by focusing a team on major goals-and student progress.
The 1EP format can encourage objective decisions.

I

/

Manager Question: What parts of the paperwork process are useful,
for daily instruction?

Parts Percent Response

Assessment 40%
Placement 20%
IEP Goals 80%
IEP Objectives 80%
No Parts 20%

Manager Comments: 1EPs provide a framework for daily instruction. 1EPs

are used to plan daily instruction, but not in daily instruction itself. 1EPs

are a way of focusing the instruction on the demonstrated .student need.

Although the goals and the objectives are the most useful parts, of the
1EP, the other parts are used for historical reasons. These,parts accurately
describe educational background of the student and update current performance
levels using periodic assessment:
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S6),_ Response to Computerization of the 1EP

Several questions regarding 15P computerization were included in the
manual sample questionnaires. These questions assess attitudes of staff and
parents toward computerization of various portions of the 1EP. For each
question the percent response in each category is given with a compilation
of comments_

Parent Response to Computerization of the IEP

Twenty-four parents were questioned about the use of computers related
to the construction of 1EPs. The related events include notice of 1EP meet-
ing, the 1EP itself, and receiving the final copy ofthe IEP.

-Parent Question: How were-you-notified ,-that-the-IEP_meeting_was
to take place? (N=221

Parent Letter - 91% Phone - 18%
Responses:

Note - 9% Computerized letter - 0%,

Parent Comments: Parents are notified of the IEP team meeting by letter
or phone. The letter is a form letter. The phone call or letter is from the
case coordinator., In some cases both forms of communication are used.

Parent Question: Often we'receive letters which have been printed
by computer. Would you object to receiving such a letter?

Parent Responses: No objection - 95% Objection - 5%
. ,

Parent Comments: Often parents receive form letters. Receiving a com-
puterized lett-er does not matter. Parents-state that if it saves the teacher
time, then use form letters. One parent indicates the :letter loses its
individualization.

ParentQuestion: The computer can be used to preprint much of the
data on the IEP. It can also be used in a meeting to record
decisions or help in selecting objectives. Would you object to
these uses of the computer?

No objection - 82% Some reservations - 9% Object - 9%
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Parent Comments:

No Objection: Parents encourage the computerization of the IEP. Parents
feel a computer-printed IEP is much easier to. read. Paperwork would be
reduced allowing the teacher more time to teach. IEPs could still be indi-
vidualized. IEP would be more personalized. Both the teacher and the parent
should be allowed to elaborate on the objectives. Any computer-produced IEP
should be viewed as tentative.

Some Objection - Parents feel use of the computer could be confusing.
If the parent is properly prepared, and is able to see and understand all
references, the use of the computer is warranted.

Obiection - Parents think that IEP computerization is impersonal. Com-
puters formalize the process too much.

Parent Question: What partt of the IEP do you feel should not be
computerized?--

Every part should be computerize:1 - 54%

Some parts should not be computerized - 36%

No parts should be computerized - 0%

Parent Comments:

Every part should be computerized - Parents feel it is appropriate to
computerize IEPs. Some parents thought the computerization of the IEP could
be of some benefit. Parents indicate this process might expedite the infor-
mation, making information available prior to IEP meetings. .

Some parts should not be computerized - Parents feel that some comments
should not be computerized. Psychological reports and counselor notes are
such areas which could be abused. If reports were computerized, access should
be limited to qualified personnel. Parents consistently state that comput-
erized information should be subject to thange by the parent.

Parent Question: if some objectives were preselected for discus-
, sion prior to the IEP meeting, would you feel as involved in the
;decision- making process?

Yes - 81% 'No -'9% No opinion - 9%

Parent Comments:
!

Involvement -Parents would feel as involved if the objectives were pre-
selected. Parents. indicate that many times now the objectives are preseledted.
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Parents wish preselected objectives to be viewed as tentative. Parents desire
to retain the right to add or delete objectives. Parents wish to read pre-\
selected objectives prior to the IEP meeting so that they can fully consider
the proposed objectives. Preselection of objectives helps teachers to be
prepared for the meeting. A parent thinks the computer would help the teacher
to select objectives that he may not have considered.

Lack involvement - Parents feel objectives are best when worked on to-
gether. Construction at the meeting is more acceptable than preselected lists.
Writing objectives at the meeting is more personalized, since explanations are
given about the appropriateness of objectives.

Parent Question: When did you receive your copy of the IEP?

At end of meeting - 77%

No copy received - 5%

At a later date - 14%

Unknown - 5%

Parent Comments: Most parents receive a copy of the IEP at the end of
the meeting. A few receive their IEPs one to four weeks later. Fifty-seven
percent of parents do not object to receiving their IEP one to two days
later--they do not mind waiting a few days for a readable copy.

Teacher Response to IEP Computerization

The questionnaire used in teacher. interviews was different from the
questionnaire used in parent interviews. Staff questions were more detailed
about assessment practices and IEP team meetings. Responses were probed to
specify. Responses from twenty-three teachers are presented to answer three
-questions on IEP computerization.

Teacher Question: The computer can be use to preprint much of
the data on the IEP. It also can be used in a meeting to record
decisions or as a help in selecting objectives.-- Would you object
to these uses of the computer? (The interviewer probes these
uses of the computer: (1) preprinting the student data on IEP;
(2) using the computer to summarize assessment data prior_to.,the
team meeting; and (3) using the computer to list proposed goals
and objectives.)(N=23)

Percent Response

No Objection Objection

Preprinting Student Data on IEP 100% 0%

Summarizing Assessment Data 83% 17%

Listing Goals and Objectives 83% 17%

21;
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Teacher Comments:

Student Data - Teachers are looking for shorter ways to complete the IEP.
All teachers think it would be a help to preprint student data. Student data
includes student name, phone number, address, birthdate, parent name, parent
phone number, etc. Student information should be computer-printed on the
annual review IEP. The computer printout could cue the teacher to conduct
the annual review.

Assessment Data - Teachers (83%)-are positive about using the computer to
summarize the assessment data. This summary should be tentative. and subject
to change by the IEP team. If the summary is received prior tothe team meet-
ing, teachers think it would be helpful to the parent. Other teachers think
summarizing the assessment data-would not be helpful. Thought should be given
as to what assessment data is appropriate to summarize.

Goals and Objectives - Computeilzation of the selection of the goals and
objectives polarized teachers in the same propOrtions as opinions regarding
computerization-of-assessment=datv. --The majority (87%) are receptive'to using
-the computer in writing IEP goals and'objectives.

Teacliers are thinking about using objective continuums. One agency uses
an objective continuum ford vocational education. Computers can reduce the
time it takes to select goals and objectives. Computers are the ideal tool
to recall objectives. Teaching materials and strategies could also be recalled
with each objective.

Some teachers (17%) object to computerizing objectives. Teachers believe
that goal/objective areas are too vast to be managed even with a computer.
Teachers fear a less personalized selection of goals and objectives. They
fear that goals and objectives will become "canned" and the selection "machine-
like".

Teacher Question: What parts should not be computerized?

All parts should be computerized 56%

Some parts should not be computerized ,22%

No opinion 22%

Teacher Comments: Teachers think all parts of IEPs that could practically
be computerized should be. Teachers stress that IEP teams shoul,d be able to
amend any computerized statement. computers can -help draft sections of the
IEP, but computer drafts should always be subject\to either change or additions.
Few teachers object to computerizing the goals and Objectives. Some teachers
object to computerizing sensitive assessment data such\as psychological reports,
social-emotional assessment, or medical history. These teachers fear compUteri-
zation will compromise confidentiality.
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Teacher Question :. What advantages would a computer- assisted.
construction of the IEP have? Disadvantages?

Teacher Comments:

Advantages - The major advantage is time savings. Paperwork time could
be reduced. Teachers could spend more time with the students and less on
paperwork.

Another advantage is organizing goals and objectives into a hierarchy.
Frequently-used objectives could be included in the hierarchy. Standardizing
objectives would be beneficial. Choosing objectives would be easier from
sequential lists. A 'greater variety of goals and objectives would be available
and greater variety would be selected.

Another advantage is IEPs would'be better written and easier to use. IEPs
could be stored electronically for easy retrieval. Since computers could be
programmed to provide a qUality control of the data, consistency of data col-
lection on the IEP would be greater----QaaTit-y data would be more useful as a
management tool.

Computers could produce clear and readable IEP copies. IEPs could be
shortened to relevant information.. Condensation would simplify finding and
reading information. ,

Disadvantages - A disadvantage is lack of teacher knowledge about com-
puters. There is lack of money to buy needed equipment and to provide proper
training programs.

Another disadvantage is the tendency toward impersonalizing the IEP
processes and not completing the thought processes required to construct good
IEPs. Goals and objectives would be less descriptive and more "cut and dried".

Response of Administrators to IEP Computerization

Ten administrators or managers responded to the three staff questions on
IEP computerization. Their responses are presented below.

Manager Question: The computer can be used to preprint' much of
the data on the IEP. It also can be used in a meeting .,) record

decisions, or, as a help in' selecting objectives. Would you object
to these uses of the computer?(N=10)

Percent Response

No Objection Objection

Preprinting Student Data on IEP. 100% 0%

Summarizing Assessment Data 80% 20%

Listing Goals and Objectives 90% 10%
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Manager Comments:

Student Data - Managers desire preprinted student data. Managers are
concerned about the availability of computers and proper programs to accom-
plish the,preprinting.

Assessment Data - Assessment data summary is good. Much of the summari-
zing is done in the team meeting. Managers desire to keep parts of the
assessment confidential.

Goals and Objectives - Computer preselection of goals and objectives prior
to the team meeting is beneficial as long as these goals and objectives can be
changed as necessary. Managers suggest putting the objectives in order of
difficulty. Major areas in which this ordering could be done are: (1) affec-
tive areas, (2) time on task, (3) study skills, (4) behavior modification,
(5) basic skills in reading, writing, and mathematics.

If individual input 4s there, no one objects to organizing the objectives
into a hierarchy. One manager warns against the depersonalization,of the
process.

ra

Manager Question: What parts should not be computerized?

Manager Comments: The items listed were (1) assessment plan, (2)-parent
rights, (3) eligibility, (4) sign off for consent, (5) meeting notes,
(6) meeting procedures, (7) personal' life history, (8) extended year,
(9) comment section, (10) objectives.

Manager Question: What advantages would'computer-assisted con-
struction of the IEP have? Disadvantages?

Manager Comments:

Advantages - Managers see computerization of IEPs as a way to decrease
paperwork, and to make the IEP more concise and legible. Computerization of
IEPs could save time and speed IEP processes. There would be a uniformity of
goals and objectives. Uniformity could help produce a continuity of education
with respect to curriculum strands. Management could improve because time-
lines and dates could be tracked. IEP information could be tied into MIS
systems for monitoring objectives. PSrents could receive assessment information
prior to team meetings.

Disadvantages - Fifty percent of managers cite no disadvantages. The other
half indicate there may be problems with starting up a system for computerizing
IEPs. Problems organizing goals and objectives and constructing the list of
objectives may arise. Objective lists may never be complete.
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Summary of Manual IEP Findings

The major steps involved in writing an IEP are: (1) referral, (2) notice
of assessment, (3) assessment, (4) notice of meeting, (5) IEP team meeting.
The IEP team meeting includes: (1) reporting assessment findings, (2) deter-
mination of eligibility, (3) selection of goals, (4) determination of place-
ment, (5) selection of objectives, and (6) consent to placement. The annual
review usually includes all of the above items with a Iarrower range of
assessment.

The timeline is usually completed within the mandated timeline of fifty
days. Parents and teachers do not see meeting deadlines as a problem.

The personnel involved in developing IEPs vary with the handicaps served
and the type of placement. The placement of a student in another agency
requires more professional's.

The cost of_writing an IEP depends largely on the number of professionals
involved. An IEP can cost from $35 to $720. The most expensive placement is
within another agency.

Parents, teachers and administrators or managers consider the IEP documen-
tati n useful 'in planning the child's education. The team meeting is also
val ed by parents and teachers.

The IEP paperwork itself is considered useful by parents, teachers and
inistrators. Parents use the IEP document as a reference immediately
lowing the meeting, during the year, and to review prior to the the next
ting. Teachers find the IEP objectives useful for planning daily instruc-
n, and may use other IEP information for reference. Teachers and administra-
s find that the IEP documentation helps to structure the IEP meeting process
to focus attention on program planning.

Parents, teachers and administrators or managers are quite open to the use
ofl the computer to assist in the completion of the IEP. Those groups see many
a vantages to computer-assisted construction of the IEP.

Even though teachers see the IEP documentation as a paperwork burden, they
have a more positive attitude toward the IEP than was found in the 1980 study
"Paperwork in Special Education" (Enell and Barrick, 1980). This more positive
reaction could be attributed to a growing familiarity wits the IEP process and
to a year-to-year consistency in the IEP forms used in each agency.
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PHASE TWO: IDENTIFYING IEP'COMPUTER SYSTEMS

' 'Systems Within California SELPAs

,

Several SELPAs were identified prior to the study as using computers in
the IEP process. To verify this list and to identify additional SELPAs or
districts usplg.computers for IEPs, a statewide'survey was conducted. Letters_
of inquirywith'postcard questionnaires were sent to 105 SELPA directors.
A follow-up letter was sent three weeks later to all nonrespondents. A total

of ninety SELPAs (86 percent) responded. (The letter of inquiry and a sample
of the postcard survey questions are in Appendix-D.)

Follow-up'interviews in person or by telephone were held with 1 1-SEEPA
--

directors who. reported using' computers td assist in completing the--IEP. These
,interviews revealed that some agencies were Still in the planning or anticipa-
tion stage rather than a current 'operational stage. On the other hand, some
of the, SELPA directors who reported no use of computers were actually piloting
-computerized IEP systems this year. We were referred to,some of these SELPAs'
through our; interviews with other directors. -There are twelve SELPAs or dis-
tricts within SELPAs using computers in the IEP process.

Of these twelve-SELPA/districts, eight are using computers to preprint
current information on the first part or page of the IEP as well, as f6r
,Management Information System (MIS) purposes. One of these has developed its
own programs for microcomputer use. This SELPA was selected for visitation
because it could represent both those SELPAs printing current IEP information
and because of its use of a microcomputer.-

Four -SELP-As/districts.are using computers to Wiite IEPs, fridluding
printing specific goals and objectives. 'These four were all-included in the
SELPAs/districts which'were visited. One of theSe foul" agencies is'still in
the inStallation phase, so the study information is limited to planned use.
The agencies using computers to print proposed or current IEPs are listed in
Table 7. Further information from the interviews is summarized in the next
section.

. Telephone/Interview Responses

Four questions were asked in the SELPA directors' survey. Each of these

questions is given below with a summary of the responses.

Question 1: Do yOU have a computerized management information
system?
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TABLE 7

fr

Summary of Infomation from 90 California Special Education
Local Planning Agencies (SELPAs) to Computer-Use Survey

.a

SELPAs Using Computers

Print Proposed -IEP Information

'(Before IEP Meeti6)

4 SELPAs

Print Current IEP Information

Following IEP Meeting

8 SELPAs

MIS

49 SELPAs

licrocomputer

Hesperia--Desert/Mountain SESR,
San Bernardino County

('First year pilot)

ainframe

Simi-Ventura Consortium

(Fifth year of operatioW

Placentia-- Northeast Orange Co.

(Now being piloted)

Napa County SELPA

(Now being installed)

Microcomputer

Marin County $ELPA

Mainframe

_Elk Grove (Sacramento Co. SELPA).

Irvine.

Merced,

Monterey

Sacramento

Solano

Tulare

Some of these

SELPAs indicated

that they--or a

district within

THE SELPA--used

computers in a

way related to

IEPs, such as

listing students

foe annual or. , -

3-year reviews

or preparing an

IEP agenda.

They did not

indicate that

they print either

a proposed or a

current IEP.

2e Table 8 for brief descriptions of these systems,

SELPAs

Not

Using

Computers.

29 SELPAs
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Sixty-one of. the SELPAs indicated that they had computerized management
information systems (MIS). There were only twenty-nine SELPAs indicating no
use of computers. All of these SELPAs with management information systems

--use-information-from the IEPs as input into their computer systems.- They
then may use this information to list students requiring annual or three-year
reviews prior to the time of the IEP meeting. !''orty-nine do not however,
use the information which is stored in the computer to print any part of
the IEP.

Question 2: Does the computer print all or parts of the final IEP?

Twelve SELPAs or districts within SELPAs use computers to print a copy
of all or part of the final IEP-following the meeting. This, IEP copy in-
cludes basic student information, programs and services given to the'student,
including school and teacher assignments, and may identify the goal and
objective areas. The final or current IEP printed by the computer is used
at the next IEP team meeting and is then up -dated to show any information
changes, program/service changes or additions, 'and the goal/objective areas
to be continued, discontinued, or added.

o

Eight of these twelve SELPAs/districts do not include specific objeCtive
statements in the computer-printed IEP document.

Four of the twelve SELPAs/districts use computers to print a "proposed"
IEP which includes complete objectives statements.

Question 3: Do you have a computer data base for goals and ob-
jectives?

Ten SELPAs report using different types of listings of goals and objec-
tives which may or may not be computerized. These lists differ in the amount
of detail included with each objective, and in whether the teacher can access
the objectives bank directly. In most cases, the list is used as a guide
when the teacher i--: writing objectives.

Question 4: Does anyone in your agency/district use a computer to
ass fit in completing the IEP?

Responses to this question included agencies/districts which were them-
selves using computers in the IEP process, and those who knew of districts or
persons who were interested in using computers. Five of the agencies/districts
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using computers in the IEP process will be reported in more depth in the next.
section, Phase Three, of this study.

Seventeen agency/district special education directors were interviewed
in person or by telephone about their use of computers. The information
gained from these interviews-is-suMMarized in Table 8. The SELPAs or districtS-
from within a SELPA are,organized in this table according to the type of
computer use: group 1 prints a proposed IEP; group^2 prints previous IEP
information with objective areas (not complete objectives statements); and

uses MIS information to notify about IEP due dates. The table spec-
ifies the types of information included in each computer system, which parts
of the IEP, if any, are computer-produced, and the type of computer equipment -
used. This information is further explained below:

Administrative/student data

IEP: face sheet

IEP: goal and objective areas

IEP: specific objectives

Test scores

Reports:-class-lists

Reports: child count

Equipment: mainframe or
minicomputer

Equipment: microcomputer

Priogram Author

29

Includes student and parent infor-
mation, ethnic and handicap classi-
fications, programs/services, school
placement, etc.

Pre-printed information about the
student and present.programs/services,
updated af.an IEP meeting.

Brief statements of the general areas
in which objectives are written...

Complete objective statements including
anticipated performance, method of
measurement and time estimate.

Specific assessment test score
information.

Class lists, annual review reminders,
etc,_

Counts of students by handicap, pro-
gram, age, ethnic, etc., as needed
for state and federal reports.

Mainframe computers and minicomputers
are capable of handling relatively
large sets of data at very high speeds,
and usually have high-speed printing
equipment.

.

A self-contained system for data entry
and storage, slower in operation and
more limited in amount of information
which can be stored internally without
peripheral storage (such as a hard disk
drive). Requires a printer in order to
produce written documents.

District or county-developed; name of
outside company, if used.



Table 8

California SELPAs/Districts Using Computers in the IEP Process

SELPA/District._ .-
n-----V-i.-------iinr

_Student

Data

Resorts

Author

Ricro-
Systems

,ace_.
1 Sheet

:,

Areas
pec.

Obj.

es

Scores
ass-

Lists

. .

Count
'atn .

Mini
714itro---Progra*--
computer

X

Group I: Proposed 1EPs, including pre-selected, complete objectives

Hesperia (Desert/Mountain SESR) X X X

Simi (Ventura Consortium) X *X X X X X District.:

Placentia (Northeast Oranse County SESR) X X X X X X District

Napa County SELPA X X X X X X `Ex -Ed

Group II: Print previous IEP information, including prior objective areas (to be Updated at IEP Team Meeting).

Elk Grove (Sacramento County) X X X X X X
.

Self

er-771-c-0--
BureauIrvine X X X X,

Marin County SELPA X. X X
.

X X X Self

Merced County X 'X ? X X X Self'.

Monterey County X X X X X X ERC
a

.

'Sacramento City Schools X

.

X X X X , X Self

'Solano County , X X , X X ERCa

Tulare County X X X X X X ERCa

Group III: MIS records based upon IEP information (used to send lists of students requiring review
meetings, etc.).b'

Cajon_ Valley (East San Diego SELPA)

Hayward Unified (Mid County SELPA)

. X

X

-- X X X , ___.

X X X,
I

.

-___

ERC
a

-.

Los Angeles County (serving many SELPAs) . X \ X X X County

Mt. Diablo X X X X

X
___

District .

San Juan X
.

X X District

a Educational Research Consultants

bGthers.among the 49 SELPAs with computerized MIS may belong in this section.



Other IEP ComputerSystems

Because the survey of California special education agencies revealed so
few applications of computers in producing IEPs, especially applications
inluding objectives, a search was- made to find other computer IEP ppl1Ctons\

.'

oUtside of California. The search included an Education Resources Information
,Center (ERIC) review, a review of IEP applicatiOns in a federal dissemination '

guide and a search through the Specjal Education Network. Other computer
applications were discovered by word of mouth and from attendees at the,CoUlicil
for Exceptional Children Conference held in Boston in 1983. Letter /requesting
information were,sent to thirty-eight agencies thought to have a system which
could generate an IEP. A total of thirty agencies responded. :Tice
information received from,theie.various' sources was tabulated -- according to the
information contained in/ the system and the computer requirements.

Table 9 presents
/'
an overview of.the twenty-eightsystems. The-table

specifies the types of information included in each/Computer system; which
parts of the IEP. are computer-produced, and the-type of computer equipment
used. Each of the table-headings is further explained below:

Demographic data

School/teacher

Programs

IEP: face sheet

IEP: goals /objectives --
individual
selection

IEP: goals/objectives--
criteria set by
program

Test scores

Reports: class lists

Reports: child count

Student information such as sex,
ethnic, age, address, parent name,
address.

Name and address of school, teacher
name.

Type of programs/services student is
.receiving- -may include handicap
classification.

Pre-printed information about the
student and present programs/services,

--updated -at-an-IEP_meeting._

Selection of goals and objectives to
print on IEP is made by the teacher
either before or following IEP meeting.

'Computer program selects goal Areas
and specific objectives based upon
test score information provided to
the system; there'is no individual
selection of the objectives which are
printed, although the IEP team selects
only those computer-selected objectives
with which they agree.

Specific assessment test score
information.

Class lists, annual review reminders,
etc.

Counts of students by handicap, pro-
gram, age, ethnic, etc., as needed
for state and federal reports.
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Table 9
Summery of IEP Computer System Capabilities and Requirements

System Nemo

Adm In I str a t 1 ve Date

(MIS)
I nd 1 v I due 1 I zee Education
}ace CoarilObrectIves

Program Ro . or ts

ass Trd Compll- GlIag=-
Lists Count once Admin. De I.n

Com. uter E.0 I . men t

'a n reme cro-
141_xAl_-computer utet-

n or
devolonent)

.neywe pry ce ureau

Tes
Elemog. sat c. Programs Sheet -ind ri.. um1,71-Er---sceresr-inpu or ASsIste anagemen

of Educational Objectives)
. .

per.
.

,

'. spec to.

.011d Based-17fformat Ion 3ystem

raripu .1.7iirl. ys em

. .

'

1-713-31:1
Apple. Comm

ype no spec fled

v c -7,r-4pIo II

rarnp7i .fir-Wili,Td.CTEP

ompt, er to. ys em ns ruc on

It .ir-c 0-1-7I-1.rm, gm . ysen-14W-
Teacher Planning System

spec ed7671- Imp (led

pp
IBM. 0E0

et rs
TeliFSTOrage il-Comp SS ys.

Mb Ho

ses scanner

- No X No

F i l e L o O r F i r i d i f e s i i i i i r e ig Sys em
pp le I 1

TRS-80
X ( fipe not spec 1 f led)

IEP Clerk

11:117 Print-Program X X 7

.

X X X

---3( x7-7---
Not spoor/Ted. X

, ay , eve e. e w
man .ement o.ram

_.,_......-.,...,-.,,,, .... ,...,. ...

X Apple Ii ,

S g e "ang pp
11:1371PFFFess Avert

1 nd I v i duel Ed. Per firmance ys m

TiMiTiall-no .m ys em

"fing .2200 (Service. bureau),.,_,
---X"----X--- (Not spec I fled)

Ilinfe-gornn and Assessment

Arairgldii-TddafF3765br ys em

,. .

---'1b---------X.
jis214Ontest results scored bt.
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mark sense cord readers./
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for IEP Text)

.
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-X
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.

k X

x------

1.0 No X

Apple II
TRS-80
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TRS-80. North Star

SE ammo/Jere
App le 1l
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.
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Reports: compliance

Reports:- self-designed

Equipment: mainframe or,
minicomputer

Equipment: microcomputer--

Special reports to identify students
requiring annual or three-year reviews,
or number of days between process
activities (assessment to IEP team
meeting, referral to assessment).

Computer system allows program manager
to design special reports to count or
list according to specifications any
information contained in the data file.

Mainframe computers and minicomputers
are capable of handling relatively

.

large sets of data atvery'high speeds,
and:usually have high-speed printing
equipment.

A self-contained system for data entry
and storage, slower in operation and
more limited in amount of information
which can be stored internally without
peripheral storage (such as a hard disk
drive). Requires a printer in order to
produce written documents.

Table 9 summarized information on the thirty systems which produce all or
part of an IEP. Two of these systems are being piloted or installed in
California and will be reported further in Phase Three of this study. These
two are the,Student Information Record and Behavioral Objective Plan (being
installed in Napa County] and the Unistar Pre-IEP'and Unisum (beiiirpiloted
in Hesperia). Additional information thirty systems, including a brief
description, materials available, costs, and equipment is provided in Appendix E.

An analyiis of these thirty systems to produce IEPs is presented in Phase
Four of this study.
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PHASE THREE: COMPUTER IEP INTERVIEWS

This phase of the study reports findings from' five SELPAs or districts
using "computers the TEP process. Descriptions of the systems used in each
of the five agencies are presented. The results of the interviews in four of
these five agencies are summarized.

Selection of SELPAs Using Computers

Four of the twelve agencies which use the computer to complete portions
of the IEP were selected for in-depth' interviews. The four were selected to
match as much as possible with the districts included in the manual.inter-
views. Hesperia School District is, a semi-rural area within the Desert/Mountain
Sepcial Education Services Region, San Bernardino County. Marin SELPA is an
area which includes semi-rural and urban areas. Simi Valley Unified (within
Ventura. SELPA) and Northeast Orange County SELPAs are urban areas. These four
SELPAs jnclude different types of computers. Marin SELPA and Hesperia School
istrict both use microcomputers. Northeast Orange County SELPA and Simi

Valley Unified use mainframe computers.

. lerviews in these four districts include parents_(N=18), teachers
(N=24 and managers (N=16).--A total of 58 interviews are summarized for the
SELPAs hich use the computer to assist in constructing the IEP.

A fi th SELPA (Napa County) is implementing the.use'of the computer to
construct the IEP. This SELPA was visited. The SELPA director and system
programmer Were interviewed. The five systems are summarized on the following
pages and sample computer-produced IEPs are presented in Appendix F.

Hesperia School District

Hesperia School District serves 234 special education students. It is

using an IEP computer\program, Unistar I Pre-IEP, developed by Microsystems__
Inc. of North Carolina\ The program is available for use on the Apple or--
TRS-80 computers with 481\ memory. The basic equipment needed for this
system consists of a microcomputer, two-floppy disk drives, a monitor and
a printer. The system produces a proposed IEP.

The Individualized Education Plan is divided-into three major sections.

These sections are (1) student \data, (2) the assessment data, and (3) the goals

and objectives. The computer program records the student data and then pre-

selects a range of goals and objectives using the assessment data. The IEP

team selects the goals and objectives from this range.



The student section has three subsections. The first is the school
system information--the school system name and school address. The
second subsection is student identification--name, birthdate, grade, student
number, dominant language, etc. The third subsection is information for the
Individual Education Plan--the type Pf PePting, meeting,data, implementation

The assessment section lists the scores on thirteen different tests of
academic, motor, intellectual, speech and other functioning. The scores
entered are the age equivalent or grade equivalent scores. All of these
scores must be entered. Judgments are recorded for adaptive behavior,
mobility, vision and hearing and other areas. A graphical profile of present
functioning is presented using the scores and judgments.

Using the student's age and grade equivalent-scores, a range of objec-
tives in several discrepant.areas are printed. The exact criteria for
determining a discrepancy are those used in North Carolina. The computer
program is secured and cannot be listed.

When discrepancies are found, goals and objectives may be preprinted
by the computer in any of the following areas: written expression, reading
recognition, reading comprehension, math computation, math reasoning, social/
emotional, fine motor gross motor, listening comprehension, visual discrimi-
nation, oral/expressive language and spelling.

Paperwork flows to the district psychologist. A secretary enters the
student data and test scores' into the microcomputer and the Proposed Indi-
vidual Education Plan is printed. Since the district serves 234 special
education students, the number of IEPs,entered each day is few. Estimated
time for data entry and printing for one student is 45 minutes.

The basic program for constructing the Individualized Education Programcan be purchased from Microsystemsinc,for$6507--For a small initial invest-
ment, Hesperia School District computerized their Individualized Education'Program. Another computer program is used in Hesperia to summarize the WISC-R,'also available from Microsystems Inc.,

A sample computer-produced IEP from Hesperia is presented as Exhibit 1 inAppendix F.

Simi Valley. Unified School District

The Simi Valley Unified School District serves approximately 1500 special
education students. Simi Valley Unified School' District is one of several
districts in the Ventura County Consortium. Beginning in 1975, Simi Valley
Unified School District started to develop its own system for the computer-
constructed Individual Education Program. The director was the person
respbnsible for muchpf the initial planning and development of the special
education system.
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The Simi Valley Unified School District has developed a diversified data
communications system. There are terminals in every school. Student records

are accessed through these terminals Tor each student certain records are
kept such as name, address, telephone number, etq. These existing records are

Used. to cAristrUCt,the Individual Education Program. The special education
recordtare-simply,added to the student record.

To construct the IEP system two things were determined: the data that
'needed to be added to the exiting district record, and the goals and objec-
tives which were to be included. An analysis of the state and federal laws
and regblations, along with negotiation with the State Department of Education,
produced the items that should be/added to the student record for special
education purposes. GroupS-of special teachers developed the goals and
'objectives. Each teacher worked in his own area of expertise. For example,

speech teachers and specialists developed the language goals and objectives.
In this way, the teachens developed the portion of the system which they

\\would 'use. ApproximUely 1000 goals,and objectives were constructed and

Icodes-attached. /
/ .

The4irst and Obsequent computer program were coded in COBOL. The

first computer/Used was thec:Burroughs 2700. The program is converted for

use on the Burroughs 6800. The system requires approximately 1200K of disk

storage. Each' student requires about 720 bytes.of information. The proposed
Individual Education Programs are printed on a Xerox 1200 printing system for

speed and type quality.

When the student enrolls in a school in Simi Valley Unified School
District, the student is given-an identification number. All pertinent,
information is recorded in the district data bank using one of one hundred
terminals located throughout the district. If the student is enrolled in
special education, a student data sheet is made out by the responsible edu-

cator. A data sheet contains' proposed goals and objectives. Data from the

--sheet-is-entered by-a-special-education clerk.. The information is' processed

and a proposed IEP is printed and sent to the chair of the team meeting. The

proposed IEP is presented to the team for discussion and possible modification.

After the team meeting, a pencilled copy is'given to the parent. A student

data sheet is filled out with only the changes and then reentered. A finalized

copy of the Individualized Education Program is sent to the parent and teacher.

O

The special education teachers are prOvided.yearly workshops on changes
in the computerized system. Teachers are allowed to write their own objec-

tives. Objectives which are added to, or deleted from, the system are noted

at these meetings.

Simi Valley Unified School' District is willing to sell the system for
the computer-constructed Individual Education Program to other districts for
approximately $3,000. Any adaptation of the programs would be dohe by the
receiving district.

A sample computer-produced IEP for Simi Valley is presented as Exhibit 2
in Appendix F.
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Northeast Orange County SELPA

The Northeast Orange County SELPA is comprised of three districts:
Placentia, Brea, and Yorba Linda. Placentia acts as the Responsible Local
Agency. Placentia Unified School District serves close to sixty percent of
the 2,300 special education students served by the SELPA.

Northeast Orange County SELPA appointed a team to computerize the IEP
in the summer of 1981. This task force consisted of special educators from
every exceptionality. The force analyzed tasks and defined procedures for
utilization of computers to write IEPs. The\team searched the State for
districts which use the computer to write the,,IEP. Simi Valley Unified was
the only district identified. Simi Valley shared information with Northeast
Orange County SELPA. As a result, the two district have IEP systems which
are-similar in overall processes, but are-different in minor details.

Northeast Orange County'SELPA uses Placentia's DEC System-20 computer.
The computer has 1.2 megacharacters of memory with 129 ports available. -

The disk drives have 800 megabytes of storage for each disk. The Charaband.
Printer prints 1250 lines per minute.

The IEP programs are written by district personnel and use two types of
files. The types of files are ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access Method) and
DMS (Data Management System) files. Student data is put into both files.
The ISAM file contains goals and objectives and student data. The DMS file
can be "queried" but does not contain the goals and objectives. A "Query"
program can summarize data in order to complete management reports and
State counts.

1

Northeast Orange County SELPA is piloting the computer-constructed IEP
in severalschools. The goals and objectives list has been revised several
times. SELPA-wide policies regarding the flow of paper and data are evolving.
Presently, case carriers assess students; Case carriers complete student

idata sheets containing student information and coded goals and objectives.
The case carrier either enters the student data sheet into the computer or
gives it to a 'secretary to enter, The computer immediately prints out a
proposed IEP. Proposed IEPs are reviewed at the IEP team meeting and
revised. Any changes-are entered in the compbter, producing a final copy of
the IEP.* The computer prints out monthly lists,of students that need an
annual review.

A sample computer-produced IEP for Northeast Orange County is presented
as Exhibit 3 in Appendix F.
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Marin County

Marin County SELPA provides service for twenty school districts. These
districts range in size from a one-room school to a joiht union district.
Marin County SELPA serves 2,300.special students.

Marin County SELPA pooled funds to develop an initial management informa-
tion system (MIS) in 1977. Forms were collected from agencies in California,
mandated elements of the IEP were identified, IEP-forms were constructed,
and the MIS was planned and implemented. The data processing was contracted,
to a private vendor. Initial data processing was in batch.

The present system was developed from the first MIS. The hardware is an
Apple III computer with 28K memory, two floppy disk drives, a 20 megabyte
Corvus hard-disk drive, a-Qume printer and a VTR video cassette tape recorder.-
Thehard-disk drive is for main storage of student IEP records. The Qume
printer prints letter quality IEPs with data inserted. The VTRcopies files
from,hard-disk drive in case information in the main files is lost.

The software is a commercially available software package--"PFS:Tersonal
Filing System" distributed by Software Publishing Corporation of Santa Clara.'
This data base. program allows the user to design a form display at.a computer
terminal and to store the data-filled form in computer-memo0: Using PFS,
Marin County SELPA duplicated their IEP form on.ajcomputer screen.

After assessment of a student, case carriers fill Out a student data
sheet. Student data sheets contain student information, placeMent information,
review dates, and goals, A secretary enters the data into the computer. The
computer prints out a proposed IEP cover sheet. Case carriers call a team
meeting at which-the assessment is reviewed and objectives are written.
Parents are free to add to, or delete anything from, the proposed IEP. If

anything is changed, the change is written on the student'data sheet for re-
entry in the computer.

Prior to the annual review date, an IEP with the prior year's goals is
printed and sent to the teacher,as a cue to assess the student and conduct an
annual review. The team reviews the old IEP and handwrites in any changes.
Changes are', recorded via a student data sheet. As a resultteachers do ,very
little writing for the annual reviews.

Using "PFS: Repor:t" program, many different repovts can be generated from
IEP files. A fovexamples are alphabetic lists of students by district, class
lists, ethnicity by handicap and ethnicity by placement.

A sample computer-produced IEP for Marin County is preSented as Exhibit 4
in Appendix F.
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Napa County Consortium

The Napa County Consortium serves nine school districts and provides
service to. approximately 1,200 special education students. Napa County
Consortium is installing a computer-constructed Individual Education Program.
The computer software was developed by EX-ED Computer Systems, Inc. Theoriginal EX-ED program was written for a Databus microcomputer in the Data-
point computer language.. The EX-ED program was rewritten for a Hewlett-Packard3500 mainframe computer since this computer is available at Napa County
offices. The EX-ED program was rewritten in COBOL and is thought to meet
California IEP requirements.

Napa County Consortium uses an HP 3000 computer as a terminal link toan HP 3500 mainframe. When the HP 3000 is not used as a terminal, it is used
for a variety of other functions such as word processing. The total system
can be supported by a microcomputer with a 500K-hard disk drive. The disk
space is needed to support the BehaviOral Objective Plan data base. Each
student record requires 512 characters of space.

EX-ED CompaerSystems, Inc. developed the system two years ago for
Forest Hills High Schd01 and Summit School of New York. This computer program
is used-at_the-New-Aor'k School for the Deaf. The system is a data base system
consisting of two majoi'. parts, Student Individual Record and the Behavioral
Objective Plan.

The Student Individual Record is a part of the system which carries' man?
pieces of student data. The Napa County Consortium system-includes twenty-
three coded items of data, such as ethnic status, primary language, sex,
and related services. The Student Individual Record contains all data to
complete the State counts in Special Education. Administrative programs are
available to complete,the State pupil count reports.

The Student Individual Record is designed to keep an historical record
of each student. This information can be used to track the progress of each

,student. The EX-ED system can be periodically purged of records that are no
longer. needed.- purged record can be saved on tape for storage.

The Studet Individual Record carries all information vital to the
Individual Education Program--a complete record of all assessment results,
all related services, etc.

The Behavioral Objective Plan is a computerized version of the Instruc-
tional Based Appraisal System (Meyen, 1977). The Instructional Based Appraisal
System consists of ten thousand objectives. The areas for which objectives
are written include the mildly handicapped (reading, mathematics, and social
behavior), severely and profoundly retarded, career education, pre-vocational
skills, physical education and science. 'The computerized version has an option
to include objectives developed by the local district.

The Behavioral Objective Plan carries such information as long range goals,
short term objectives, present level of performance, activity or materials-used



to master objectives, criteria for measuring attainment of objectives and
mastery dates.

The EX-ED software is designed to print a final copy of the IEP. A clerk
enters a student data sheet containing all the IEP data. Ahy update of the
IEP includes only changes.

The EX-ED software is sold 'under license. The cost is calCulated on a per
student basis. Napa County Consortium paid $15 per student with a $700 yearly
program maintenance fee. Major programming changes are available on a con-
tractual basis from EX-ED Computer Systems, Inc.

A sample computer-produced IEP for Napa is presented as Exhibit 5 in
Appendix F.
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ComEuter IEP Interviews

Interviews are summarized for four agencies. In each agency parents,
special edUdation teachers, and managers are included. The questionnaire
includes all of the questions in the manual interviews. Additional questions
are added regarding the use of the computer in the IEP process.

(1) Steps Involved in Developing a Computer-Assisted IEP

The IEP is divided into four main sections: (1) student data; (2) current
performance levels; (3) goals, and (4) objectives. Computers are used mainly
as high speed printers in the IEP process to print the four sections. The

four computerized SELPAs use the computer to print different areas.

IEP Areas Computerized

Student Data X X X X

Performance Levels..... X

Goals........... . X

Objectives . X X X

Each district uses a "student data sheet". This sheet is used to sum-

marize all data for key entry. The case carrier meets with an assessment

team to integrate the assessment findings. The assessment team fills out

the student data sheet. The sheet contains all student data, codes for
performance levels or test scores, goal codes and.objective codes. After

entry, a proposed IEP with objectives is printed,
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Computerized IEP Process

Refdrrl

Assessment

Assessment Meeting

Data Entry

Printout of IEP

IEP Meeting

Entry of Reviszi Student
Data Sheet

1

Finalized IEP

The case carrier reviews the propOsed IEP prior to the IEP meeting. Often,
the parent receives a copy of the proposed IEP to review. At the IEP meeting,
the team discusses the assessment results, eligibility and placement, goals
and objectives. The proposethIEP is revised. A hand-corrected IEP is given to
the parent. The Student Data Sheet is revised and entered. A finalized copy
is sent to the parent.

The steps and personnel involved are the same for computer-assisted IEPs
as for manual IEPs. The timeline required to complete the assessment and
schedule the IEP meeting is usually less than the mandated fifty days. In

Marin County SELPA, the' IEP is sent to teachers four to six weeks in advance
of the annual review date. (This agency did not print a. "proposed" IEP.)
The other agencies required that the information for the proposed IEP be
turned in at least one week in advance of the meeting.
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(2) Cost of Writing a Computer - Assisted LEP

Time estimates provided by persons writing a computer-constructed IEP
were used to calculate the average minutes of time spent by professionals in
several types of IEP team meetings. Costs estimates were based upon mean
salaries paid to various staff in the Far West geographic region of the
United States 1981-82, and reported by the Educational Commission of States.

Minimum cost was calculated using the minimal number of team meeting
participants. Maximum cost was calculated using all the professionals
reported to sometimes attend meetings.

Estimated costs for each type of meeting are reported in Tables 10
through 15. These meeting types include five types of initial placement
meeting and the annual review meeting.

The costs of an inWal placement in a DIS using a computer-constructed
IEP approximate $30 tom (see Table 10). For initial computer-assisted
placement in RSP, costs approximate $80 to $115 as in Table 11. Initial
computer-assisted placements in SDC within a single agency can range from
$295 to 520 as recorded in Table 12. Initial computer-assisted placements
in an agency other than a single district can run from $450 to $740
depending' upon whether one or two meetings are scheduled as shown in Tables 13
and 14. For any program placement, computer- assisted annual review IEPs
cost between $60 and $160 (see Table 15). .

Table 10
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development

. for Designated Instruction Service

Position

A erage Rfridtes
Spent

-Assessment
Total

Minutes
Dollarsa

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximumIEP Meeting

DIS Service 90 30 120 0.2600 31.20 31.20

(Teacher)b 70c 30- 100 0.2600 --- 26.00

(Principal) ...- 30 30 0.3851 --- 11.55

Parent -.. 30 30 ..- --- ..-

Total

. Cost
$31.20 $68.75

Total Staff Time = 2.0 - 4.16 hours Teacher 8 hour day @ $180/day
Principal 8 hour day @ 5200/daY

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b staff listed in ) sometimes attend.
c estimated from 1980 Barrick and Enell study on paperwork.
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Table 11
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development
for Initial Placement in Resource Specialist Program

Position

Average
Spent

11i mites

-105 'Reefing

Total
Minutes.

Dollars
a

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
Maximumrsessment

-Resource
S.ecialist 192 47 239 0.2600 62.14 62.14

'r nc pa or
Designee --- 047 47

.

0.3851 18.09 18.09

(015 Service)b 90 47 137 0.2 600_ --- 35.62

Parent --- 47 . 47 --- ...... --

Total
Cost

580.23 $115.85

Total Staff Time = 4.0 - 7.05 hours

Table 12
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost. in IEP Development
for Initial Placement in Special Day Class in District

Position

Average -Minutes
Spent Total

-Assessment -Reefing

Dollars
Per Minute

Dollar
Minimum

Doll ar

MaximumIEP Minutes

Receiving Teacher 183 60 243 0.2600 63.18 63.18

Princilial- or

Designee --- 60 60 0.3851 23.11 23.11

-Program
Special ist 285 60 345 0.3034 '104.6 7 104.67

Psychologist 285 60 345 0.3034 104.67 104.67

(ae Ferri ng

Teacher) u
c--

70 60 130 0.2600 33.80
gesource

Specialist 192 60 252 0.2600 65.52

Speech
Therapist 90 60 150 0.2600 39.00

Parent 60 600 - - --

(Nurse) 120c 60 180 0.2523 --- 45.41
. Other au

Specialist 90 60 iL 150 0.2600 --- 39.00

Total
Cost

3295.63 $518.36

Total Staff Time = 16.6 - 30.9 hours

?, 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
staff listed in ( ) sometimes attend.
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Table 13
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development

for Initial Placement in SDC Class Within Another Agency

IEP Team Meeting Average -Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes
Dollars

a

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximumPersons Assessment -CE15-Meetlnl

Receiving
Teacher - 183 60 243 . 0.2600

'

i 63.18 63.18
IfstriCt

Administrator --- 60 60 0.3972 \23.83 23.83
County

Administrator --- 60 60 .. 0.3972 23.83 23.831i strTct
Principal

.

--- 60 60 0.3851
\

23.11 23.11
l'ountY

... 60 60 0.3851 23.11 23.11
-154.752al

Psychologist 285 60 345 0.3034 104.67 104.67
County

Psychologist 285 60 345 0.3034 104167 104.67
(Di-Strict,

Nurse)u 120c 60 180 0.2523 40.14 40.14
(County

Nurse)
c

120 60 180 0.2523 40.14 40.14
(Refirrilg

Teacher)
-Program

c
70 60 130 0.2600 33.80

Specialist 285 60 345 0.3034 --- 104.67
IpeecF

Therapist 90 60 150 0.2600 --- 39.00

OIS Specialist 90

./7

60 150 0.2600 --- 39.00

Parent ... 60 60 .... --- ....-

Social Worker --. 60 60 -__ --- -__

Total Staff Time = 25.6 - 38.5 hours Total

Cost
$446.68 5663.15

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b staff listed in ( ) sometimes attend.

estimated from 1980 Barrick and Enell study on paperwork.
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- Table 14
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Oevelopment

NA Initial PlaceMent in Special Day Class Within Another Agency
with Additional IEP Team Meeting

IEP Team Meeting Average Minutes
Total

Minutes
Dollars

a

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Oollar
MaximumPersons AssessmenrnIEFMeeting

. Receiving Teacher 183 20 203 '0.2600 52.78 52.78

Psychologist -- 20 20 0.3034 6.07

'County Principal -- 20 20 0.3851 --- 7.70

Speech Therapist -- 20 20 0.2600 --- 5.20

DIS Specialist -- 20u 20 0.2600 --- 5.20

Parent -- 20 20 --- --- ---

Total Staff Time = 27.3 - 43.2 hours Total
Cost

$499.46
b
S740.10

Table 15
Estimates of Staff Time and Cost in IEP Development

for an Annual Review

Posititin

Average Minutes
Spent Total

Minutes
Dollars

a..

Per Minute
Dollar
Minimum

Dollar
MaximumAssessment IEP Meeting

Teacher 139 41 -% 180 0.2600 46.80 46.80

Principal 41 41 0.3851 15.80 15.80

Psychologist 60 41 101 0.3034 30.64

90 41 131 ' 0.2600 --- 34.06=:crhoihserapist

Specialist 90 41 131 0.2600 --- 34.06

Parent --- 41 41 --- --- - --

Total
Cost

$62.60 $161.36

Total Staff Time = 3.7 - 9.7 hours

a 1981-82 mean salaries reported by Educational Commission of the States.
b includes two IEP Team Meetings; total costs from Table 14 plus costs from Table 15.

6 3
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Teachers were asked a question regarding time savings due to computer
use in constructing the IEP. The results are shown below:

Teacher Question: How much time does the computer,save per
student per meeting? How?

Marin County - Saves an average of 10 minutes.

Simi Valley - Time savings unable to estimate; perceived to
be easier (in use for five years.

Northeast Orange County - Saves an average of 30 minutes.

Hesperia - Adds time--teacher has to read through objectives
and select the proper objectives.

Teacher Comments: Teachers perceive that the computer saves time when
constructing an IEP. In Simi Valley Unified, teachers reported no way to
estimate a savings since they have not written IEPs manually. Teachers in
Northeast Orange County SELPA estimate that the computer saves about thirty
minutes and the IEP team meetings are shorter.

The tasks for the manual completion of IEPs are different from tasks for
computer-assisted completion.. Rather than writing goals and objectives,
teachers complete a Student Data Sheet and select coded goals. Teachers
prefer the tasks for the computer-assisted completion of the IEP, when compared
to the manual completion.
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(3) Usefulness of the IEP

The interviews assessed the usefulness of the IEP. The\parents and
special education teachers were asked questions regarding usefulness.
Managers were queried about the computer programs which implement the
computer assistance. Managers and administrators were not queStioned
regarding usefulness.

Parent Views on Usefulness of IEPs

The parental response to the questions is quite positive. Five
questions were asked on usefulness. A summary of responses is below.

Parent Question: It takes, approximately 3-12 hours to test and
place a student with a minor problem such as speech therapy, and
can range from 12-24 hours for a severely handicapped student.
Do you think the amount of this time expenditure to test and
place the student has helped assure the most appropriate educa-
tion for each child? (N=18)

Yes - 94% No - 6%

Parent Comments: There is no question that the extensive testing helps
to assure the most appropriate placement. The testing helps to establish
the current performance levels, which in turn help with selecting the proper
goals and objectives. The many professionals involved in the testing gives
a better perspective. The testing does take time, but it is worth it.

Parent Question: Do you feel that the present process of a team/
meeting is helpful in assuring the most appropriate education for
your child?,

Yes - 83% No 7 17%

Parent Comments: The multiple viewpoints are helpful in making educa-
tional decisions. Parents need the multiple views to understand the func-

--tioning-level of-their_child. Some children could be tested and placed
sooner. More money could be made available for services._
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Parent Question:. What parts of the meeting were useful for You
in understanding the needs of your child and then deciding what
your child's educational program should be?

Parents cite as useful the following:

Percent

Teacher communication 33%
Test scores 17%
Attitude of team participants 17%
Academic report 11%
IEP goals 6%

Nothing 6%

Parent Question: The meeting was documented by paperwork called
the Individualized Education Program.(IEP). Have these docu-
ments been useful for your reference? How?

Yes - 61% No - 39%

Parent Comments: One group of parents used the. IEP for several uses.
The IEP is used to mark progress--to see growth in skills. Praise is given'
when the student achieves. IEPs are used on a daily basis to help reinforce
the skills'taught at school. They are used'as a reference prior to the
annual review.

The second group sees the IEP as a formal document of little use.
rEPs are just paperwork to be completed. The document is hard to understand.
The team meetings are useful. Talking to the teacher is useful. IEPS are

not useful.

Parent Question: Do you receive - information pripr to the team
meeting?

Yes - 11% No - 89%

Parent Comments: Most parents receive no inforMetion prior to the team
meeting: Some parents did talk to the special education teacher regarding
assessment - results, goals and objectives.
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Teacher Views on Usefulness of IEPs

Teacher response to three questions regarding usefulness is positive.
Questions involve appropriateness for planning, usefulness to daily instruc-
tion, and usefulness of computer assistance. A summary of the responses
are below.

Teacher Question: Do you feel that the present documentation in
special education is useful in planning the most appropriate
education for each child? (N=24)

Yes - 92% No - 0% Not in all cases - 8%

Teacher Comments : The IEP is a communicationtool. Information is
provided to parents and educators. The IEP and meeting is the focal 'point
of the communication effort. IEP construction shows that schools are trying
to meet parental concerns. The IEP meeting brings together the'decision
makers and focuses on the child. The personal contact in IEP meetings be-
tween teachers and parents is valuable.

The. IEP is an organizational tool. This tool provides a task timeline
to assure that a timely assessment and placement is made. Periodic assess
ment of progress toward goals is assured by the IEP. The IEP is an outline
for educational planning. Important steps in educational planning are
documented. Instruction is focused by a task analysis which breaks instruc-
tional goals into measurable behaviors. Evaluation procedures can.measure
progress.

The IEP is also a,legal document. Compliance to state and federal
mandates is provided. The child's 'rights are protected.

Teacher Question: What parts of the paperwork process are,useful
for daily instruction?

Student data - 4%
Assessment - 25%
Placement - 4%
IEP Goals - 71%
IEP Objectives - 83%
No parts - 4%

Teacher Comments: The student address and phone are used to contact the
parent. The administration uses the student data such as placement and
ethnicity for management reasons.
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Assessments are used to assess skill levels and give a basis for place-

ment, goals and objectives. The teacher reads the assessment results on a

new student in order to know where to begin the instruction.

Goals and objectives are used for long term planning of instruction. ,

Objectives are, used for periodic check of progress, and to remind of student

needs. Few teachers write IEP objectives which can be used in daily lessons.

Objectives are written to detail the short term IEP objectives. A

Teacher Question: Has the computer aided in making the paperwork

process more useful for daily instruction?

Yes - 63% . No - 29% As useful - 8%

Teacher Comments: Teachers consider. the computer to be an aide in making

the paperwork process more useful in the daily instruction. Most teachers

who do not use the computer to develop objectives, also, do not believe that

the computer aids daily instruttion.- A large proportion of the'teachers who

use the computer to aid in developiqg objectths believe that the paperwork

process is more useful. Teachers think that the objectives listing is an

important resource. They are able to be more specific and thorough in

writing objectives. The objectives are easier to read and easier to use:
read and easier to use.

3
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(4) Response to'Computerization of the IEP

<c4

The computer-constructed IEP questionnaire is the same as the manually
constructed IEP questionnaire, except fora feu: added questions. A nearly
equal number of parents and educators were interviewed'. Programmers and
system analysts were added to the interviews. Parent, teacher and adminis-
trator interviews are summarized below.

Parent Response to Computerization of the IEP

Parent interviews include parents active in the schools. These parents
"serve as classroom aides, on advisory committees, and leaders in the com-
munity. For the most part, the parents are well informed with regard to
special edudation and the rights of their child.

Parent Question: How were younotified that the IEP meeting was
to'take place? (N=18)

Letter - 55%
Note 7 11%

Phone - 61%
Computerized letter - 6%

Parent Comments: Most parents ac.= notified by phone or letter.. Some
parents receive communication by both phone and letter. More parents in this
sample are notified by phone than parents I' LPAs which manually write IEPs.

Parent Question: Often we receive letters which have been
printed by computer. .Would you object to.receiving such a'letter?

No objection - 94% Objection - 6%
Tfer a note - 8%

Parent Comments: Parents noted that they often receive form letters for
various reasons. If a form letter would save time, then use it.
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IParent Question: The computer can be used to preprint much of
the data on the IEP. It can also be used in a meeting to record I

decisions or help in selecting objectives. Would you object to
these uses of the computer?

No objection - 94% Some objections - 6% Object - 0%

Parent Comments:

Noobjection--Parents think that it is about time that computers are
used. Computers should do the paperwork and teachers should teach., The
IEPs are legible. Handwritten IEPs are difficult to read. Parent,S are
enthusiastic about computer-constructed IEPs--IF THEY CAN MAKE ADDITIONS OR
DELETIONS DURING THE TEAM MEETING. The graphs and printouts make/reading
easier. 'Objecti-ves are more precisely written. In an initial meeting,
parents feel care should be taken when using a computer-construcied IEP.,
Parents are overwhelmed at the first meeting and may be in awe of computers.

Some objection--A parent warned against losing the personal touch when
writing IEPs.

Parent Question: What parts of the IEP do you feel shoUld not be
computerized?

Every part should be - 61%
Some parts should not be - 17%
No parts should be - 0%
No comment - 22%

Parent Comments: Parents approve of the computerization of the IEP.
A few parents object to the computerization of present levels of performanCe.
This concern centers around the psychologist report.

I Parent Question: If some objectives were selected/prior to the
meeting for discussion, would you feel as involved?

Yes 94% No - 0%
Not involved in any ca-s-e-- 6%

Parent Comments: Parents sense that teachers preselected the objectives
before computerization% This preselection of goals and abjectives is not
objectionable. Parents feel that they can change the goals and objectives.
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The construction of the IEP is a cooperative effort. Teachers consult with
parents before the meeting. During the meeting they involve the parent in
decision-making. Often, teachers ask parents to review the objectives prior
to the meeting. Parents wish to have a copy of the proposed IEP prior to
the meeting. The objectives must be PROPOSED and always subject to change.

Parent Question: When did you receive your finalized copy of
the IEP?

At end ofQthe meeting - 83% At a later date - 17%
No copy received - 0%

Parent Comments: The IEP is constructed in the meeting. The educational
plan is negotiated in this meeting... If the finalized copy of the IEP is
received later, parents feel it is not a problem. If a finalized copy is
received a week or two later, the delay is not important. In case of error,

parents would phone the teacher.

Parent Question: Do you feel the computer-produced IEP-is'as easy
to understand and as informative as a handwritten rEP?

Yes - 89% No - 6% No comment - 6%

Parent Comments: Parents have difficulty reading handwritten IEPs.
Often, the handwriting is not legible. Parents can read the computer -pro -.

duced IEP. Computer printed IEPs are clear and informative. Often, parents
do not understand some terms and rely on teacher explanations. Computer

printed objectives are clearer and more defined. The content of computer-
constructed IEPs is as personalized as the handwritten IEP.

Staff Response to Computerization of the IEP

The teacher questionnaire is different from the parent questionnaire.
Staff questions are more detailed. The staff responseto,the questions
contain more information. The staff responses were probed more deeply.
The questionnaire included more questions on the construction of the IEP.

Teacher Question: Was a major change required to adapt to the
computer? (N =24)

Yes - 13% No - 83% No comment - 4%
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Teacher Comments: Teachers do not change their practices in a major way
to adapt to computer-written IEPs. Minor changes are required. New forms
are used. Printouts of IEPs must be routed from the computer to the/teacher.
Multiple forms must be separated. Teachers are instructed in the use of the
system and practices adjusted to fit the system. Teachers adapt quite easily
to using the system. Teachers see the use of the computer as a time saver.
Any adaptation of practice results in real time savings.

Teacher Question: The computer can be used to preprint some of
the data on the IEP. It can also be used in a meeting to record
decisions or asa help in selecting objectives. Do you object to
these uses of the computer?

No objection - 83% Some objection - 17% Object - 0%

Teacher Comments: All teachers like having the student data computerized.
The data is not rewritten constantly. Student data is easier to retrieve. It
is easier to change.

Teachers like the idea of computerizing the current performance levels.
The ease of access to previous assessment information can provide valuable
diagnostic information. This historical information can narrow a later assess- '
ment. It can be a valuable reference to provide insight for the teacher.

There is a concern about including information ofa senSitive nature in
a computer file. Test scores should be included, but not certain psycho-
logical notes. There is some concern about the definition of terms used in
the IEP-7terms such as ."deficient" and "severe".

The opinion regarding the use of the computer to generate objectives
ranged widely. The majority of teachers like:this use of the computer. A
few object to their own use of the,computer. Some teachers object to this
use of the computer for everyone. Theopinions regarding objectives parallel
the SELPA use of the computer. The SELPAs which use the computer to print
objectives have teachers who applaud this use. The SELPA which does not
computerize objectives has teachers who object to computerizing the objec-
tives or who would not like to use preselected objectives.

Teacher Question: What parts of the IEP should not be computerized?

No parts - 63%
Student data - 0%
Psychological file - 13%
Current performance levels - 17%
Goals and objectives - 13%



Teacher Comments: Again,there is some concern about the use of the
psychological data contained in the confidential file. A few teachers desire
to"write their own objectives.

Teacher Question: What advantages does a computer-assisted
construction of the IEP havel Disadvantages?

Teacher Comments:

Advantages--Teachers report the computer speeds the writing of the IEP.
The goals are easier and quicker to write. More time is spent teaching.
The IEPs are easier to retrieve. Since the IEP meeting runs smoothly, time
is saved.

The IEP is legible. The handwritten IEPs are often hard to read. The
bottom NCR copies of the IEP are often illegible. The wording on the com-
puter-produced IEP is clear. There is consistent terminology throughout
the district.

There is a common bank of objectives. This bank provides for consistent
-.objectives throughout the SELPA. Objectives are better. More objectives are
;included on the IEP. Teachers select objectives from areas in which they do
not normally write objectives.

Disadvantages--It takes time in order to learn how to use the computer-
produced IEP--time to put the, initial information into the computer- -time to
learn how to select coded goals and objectives. It takes time to include
new objectives on the "proposed" IEP. There is a time lapse between submitting
.the. Student Data Sheet and receiving the proposed IEP.

The computer-produced IEP is impersonal. Sometimes the objectives are-
too broad and do not fit a particular student. The handwritten IEP seems
more personal.

Teachers in one agency report the objectives are often not written,
at the proper level. Unused objectives are included in the IEP. It is
difficult to separate the carbon copies at the IEP meeting.

Teacher Question: Flow do you maintain confidentiality of student
records?

Teacher Comments: Teachers think there is no problem with maintaining
confidentiality. Their own personal files are locked. In the SELPAs using
microcomputers, only one or two people have access to the computer. The



microcomputer is locked in a room at night. The SELPAs which use mainframe
computers have varying levels of access. The special education teacher needs
the help of the school secretary in order to enter the school computer. The
school secretary does not know the access code to enter the spe'cial education

file. The data can only be read by teachers. Only the special education
clerk at the SELPA office can enter data.

Teacher Question: What inservice was needed for you to use the

prOgram? How many hours?

Teacher Comments: For the initial writing of a computer-constructed IEP,
teachers reported several meetings. These meetings included a step-by-step

description of the construction process. These initial meetings usually take

from two to five hours. Periodic meetings are needed to update information

and skills in constructing the IEP. These meetings were twice a year.

Teacher Question: What is your perception of the parent's reaction
toward computer use?

Teacher Comments: Perceptions of a negative reaction come mostly from
the Marin SELPA. Most-positive perceptions are from Simi Valley. Positive

perception may stem from the fact that Simi Valley has been computerized
longer. Teachers reported negative parent reaction at first. Later, the

parents became appreciative of the many pluses of computerizing the IEP.

Some teachers reportno negative reactions. Many parents feel comfortable

with computerization of the IEP.

Response of Administrators and Managers to IEP Computerization
%

Sixteen administrator's and managers were interviewed regarding IEP
computerization. After the administrators and managers described their
IEP systems, each was asked the following questions.

Atutager Question: What advantages does computer - assisted con-

Struction of the IEP have? Disadvantages? (N=16)

1

ittnager Comments: Advantages--The computer saves time in writing the

IEP: The teacher does not have to complete the student data section after
the initial IEP is written. The computer saves time in writing IEP goals

and objectives.
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The IEP is easier to read: The writing is legible. The terms are
defined carefully. The writing is easier to understand. The IEP has a
professional appearance--an appearance of quality and organization.

More areas are selected in which objectives are written. More objec-
tives are written within each area. The objectives are tied together in an
organized fashion. As a result, the teaching covers a broader scope than
previously and a wider variety of materials are used.

The teachers are excited about using a computerized IEP format.
Teachers enjoy the forward-looking image that a computerized IEP projects.

The director has more management information available. Management
information for teachers and,students can be easily retrieved and tabulated.
Management decisions can occur in a timely manner.

Managers can track goals and 'objectives within programs and handicap
areas. The tracking gives managers more information regarding curriculum
decisions.

Disadvantages--More than fifty percent of the managers cite no disadvan-
tages to the computerized IEP. One disadvantage is that the construction of
a "proposed" IEP carries with'it a danger. Parents may not realize that the

IEP can be changed. Staff must emphasize in the IEP meeting that the IEP can
be changed.

A second disadvantage is that a minority of teachers may not like using
the computerized IEP. Each user= must be taught to respect the system and use
it. Getting the teachers to "own" the system can require careful management.

khriager Question: How do you maintain confidentiality of student
1

records?

tnager Conznents: Admristrators and managers have no difficulty
maintaining confidentiality'(of student records. The microcomputers were

locked ,overnight. Mainframe computers had several levels of coded access.
CoMputer records were no less secure than written records.

Miiccna&r Question: What is your perception of the parent's re-
action towardcomputer use_

tanager Comments: Administrators and managers report that parent
reaction is very positive. The parents find the computerized IEP readable

-and 'informative. They often use the IEP at home to work on objectives with
their children. Many parents feel comfortable with the computerized IEP.
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:Summary of Computer-Assisted IEP Findings

The computerized IEP process has all the elements of the manual IEP
process plus data entry and printout of the IEP. To facilitate the data
entry a Student Data Sheet is used to summarize data for entry. The
-"proposed" IEP is reviewed and revised by the IEP team.

The costs of an initial NS placement using a computer-developed IEP
range from $30 to $70. For an initial RSP placement, costs approximate
$80 to $115. Computer-assisted SEX placements can range from. $295 to $740.
The computer-developed annual review IEP can cost from $60 to $160.

The personnel involved in the computer IEP construction are the same
as the manual IEP construction with the addition of a data entry clerk.
The timeline for the computer IEP is the same as the manual IEP, except
the Student Data Sheet must be completed one week prior to the IEP meeting
so the "proposed" IEP can be printed.

Parents are quite positive about the IEP assessment and team meeting.
Parents feel enough assessment information is collected for decisions.
The assessment information and the IEP meeting are helpful in making educa-
tional decisions. The IEP is used as a reference by parents.

Teachers feel the IEP process, and documentation are providing the most
appropriate education for each child. The IEP goals and objectives are
useful in planning daily instruction. The computer has aided in making the
paperwork process more useful for daily instruction.

Parents and teachers respond favorably to the computer-constructed IEP.
The IEP is legible and easier to understand. Parents feel involved in the
IEP process even though the objectives are-preselected.

Teachers report no major change to adapt to the use of the computer to
construct the IEP. Teachers do not object to using the computer. Computer-
assisted construction.of the IEP has many advantages and few disadvantages.

Administrators and mahagers'think that the computerized IEP saves teachers
time, 'is more legible, and contains goal and objectives which are better
written. Managers sense that phrents and teachers are very positive about
the computerized IEP.
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PHASE FOUR: IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PRACTICES.
IN COMPUTER-ASSISTED IEP SYSTEMS

This phase of the study identifies and analyzes the current practices in
California and in other states to produce special education IEPs with computer
assistance. The first part of this phase is an analysis of in-depth interviews
in four agencies in California which use computer-assisted IEPs. The interview
results are compared with the results of four similar agencies which produce
IEPs manually.

The second part of this phase presents an analysis of systems to produce
IEPs from California and other-parts of the nation. The systems included in
this section are available from private vendors and public agencies.

Analysis of Interviews in Four Agencies
Using Computer-Assisted IEP Systems and
Four Agencies With Manual Written IEPs

Of major interest in this poition of the study were the attitudes of
parents, teachers and program administrators to current practices in developing
IEPs. The responses to the usefulness of the IEP, whether produced as a hand -.
written or a computer-assisted copy, and attitudes about using computers in the
IEP process, were analyzed. Questions related to usefulness of the IEP docu-
ments and attitudes toward computer-assisted construction of IEPs were used in
the interviews of each interview study sample. -

Each interview group consisted of parents, special education teachers, and
administrators of special education programs. The interviews for those who used
the manual construction of the IEP included 22 parents, 23 teachers, and 10
administrators. The second group, which used the'computer to aid in the
construction of the IEP, included 18 parents, 24 teachers, and 16 administra-
tors. The total number of persons interviewed was 113. Each questionnaire con-
tained items regarding the usefulness of IEPs and reactions toward using a
computer to assist in writing an IEP. The opinions of the manual-construction
group and the computer-assisted group are compared in the following sections.
All comparisons were tested for significance using the chi square statistic at
the .05 level. Only two comparisons were significant, and they are noted in the
text.

In addition to analyses of parent and teacher responses to usefulness of
IEPs-and computerization of IEPs, this section contains a comparison of costs of
manual vs. computerized IEPs. Following the cost analysis, the IEP forms of
manual and computer-assisted agencies are compared to Federal mandates.
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Comparison of Parent Responses Regarding Usefulness of IEPs

Three questions' regarding usefulness were included on questionnaires
used in both manual and computer-assisted samples. Parent responses to these
three questions are summarized below.

Parent Question: It takes approximately 3-12 hours to test and
place a student with a minor problem such as speech therapy, and
can range from 12-24 hours for a severely handicapped student.
Do you think the amount of this time expenditure to test and
place the student has helped assure the most appropriate educa-
tion for each child?

(N=22) (N=18)

Manually- Computer-
, Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

Yes 95% 94%.

No 5% 6%

Parent Anal sis: There is no difference between the responses of parents
in SE s w ich manually construct their IEPs and the SELPAs which use the
computer to assist in the construction of the IEP.

Parent Qtiestion:' Do you feel that the present process of a team
meeting is helpful in assuring the most appropriate education for
your child?

Manually- Computer-
Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

Yes 82% 83%
No 5% 17%
No opinion 13% 0%

Parent Analysis: There is no significant difference between the parents'
belief that tfie team meeting is helpful in assuring the most appropriate edu-
cation for their children regardless of which method is used to construct the

° IEP: Parents hold a belief that the team meeting helps assure the most
appropriate education:

The parents who have manually-constructed IEPs. find many items used in
the IEP team meeting helpful., Parents in this group rely mainly on test
scores and reports--academic, psychological, speech and. language; nurse,
doctor, and principal reports.... Participant attitude and teacher communica-
tion is not relied upon as 'much as these various reports.
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The parents who have computer-constructed IEPs find teacher communication
about academic reports and test scores helpful. Teacher communication and
team members' attitudes are valued by these parents.

Parent Question: The meeting was documented by paperwork. called
the Individual Education Plan (IEP). Have these documents been
useful for your reference?

Yes
No

Manually- Computer-
Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

68% 61%
32% 39%

Parent Analysis: A majority of parents use the IEP for reference. There
is no significant difference between the opinion of parents, who have computer-
assisted construction of the IEP and those that do not. Most parents find the

documents useful.

Comparison of Parent Responses Regarding
Computer-Assisted Construction of IEPs

Par\ents were asked'four questions regarding the computerization of the
,IEP construction process. Their responses are compared below.

Parent Question: The computer can be Used to preprint much of the

dataon the IEP. It can also be used in a meeting to record
deciOons or help in selecting objectives. Would you object to

these uses of the computer?

Manually- Computer-.

Constructed Constructed
IEP IEP

No Objection 82% 94%

kSome reservation 9% 6%

,Object 9,% 0%

Parent Analysis:' Parents in both groups favor the use of the computer to

aid in the construction of the IEP. Parents did state that any prepared docu-.

ment should be subject to change in the team meeting. The IEP draft presented

in the meeting should be a true draft.
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Parent Question: What parts of the IEP do you feel should be
computerized?

Manually- Computer-
Constructed ConStructed

IEP IEP

Every part 64%' 61%
Some parts 36% 17%
No parts 0% 0%

No content 0% 22%

Parent Analysis: The proportion of parents who favor the computerization
of every part of the IEP is quite high for each group. The parts which many
parents object to computerizing are the psychological records. Otherwise,
parents do not object to computerizing the student data, goals and objectives.

Parent Question: if some objectives were preselected for dis-
cussion prior to thebeeting, would you feel as involved in the
decisiop-making process?

Manually- Computer-
Constructed Constructed'

IEP IEP

Yes 81% 94%

No , 9% 0%

No opinion 9% 6%

Parent Analysis: Parents like the team to be prepared for discussii of
their child. A pretelection of goal and objectives seems to be a reasonable
preparation. The parents expect the team to be flexible._ Some parents would
like to review the proposed goals and objectives prior to the team meeting.
Most parents feel a part of the decision-making process.

Parent Question: When did you receive your copy of your IEP?'

Manually- Computer-
Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

IEP meeting 77% , 83% ,

Later date 14% 17%

No copy 5% 0%

Unknown 5% 0%
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Parent Analysis: A large proportion of parents receive the IEP at the
meeting. A few parents receive the final copy at a later date. Parents
respond in similar proportions regardless of the way the IEP is constructed.

Comparison of Teacher Responses for Usefulness of IEP

Teacher questionnaires include two questions to which teachers in the
mWnually-onstructed IEP sample and .the computer-constructed sample responded.
These two questions were:also included in the study "Paperwork in Special
Education: An Analysis and Critique (Barrick and Enell, 1980). A comparison
of the three responses TT-below.

Teacher Question; Do you feel that the present documentation is
useful in planning the,most appropriate education for each child?

(N=24)

Manually:- Computer-
Study of Constructed Constructed

IEP Paperworka . IEP IEP

Yes 65% 70% 12%b
No 13% 13% 0%

Not in all cases 23% 17% 8%

a. Barrick and Enell (1980, 30)
b. Chi square statistic significant at .05 level

Teacher Analysis : Teachers in all three samples perceive that the
present documentation in special education is. useful. in planning the most

appropriate education. From 1980 to 1983, teacher'opinions has remained
rather constant. The teacher attitude toward the usefulness of the computer-
assisted documentary is significantly higher than either the teacher opinion
in 1980 or 1983 toward the manually-constructed IEP. This attitude shift may

be due to the increased time expended in assessment when IEP construction is
computer-assisted.

Teacher Question: What parts of the paperWork4wocess are useful
for daily instruction? Why?

Parts Used
Study of IEP
Paperworka

Manually-.
Constructed

IEP',

Computer-
. Constructed

IEP

Student data
Assessment
Plcement .

IEP Goals
IEP Objectives .

No partS . .

0%

31%
0%

c73%

10%

4%
22%
4%

49%
'87%

4%

...

4%.

25%
4%

71%b
83%.
4%

. -

a Barrick and Enell (1980,28) ,, -r

b. Chi square statistic significant at .05 level
c. Goals and._ objectives not separated
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- Teagzer AnzLsCs: In all three samples, teachers see the goals and
objec1-5' as the of the IEP most useful for daily instruction. Teacher
attitude Lllward the IEP components has remained fairly constant from 1980 to
1983. A .r,rghificantly higher proportion of computer-assisted teachers
perceive the pals to bit useful for daily instruction when compared to
teachers lobo manually castruct the IEP. This significant differ ay
ba due to the clear rf:litionship between goals and short-term

Compari.snn rtf Teach; :r Responses Regarding

ComnIE-Asisteronstruction of IEPs

Teacher Question: The computer -can be used to preprint much of
the data on the IEP. It can also be used in a meeting to record
decisions or as a help in selecting objectives. Would you object
to these uses of the computer?

Manually- Computer-
Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

No objection 83% 83%
Some Objection 17% 18%
Objection 0% 0%

Teacher Analysis: Most teachers have no objection to computerizing
the IEP. A fgaViect to computerizing the confidential information such
as mchological records. Almost all teachers stated that the IEP team
members should be able to change the "proposed" IEP. The parent should be
clearly informed of this right.

Teacher QuestiOn: What parts should be computerized?

Manually- . Computer-
Constructed Constructed

IEP IEP

All parts 57% 63%
Some parts 22% 17%
No opinion -22% 0%

Teacher Analysis: A large proportion of teachers percdive the computer
to be a real help in organizing the IEP. There no objection to computer-
izing the student data section of the IEP. A small portion of teachers object
to using the computer to summarize the assessment data and to list the goals
and objectives on the IEP. The majority of teachers do not object to com-
puterizing all parts of the IEP.
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Comparison of Administrator'Resoonses Regarding
Computer-Assisted Construction of IEPs

The IEP is viewed by all adminiWators as helpful for guiding the IEP
meeting and for providing a planned instructional program to the students.

The first benefit from computer-assisted IEPs mentioned by bath manual and
computer-assisted IEP administrators is the time savings. They recognize that
the use of computers helps to reduce the paperwork done by teachers, and that
this speeds the IEP process.

The next benefit is the use of the student information for management
information purposes. The third-benefit comes from the use of objectives which
are part of an organized curriculum sequence which provides instructional , m-
tinuity from teacher to teacher and 'year to year. Administrators believe that
this information on objectives could help them track different currico%um needs.
A fourth benefit is-the tracking of due process timelines and dates: The final
benefit is the availability of a clear, readable copy of the IEP for parents and
school personnel.

Possible problems mentioned in the use of computer-assisted IEPs are dif-
ferent for the manual and mtputnr-assisted administrative groups. The manual
group gave as problems (1) starting up a system to produce the computer-assisted
IEP and (2) developing a listog of goals and objectives. These possible
problems were different from those mentioned by the computer-assisted IEP admi-
nistrators. For them, the possible problems were (1) clearly communicating to
all--and especially to parents--the changable nature pf the proposed IEP and (2)
helping teachers to adopt the IEP system as their own. Those with computer -
assisted IEPs found that the advantages frOm their systems far outweighed the
disiadvantages.
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Comparison of Costs of Manual vs.
Computer- Assisted IERs

-

Price and Goodman (1980) examined the costs associated with the development
of IEPs. Seventy-five teachers recorded the time that they spent on IEP
activities fOr 804 students. Teachers spent an, average of six hours and twenty-
six minutes on each IEP.-- This time cost $66.81 for.the 1977-78 school year.
Using the average salary paid to teachers in the Far West geographic region
during 1981-82 , this cost was adjusted for inflation. Adjusting for inflation,
the cost of writing an IEP for the 1981-82 school year based on,the Price and
Goodman study would be $100.12.

IEP Time and Costs

This study estimated the,time expenditure and cost for several different
types of placeffients, since the number of people involved can vary. Minimum
costs were calculated for the average time reported by the usual persons
involv,ed in the assessment and the IER meeting. Maximum costs were calculated
by including the average time and cost of any additional personnel who are
.sometimes included, These average minimum and maximum times and costs for both
manual and computer - constructed IEPs are summarized in Table 16.

4-

Table 16 .

SumoarY of Time and Costs of IEP Development
by Meeting Type and Placement for Manual- and Computer-Constructed IEPs

me-

2.3

6.5

14.2

anuall -constructed-TEPs
rs

Com uter-Constructed IEPs
os me 'rs 'ost F$1

Initia acen5

DIS Service -.4.2 $ 36.40 - $67.50 2.0 - 4.2 $ 31.20 = $68.75

Paefreriir
Resource .4ecialist - 9.0* 96.41 - 150.75 4.8 - 8.7 80.23 -,115.85

e a acem-1-111717-
Special Day Class

in District
- 29.7 252.76 - 493.10 16.6 - 30.9 295.63 - 518.36

Initial PraTAZW:-
Special Day Class .

in An"het

24.0

27.3

- 37.0 431.20 - 544.60 25.6 - 38.5 446.68 - 663.15

n a acemen :
Special Day Class with

Additional Meetin
- 41.8 483.20 - 722.97 28.9 - 43.2 499.46 - 740.10

Annual Rev evi-
All Placements 4.4 - 9.3 76.03 - 155.47 3.7 - 9.7 62.60 - 161.36

Education CoMmission of the States (1982)
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Time and cost estimates are dependent on type of initial placement. A
placeMent in a Special` Day Class (SOC) is much more expensive than 'a DIS service,
or Resource Specialist Program (RSP) placement. The cost estimate of Price and
Goodman of $100.12 is too high for a DIS placement using either a manually or
-computet:-constructed_IEP. The Price and.Goodman estimate is within the cost
range for Resource Specialist Placement and the cost range of an annual review
IEP for any program. But, the Price and Goodman estimate is too low by at least
150% for the initial Special Day Class placement.

Cost Savings--A further analysis of the computer-constructed and manually-
constructed IEP costs reveals that:

Up to 14% of the IEP costs in an initial Designated InStruction and
Service placement can be saved using a computer-constructed IEP.

18% to 23% of the costs in an initial Resource Specialist Program
placement can be saved by using ,acomputer-constructed IEP.

Up to 18% of the costs for an annual review can be saved when a -computer-
constructed IEP is used.

There is a 2% to 4% cost increase for a computer-constructed IEP in.an
initial Special Day Class placement.

This study found an approximate cost savings of 10 to 20 percent for all
IEP meetings except initial Special Day Class placements when a computer-
constructed IEP was used. This means that the computer-assisted IEP is cost-
efHcient for initial placements in Resource Specialist Program and Designated
Service and Instruction, and for most annual review meetings:-

Only when the annual review involves additional personnel and assessments
is the cost of the annual, review meeting higher in those'districts using com-
puters. This higher maximum total cost figure was related to increased
assessment time reporteo by psychologists and program specialists. This maxiicim
cost would be appropriate for many three-year review meetings, but seldom for
annual reviews.

Teacher Time Savings--Another analysis was made of the time used by just
the special ediWitiOTTFicher/specialist in the complete assessment and IEP
meeting process using manual or computer-assisted IEP construction (see Table,
17). The time differences for the total process using computer-assisted IEPs
were less for all placements and review meetings except for the initial place-
ments of the resource specialist. The resource specialistiteachers 4sing
computer-constructed IEPs reported spending an average of 42 minutes more in
initial placement assessment activities, and a corresponding decrease of 42
minutes in the actual meeting, with no difference overall between resource spe-
cialist teachers using manual or computer IEPs for initial placements.

Resource specialist and special-day class teachers using computer-assisted
IEPs spend more time in the assessment process and less time in the IEP meeting
than do teachers using manually-constructed IEPs. This difference may be due to
two factors. One reason is the use of an assessment team meeting to prepare the
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proposed IEP-- not used in the manual process. This step apparently
results in r IEP meetings both for initial placements and annual review
meetings. A second reason may be that more objectives are written in the
computer-produced IEP and the selection of the proposed objectives occurs prior
to the IEP meeting itself.

Because the total time and dollar maximums are greatly affected by the
participation of many staff at. IEP meetings, the reduction of IEP meeting time
reported by those using computers is especiafTYThoteworthy:71170T the exception
owe initraT51-SWement, initTarTErimeetings for placements in RSP and SDC
were from 10 to 42 minutes less in districts using computers/

DIS specialists use less time_overall for the initial IEP process, with the
greatest time savings reported in the assessment phase and some increase in time
at the IEP meeting.

Table 17
Comparison of Special Education Teacher/Specialist Time -.

Used in Assessment, IEP Meetings and Total,
With and Without Computer-Assisted IEPs

Assessment RP Meeting Total Minutes
Without With Computer Without With Computer Ilithout With Computer

Meeting Type Computer Computer IEP Dif, Computer Computer IEP Dif. Computer Computer IEP Dif.

Initial Placement
DIS 120 90 -30 20 30 +10 140 120 -20
RSP 150 192- +42 89 47 -42 239 239 0'

SDC 180 183 + 3 '70 60 -10 250 243 - 7
Annual Review--VT TFRfiFrs 151 139 -12 57 41 -16 208 180 -28

h r a off from ae e o cm, comes from the
reported savings in conducting annual_ review meetings. The total time for
teachers to prepare fpr and conduct the annual review meetings is 28 minutes
lesS than the time teachers reported in districts using manual IEPs. If this
teacher time savings were expressed in dollars, there would be a cost savings of
$3,640 fcrfive hundred annual review meetings, with erlivalent costs savings
for higher numbers of stutp.Tts. If this tteoretical ravings could be spent, it
would be sufficient to cover the costs (data entry, materials, equipment
purchase and maintenance, and program purchase) if the larger expenses are amor-
tized over several years. Districts with 2,000 students would have a theoreti-
cal savings of $14,560 each year. About half of this might be used for data
entry, with the remainder covering program costs and materials.

This theoretical "savings" would be sufficient to cover all costs related
to computer- assisted IEPs except the actual equipment costs. Unfortunately the
saving is not recoverable in terms of dollars--but only in teacher recognition
and gratitude.

Other studies have reported greater time savings for IEP development.
Reporting on a specific computer-based IEP program (the CAMEO), Brown (1982)
found a 50% decrease in. time to develop an IEP. Lillie and Edwards (1982) claim
that another program (the Unistar) saves 60% of the time teachers use for IEP
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development. This study shows a time reduction for teachers at annual review
IEP meetings of nearly 30 percent (28%). While this time savings is con-
siderably less than reported in other studies, it is based upon a total of
assessment and meeting time, not merely IEP development.

Paper Cost--The computer-constructed IEPs vary widely in the number of
pages that are included in the IEP. The shortest IEP is three pages. The
longest IEP, ranges from eight to fifteen pages. The length of the IEP depends
on how the objectives are selected and listed on the IEP. If the objectives are
coded,by the teacher and then printed by the computer, the IEP has few Rages
(see Simi Valley's IEP iAppendix F). If the computer prints a range of objec-
tives, then the IEP can be quite lengthy (see Hesperia's IEP in Appendix F).

The length of a computer-produced IEP can be shorter than the manually-
produced IEP. But, for some systems, this is not the case.

The number of computerized copies of the IEP is the same the number for
manually-produced IEPs, as the same number of people need copiu. of the IEP.

No savings were found due to reduced use of paper. Just as many copies of
the IEP were made. A savings due to length of the IEP wasjpossible but not con-
sistently found in practice.

Additional Computzrl.zc2 :EP Costs

The compW.Pr'zt.1 T,FP requires rsome initial set up costs. These costs are
in four areas: (' equipment cost, (2) program costs, (3) training costs, and
Rk data entry staff.

Eqt4i_pment Cost--The equipment costs can vary depending on what is already
a mainframe computer is available, then a terminal is needed to

access the mainframe. Terminals can range from $2,000 to $18,000, depending on
quality and independent functions.

For the microcomputer system, several pieces must be included--(1) a com-
puter, (2) a printer, (3) two disk drives, and (4) a monitor. This equipment
can range from $2,500 to $6,000, depending on the type of equipment. The equip-
ment expenditure may not be necessary since many districts have microcdmputer
equip mers.:

Program Cost--In addition, computer programs must be bought or developed.
The programs developed fbr mainframes can be bought from public agencies for
$2,000 to $5,000 and higher. If the program is written by in-house programmers
the cost can be from four months up to a year of programmer time or approxima-
tely between .,$8,300 and $25,000.

Programs for microcomputers can vary in priceand quality. These programs
can rarely be modified, soAhey must be accepted "as is". These programs
usually range in price from $250 to $500, and can cost up'to $5,000.
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Training Cost--Staff must be trained to develop IEPs using computer
assistance. Program managers report that it takes between two and five hours to
explain the computer IEP process to teachers. This would cost $31 to $78 for
each teacher. The explanation of the computerized IEP process is usually
included as part of the inservice for special education teachers.

Data Entry Cost--Data entry staff (rather than teachers) usually enter data
into the computer. Training a data entry clerk usually takes one day. Data
entry clerks may work on a part-time basis to enter IEP data, depending upon the
number of students and the amount of data entered. Data entry is an ongoing
cost which should be included in any cost estimate of an IEP system.

Analysis of Items Collected on
Manual IEPs and Computer-Assisted IEPs

The Code of Federal Regulations, Part 121a, was reviewed to identify items
to be included on the IEP. There are eight specific items mandated by the Code.
An additional ten items are desirable to include on the IEP or other paperwork
to document that certain due process requirements are met. Fnally, three items
are needed for State and/or Federal reports, and need to be available--although
not necessarily on the IEP itself. For a listing of these IEP items and the
matching code of Federal Regulations citations, see Appendix A.

Eight sets of IEP forms were analyzed to identify'how closely the IEP forms
matched with federal regulations. The IEP forms analyzed included IEPs from the
four agenciee 'included in the manual sample and IEPs from the four agencies
included in ehe computerized IEP sample. (These IEP forms are included in
Appendices D and F).

Table 16 records the analysis of the eight sets of IEPs. The computer-
assisted IEPs contained all of the mandated items. The manual IEPs from three
agencies contained all of the mandated items, but that of the fourth agency did
not have all the mandated items.

Both the computer-assised and the manual group included three-fourths of
the items desirable on their LEP forms. The items consideeed to be "desirable"
that were most frequently omitted were (1) the statement related to placement in
the least restrictive environment and/or placement rationale, (2) and a state-
ment specific, to the student's eligibility or continuing eligibility. There
also seemed to be some confusion of about whether both the parents' native
language and the student's primary language must be identified--or if they are
considered the same. Some IEP forms listed both student and peeert '
while others only had the student or home language.

The disability and ethnic information needed for State and/or Federal
reports was not always recorded on the 1EPs; although birth date was found oe
every IEP.

While there were no differences overall between the manual and computer-
assisted IEPs, the computer-'assisted IEPs were found to be more explicit about
the information they included, with specific statements regarding each item.
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Table 18
IEP Items Mandated by Code of Federal Regulations,
Desirable for Documentation of Due Process and
Needed for State/Federal Reports Collected on

Manual and Computer-Assisted IEPs

Requirement/Specific Item Manual IEPs
1 2 3 4

Computer-Assisted IEPs
5 6 7 8

Mandated for IEP
X

X

XX-XXXXXXX
X

X'XXXXX=XXX
XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXX
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XX'XXX
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

X

0

X

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,4*,"

X'

X

X

X

X

)(

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I. Preseliflevrels of performance
2. Annual goals
3. Short term objectives
4.yrAgrams/services required
5. Extent b"rinteg.ration
6. Service initiation date
7. Service duration
8. Objective evaluation proceduresXX-XXX0XX
lesirable for Documentation of

Due Process
9. MFeifing date
10. Persons in attendance
11. Parental.consent/signature
12. Date of consent
13. Parents' native language
14. Pupil's primary language
15. Least restrictive environment/

placement rationale
16. School of service
17., Eligibility -.

18. Annual review date
Needed for State/Federal Reports
19. Di-&-ETIity category.
20. Bir*lidate (age)
21. Ethnicity

Total= items, all Requirements 19 17 16 17 14 19 19 17

X Category included on form.
0 Included on IEP but not on computerized part of IEP.
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Analysis of Computer-Assisted IEP Programs

The first section of Phase Four analyzed and compared the findings from
the study of computer-assisted and non-computer-assisted agencies within
California. The'second section of Phase Four analyzes the current practices
in California and in other states to produce special education IEPs with
computer assistence.

Study Limitations

research study was originally designed to gather information on
California practices in IEP construction. It was only as few systems were
found in use in California that a search was undertaken to identify systems
developed outside of California. Information on identif)d systems was
requested from identified vendors. In some cases the descriptive information
was merely a publicity flyer; in other cases fairly comprehensive information

was provided with sample IEPs and guides. The study analyzed each of these

systems from the information provided. The comparisons that follows for thirty

systems not in use in California are based upon this written analysis, not on

firsthand knowledge.

Overview

Computer-assisted IEP programs can be classified under one of four head-
ings, depending upon the amount of information included and upon how the
program operates. The type of equipment used is not a major concern, as
programs are available for both large and small 'computers in every classifi -

cation. The four classifications are:

complete IEP with teacher-selected objectives
complete IEP with :program-selected objectives
partial IEP with teacher-selected objectives
partial IEP with student information

Each of these classifications.is described below, and programs are identified.

by name under each classification. A complete description of each program is

provided in Appendix E (arranged in alphabetical order). A table providing

gone comparative inforMation on all of these programs is given on page 33,

Table 9.

Complete IEP with Teacher-Selected Objectives

Brigance Inventory of By is Skills (Curriculum Associates)

Child-Based Information System r''',11-1- ,1 Susquehanna)

Computer - Assisted IEP System (W1 aunty)

Computer-Assisted Curriculum is)

Computer-Managed Special Educati .. U. Software)

Computerized IEP System (CK Asso

`.
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Curriculum Management System (Learning Tools)
IEP /Progress Report (Learning Systems)
Individual Education Performance System (Educom)
Modularized Student Management System (Education Turnkey)
Simi Valley Pre-IEP and IEP Program (Simi Valley)
Special Education Information Management System (Boston)
Special Education IEP'System (Control Data)
Student Infoonation Report and Behavioral Objectives Plan

(Ex-Ed System)

Coded Programs--Within these "complete" teacher-selected objectives
programs, there are differences in the amount of information which may be
pre-coded to appear on the proposed IEP in complete sentences/phrases.
For example, the Simi Valley Pre -IEP system allows for coding such informa-
tion as "anticipated placement duration" with a one-digit number; the IEP
prints out a phrase such as "one semester," "one year," or "until age 21."
Similarly, by .entering -a coded-number.,-the 1EP will print-out a statement
related to the" alternative modes or differential standards which can be used
on one of the (code-specified) proficiency exams. This ability of a computer
program to "translate" coded information into' words., phrases and sentences can
result in considerable time savings for those who are familiar with the.
program. Within California, the Simi Valley prograM is the only teacher,
selected-objectives system in use at this time which includes a large quantity
of coded information. The program developed by Placentia provides for some
coded information, but other sections provide headings and lines for hand-entry.

Semi-coded Programs--Other programs, which do not include as much provision
for coded information, may include the sections for information with a heading
such as "Anticipated Placement is:" and then provide a line 6n, which the
information is to be entered, just as it would be on a non-computer pre-printed
form. Such programs may include all of the necessary items fora complete
IEP, but will not necessarily show a cost-savings in terms of the time

for writing an IEP.
,

An example of a semi -coded IEP program used in California is that of
Placentia. This program supplies some computer-printed lines for information
which needs to be added at the IEP meeting. Examples of such information are
"Present level of performance" and "Participation in regular education."

A disadvantage of coded programs is thought by some to be the use of
"canned" information, although others would say that coded systems proVide
more consistency and are more easily understood.- An advantage of a coded
program is that less time is spent during the IEP meeting on writing routine
or repetitive information.

Complete I Ps provide either coded entry or blank lines for fill-in of
all information thought to be necessary in an IEP. Users agree that the
necessary information is more apt to be included on an IEP when the form
includes an appropriate heading for that information.

9{.i
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Complete IEP with Program-Selected Objectives

Some programs which produce a complete IEP were analyzed separately
because of a major difference in how the objectives to be pre-printed are
selected. Rather than having the teacher select by code rumber the objec-
tives to be presented in the proposed IEP, these programs identify objectives
to include based upon test score information or on actual test item data.

Programs which select objectives for the IEP based upon program speci-
fications include:

Michigan Teacher Support System (Macomb Intermediate District)
Programming for IncEvidual Education (Green Valley Educational
Agency)

Project IEP (Evans-Newton)
Unistar I Pre-IEP (Microsystems)

The program being piloted in Hesperia, California, fits into the category
of program-selected objectives. Their program, the Unistar I Pre-IEP (by
Microsystems), uses the discrepancy between ability and achievement to identify
goal areas, and achievement test scores to identify a number of objectives
at the appropriate level.

Partial IEP with Teacher-Selected Ob,itEtimE.

These programs produce a listing of curriculum objectives, which may or
may not be based upon specific test information, and which can be used as
pert of a special education student's IEP--but not the full set of paperwork.
Because many of these programs do not include other types of administrative
or student information, they are limited in their use as management informa-
tion programs.

Programs which allow teachers to select objectives, but which do not
print a complete IEP, include these eight systems:

IEP Cier' k''ton County)

Instructi, anagement System (CITH)
Management and Assessment (Allegheny Intermediate Unit)
Modularized Educational Achievement Description- -MEAD

(Oakland, Mich.)
Orbit II (Montgomery County)
Project Perform (Ingham Intermediate)
Project RECIPE (Florida)
Georgia Learning Resources System (Atlanta)

Partial IEP with Student Information

A final set of five programs provides management information_ systems
adapted for special education use. These provide the face page for an IEP
(containing identifying data and possible current program information), but
they do not include specific objectives for selection or pre-printing, Such
programs include:



Special Education File'(Anderson Software)
PRISM (Psychological Corporation)
CAMEO (Multnomah County)
SERVE (Educational Research Consultants)
Special Education Management System (Sysdata)

Within California a number of agencies have developed, purchased or
adapted management information systems to provide theM with a face sheet for
the IEP as well as student information for management purposes. Such programs
include those used in Marin Coupty (discu5sed in Phase Three of this report)
and systems such as those used in Tulare, Sacramento City and a number of
other agencies. Some of these programs contain information about the goal or
objective areas, although they do not contain complete behavioral objectives.
A Fist of California agencies producing partial IEPs with/student information
is presented in Table 8, on page 30.

.0"
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Summary

Parent and teacher attitudes toward using computers to assist in preparing
IEPs are quite positive. These positive attitudes are found in agencies which
are now using computers and those which are not.

Teachers perceive that using computers to produce IEPs saves time. This
belief is supported by the findings of this study. Time savings vary tor dif-
ferent types of placements and for annual review meetings. Special education
teachers can save an average of 28 minutes at each annual review meeting, and
find varying savings in time for initial placement meetings.

When these time savings are measured in dollars, up to 18 percent of the
total costs for annual review meetings can be wed when computers assist in IEP
preparation. Costs for initial placement meek,' 1 vary with the type of place-
ment b-eing considered, and greatest savings for student; placed in
Designated Instruction and Services and in 11r. Specialist Program (the most
frequent placements),, with possibly slight ir 'c :ses in costs for Special Day
Cl ass placements.

Sample IEPs were found to include all of the items mandated by the Code of
Federal Regulations, afd a majority of the ,t.ums thought to be desirable.

A number of IEP computer programs I.4:-,ect been developed by commercial and
educational agencies. ; These programs may print part or all of a special educa-
tion IEP. These programs differ in the amount of IEP information covered in the
printed document, andiin the way in which student.instructional objectives (if
included) are selected. Other program differences affect the amount of control
a special education direl-tor has over the actual information contained in the
IEP form, ,and in the typesrof management reports available. IEP programs are
available from commercial /companies and from educational agencies. Costs bf the
programs vary greatly; from a low of $99 to a high of $9,995.

The mainframe coMpliter s)stems in California which provide most Of the
major IEP functions arie the systems at Simi Valley Unified and Northeast Orange
County SgLPA. The microcomputer system used, in Hesperia has the potential to
proVide many of the major functions. The microcomputer system in Marin handles
the IEP facesheet and administrative reports.
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PHASE FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of,Findings

This phase of the report includes a summary of the benefits and possible
problems related to the use of computers in the IEP process. Information on
available programs is also summarized. This summary information is followed by
the conclusions reached as a result of this study. Finally, recommendations are
made for special education directors and for the State Department of Education.

Benefits of Using Computer-Assisted IEPs

The computer-constructed IEP can provide many-benefis to staff, parents,
and administrators.

Staff Cost Savings--A computer- assisted. IEP can save 14 to 23% of cost used
to construdf-fEe IEP for Designated Instruction and Services and Resource
Specialist Program placements. Staff cost savings of up to 18% can be realized
for annual review IEPs. Annual review meetings are shorter by an average of 28
minutes.

Better Written IEPs--More time is spent in assessment and planning for
computer-ass-THE-C11-R: The IEP is easier to read and better organized. More
objectives are included on the computer-assisted IEP. Computer-assisted IEPs
contain both mandated and desirable items. Administrators report fewer fair
hearings when using computer-constructed IEPs.

Specific Benefits to Parents--Parents and teachers have a cooperative atti-
tude when cons:5:TraTiql-We IEP. Parents are informally contacted more fre-
quently prior to the IEP meeting with computer-assisted IEPs. Parents value the
more frequent and personal communication. Parents rely heavily on teacher con-
versation and data to make educational decisions.

The computer-assisted IEP is more legible than the handwritten IEP. The
language is clear and understandable. The parent likes the more readable
computer-printed form and perceives the IEP process as being conducted more pro-
fessional ly..

The parent spends less time in the IEP meeting. Since the proposed IEP
document is prepared prior to the team meeting, little writing is required
during the IEP meeting.. The proposed IEP can be quickly and simply amended,
saving up to twenty-eight minutes of meeting time.

Positive Parent Acceptance of Computer-Assisted IEPs--Parents have a posi-
tive attitude toward the computer-assisted IEP. Over ninety percent of the
parents approve of using the computer to assist in the construction of the IEP.
Parents suggest that computers should complete the paperwork and teachers should
teach. Parents think most of the IEP paperwork can be completed prior to the
team meeting, although parents should be involved in making additions or dele-
tions from the IEP.
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Greater Instructional Use--A large proportion of the teachers find that
computer - assisted IEPs are useful in planning the most appropriate education for
each student. The IEP is a guide for making decisions regarding the education
of the child. Using a computer makes IEP planning more efficient. Student data
is not recopied by teachers, but is simply recalled and printed by the computer.
Objectives are not recreated for every IEP. Objectives are stored in a
hierarchy and quickly recalled and printed. Annual review meetings-are prompted
by the computer. Computer-produced class lists are readily available.

Better Time Monitoring of Due Process for Administrators--Administrators
see the computer-assisted IEP as more than a way to speed the process.
Administrators value other functions that may go with the computer-assisted IEP.
The computer can manage the IEP timeline to make sure IEPs are constructed in a
timely 'manner. The IEP can store IEP data for historical purposes. This. IEP
data can be retrieved when dealing with fair hearings or parent complaints.
Management reports such as state counts can quickly be compiled. Management of
curriculum objectives is also possible using computer summaries of the IEP data.

Confidentiality MaintainedBoth mainframe and microcomputers can be
secured. Most mainframe systemS are secure for two reasons: (1) trained school
personnel are the only people with access to terminals and (2) entry to the IEP
data requires several access codes. Microcomputer systems can be locked in a
room. Computer disks containing IEP data can be locked in file drawers.
Parents, teachers and administrators do not perceive a threat to confiden-
tiality from use of computers.

Possible Problems With Computer - Assisted IEPs

There are some problems associated with implementing a computer-assisted
IEP system. Less than ten percent of parents, teachers and managers interviewed
perceive these problems to be of major consequence. These possible problems are
as follows:

Initial Computer Costs--Computer equipment must be purchased, if not
available in Th-i7iPiky; or, if the equipment is available, additional materials
must be purchased to complete the hardware.

The most cost effective way to implement a computer-assisted IEP system is
to use equipment already available and to buy the computer programs.

Confusing a "Proposed" IEP With a Rigid, Unchangable IEP--The construction
of the IEP-prior to the IEP meetiiircan7EFTien as proddEing 'canned" IEPs.
Parents and teachers should be informed that the IEP can be changed at the IEP
meeting. If objectives appropriate to the child do not exist in the IEP objec-
tives list, then handwritten objectives may be inclOded. If these two con-
ditions are met, few parents or teachers object tothe computer-assisted IEP.

Data Entry-Costs--There are additional continuing costs due to data entry.
This Tunctl-cFliiiH1YE assigned to a clerk. The clerk must be trained to input
the data as well as check the accuracy of the data. This extra cost will be
more than repaid for by the savings enjoyed by teachers
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Altering the Manual IEP System--The manual-fEP construction procesS must be
changed to accommodate data input and time for the IEP to be printed. Changes
in the manual IEP construction-process can often be implemented'prior to using
the computerized IEP. This can lessen the impact orchange on staff and
parents.. In any...case, staff report no major change to adjust to a computer-
assisted IEP.

Availability of IEP Computer Programs

Purchased IEP Programs Cost Less--IEP computer programs are necessary. If
the programs available do not meet requirements, programmers must be hired to
write an IEP computer program.

Avail able IEP Programs Can Perform Different Functions--IEP programs can
serve as a way to put information. into a management information system.(MIS).
Usually, most of the information from the student data portion of the .IEP is
entered into the IEP program. This kind of IEP program uses the student data to
create management reports. Student data are used to complete the face sheet of
the IEP. Class lists are usually available.

'Another function of IEP programs is to select and print a range of objec-
tives for consideration at an IEP team meeting. 'The selection -may be based on
assessment data such as test scores and standardizedchecklists or on
appropriate objectives selected by the teacher.
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Conclusions

As a result of this study, the investigators conclude that usicig computers
is both effective and efficient in producing computer-assisted special education
IEPs. Computer-assisted IEPs are viewed by those involved in the IEP process--
parents, teachers and administrators--as a definite help in reducing paperwork
time. This perception is supported by the finding of substantial time-savings
in the annual review process.

A computer-constructed IEP offers the following benefits:

staff time savings
better written IEPs that

provide better assessment information
-are easier to read
- dontaia more objectiVes
- conform to mandates
- produce fewer fair hearings

specific benefits to parents due to
- greater frequency of parent-teacher contact
-more legible IEPs
-less unnecessary time spent in IEP meetings

positive parent acceptande of computerized IEPs
greater instructional use by teachers and parents
better time monitoring of due process for administrators
confidentiality maintained

The computerization of the IEP has few specific probleMs. These problems,
were mentioned by a very few of those interviewed, and are considered by the
investigators to be overcome in most cases by the benefits of computer-assisted
IEPs, The problems noted by some are:

' initial computer'costs (if equipment is used only for special education)
confusing a "proposed" IEP with a rigid, unchangable IEP,
data entry costs
altering the manual IEP system

In the analysis of available computer IEP programs, the investigators
conclude:

purchased IEP programs cost less than individually-developed programs
available IEP programs can perform different functions

The investigators believe that directors who carefully assess,their present
IEP construction process, choose an IEP computer program which provides them
with the appropriate IEP and managerial functions, and who prepare their staff
adequately for the change will find the use of computers in preparing IEPs both
cost-effective and beneficial, with few problems.
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Recommendations

Recommendations to Special Education Local Planning Agency Administrators

Review current IEP forms to ensure compliance with State and Federal
regulations and documentation of due process and for necessary report
information.

Consider ways to simplify current IEP forms through additional heading
descriptive information with boxes to check, or other ways to minimize"
teacher writing time.

. Investigate alternate procedures for minimizing the extra expense of
personnel and time when students are placed outside of their home
district.

Consider the possible benefits of having guides to IEP objectives for
teachers to use in pre-selecting possible objectives to include in the
IEP.

. Monitor the amount of assessment used in annual review meetings that are
not three-year reviews to minimize staff time used in routine
assessments.

Use computerized management information systems to pre-print the initial
page or "face sheet" of the IEP.

. Gather information on possible uses for computers in special education
instruction, management and IEP development.

- Gradually introduce changes that may lead to computer-assisted IEPs in
the future.

- .Undertake local surveys to determine current parent and teacher percep-
tions regarding the use of computers to assist in IEP development.

- Consider the benefits and disadvantages to using computers in the IEP
process, and determine the computer equipment thatis already available
in your agency.
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Recommendations to the Department of Education

. Develop guidelines related to computer-assisted IEPs. These guidelines
might include use of qualifying words for pre-printed IEPs (proposed or
pre-IEP), notification of parents to ensure full involvement, and other
staff considerations to ensure proper due process.

Encourage the use of computers to assist in IEP preparation because of the
benefits such as time savings, better written IEPs, positive acceptance,
greater instructional use, ability to monitor due process.

.Establish a strategically placed reference center within California for use
by special education administrators who wish to view and tryout some of
the programs'for computer-assisted IEPs.

. Provide' suggestions for management of the IEP process when more than one
agency level is involved. Placements outside of a.single district continue
to be a,major IEP problem, increasing the time and cost requirements for
placements by several hundred dollars per student.

. Recognize the changing climate for use of computers,-and promote the deve-
lopment and use of various types, of computer-assisted IEPs to reduce the
paperwork burden still carried by most special education teachers.
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IEP Items Mandated by the Code of Federal Regulations,
Desiralg for Documentation of Due Process of

Needed for State/Federal Reports

Code of Federal Regulations

Mandated for IEP Part 121a

1. Present levels of performance 346 (a)

2. Annual goals 346 (b)

3. Short term objectives- 346 (b) ,

4. Programs/services required 346 (c)

5. Extent of integration 346 (c)

6. Service ini- tiation date 346 (d)

7. Service duration 346 (d)

8. Objective evaluation procedures 346 (e)

Desirable for Documentation of Due Process

Meeting date 342 (b, 2)

10. Persons in attendance 344 (a, b)

11:' Parental consent/signature 504 (b, ii).

12. Date of consent 504 (b, ii)

13. Parents' native language j 505 (b, 2; e)

14. Pupil's primary language 532 (a, 1)

15. Least restrictive environment/placement-rationale 533 (a, 4); 552

16. School of service 552 (a, 3)

17. Eligibility 533 (b)

18. Annual review date 552 (a, 1)

Needed for State/Federal Reports \

19. Disability category 124

20. Birthdate (age) .124

21. Ethnicity 530 (b)

Additional items from California Education Code to include

when appropriate:

22. Vocational education

23. Secondary proficiency/ graduation

24. Linguistically-appropriate

25. Extended school year.

26. Transition to regular program

27. Specialized services
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General Topic

Child Data

Team meetings

co :1EP team

cn participants

-Administrative

representative

Education Code

56340 Each district, special education

services region, or county office shal

Initiate and conduct meetings for the

purposes of developing, reviewing, and

revising the individualized education

program of each Individual with excep-

tional needs.

56341 (a) Each meeting to develop, re-

view, or revise the individualized ed-

ucation programoran individual with

.exceptional needs, shall be conducted

by an individualized education prpgram

team,
.

6) The Individualized education pro-

gram team shall include, but not be

limited to, ail the following:

California Administrative Coda

loolibl "Appropriate education," as in

1 'free,,appropriate, public education,'

Is'an educational program and related

service(s) as determined on an indivi-

dual basis which meets the unique needs

of each individual with exceptional

needs. Such an educational program and

related service(s) shall be based op

goals and objectives as specified in an

'Individualized education program and ,

determined through t4 process of. "
.,assessment and IEP planning in

compliance with state and federal law

and regulations. Such ,an educational

program shall provide the equal oppor-

,tunity for each individual with excep-

tional needs to achieve his or her full

potential, commensurate with the oppor-

(14 A representative ?ther than the pup- tunity provided to other pupils.

ll's teacher designated by administration

who may be an administrator; program spec-

ialist, or other specialist who Is know-

ledgeable of program options appropriate

for the pupil and who is qualified to pro-

vide, or supervise the provision of,

special education.

Code of Federal Regulations

124 IChild datai

(e) The data required by paragraphs (a)t

(b) and (c) of this section must be

provided.

(1) For: each disability category` (except

for children aged birth through two),

and

(2) For each of the following age

ranges: birth through two three

through five, six through seventeen, and

eighteen through twenty-one.

344 Participants in meetings.

(a) General, The public.agency shall

insure that each meeting includes the

following participants:

Cl) A representative of the public

agency, other than the child's

teacher, who js qualified to provide,

.6r supervise the provisionof, special

education.

(2) The child's teacher.

(3) One or both of the child's

parents, subject to 121a.345.

(4) The child, where appropriate.

(5) Other individuals at the discre-,

tion of the parent or agency.

a

10



General Topic

-Teacher

, -Parents:

-Student

1 0

J

1NcatIon Code

(21 The pupil's present teacher. If

the pupil does not presently have a

teacher, a regular classroom teacher

referring the pupil, or a special ed-

ucation,Lteacher qualified to teach a

pupil of, his or her age,

"(3) One or both of the pupil's parents,

a' representative selec* by the par-

ent, or both, pursuant to Public Law

94-142. ' '

. P

(4) When appropriate; the team shall

also, Include;

The individual with exceptional

needs.

(B) Other Individuals, at the dis-

cretion of the parent, district,

speciEl education services region, or

county office.

California Administrative Code

b

Code of Federal Regulations

345 Parent participation

(a) Each public agency shall take

steps to insure that one or both of

the parents of the 'handicapped child

are preseot at each meeting or are

afforded le opportunity to partici-

pate, Including:

(I) Notifying parents of the meeting

early enough to insure that they will

have an opportunity to attend; and

(2), Scheduling the meeting at a

mutually agreed on time and place,

(b) The notice under paragraph (a)(I)

of this section must indicate the

6
pqrpose, time, and location of the

meeting, and vino will be in attendance,

(c) If Neither parent can aliend, the

public agency shal1,use other methods

to insure parent participation, in-

cluding individual or conference

telephone calls.'

(d,) Aleeting may be conducted with-

out a parent in attendance if the

public agency is unable to convince

the parents that they should attend,

9 In this case the public agency must

have a record' of its attempts to

arrange a mutually agreed on time

and place such as;

(I) Detailed records of telephone

calls made or attempted and the results

of those calls.

(2) Copies of correspondence sent to

the parents and any respon as received,

and ,



General Topic Education Code

-Assessment, (c) If the team is developing,

reviewing, or revising the indivi-

dualized education program of an indi-

vidual with exceptional needs who has

been assessed for the purpose of that

individliallzed education program, the

district, special education services

Co region, or county office shall ensure

that a person Is present at the meeting

who has conducted an assessment of the

pupil or who is knowledgeable about the

assessment procedures used to assess

the pupil and is familiar with the

results of the assessment. Such person

shall be qualified to Interpret the

results if the results or recommen-

dations, based on such assessment, are

significant to the development of the

pupil's individualized education

program and subsequent placement.

1.0

California Administrative Code Code of Federal Regulations

3023 Assessment

(a) In addliTn to provisions of

Education Code Section 56320,

assessments'shall be administered by

qualified personnel who are competent

in both the oral and written skills of

the individual's primary language or

mode of communication and have a

knowledge and understanding of the

cultural and ethnic background of,the

pupil. ",lf.it clearly is not feasible

to do so, an Interpreter must be used,

and the assessment report shall docu-

ment this condition and note that the

validity of the assessment may have

been affected,

(b) The normal process of second

language acquisition, as well as mani-.

festations of dialect and

sociolinguistic variance shall not be

diagnosed as a handicapping condition.

(3) Detailed records of visits made to

the parent's home or place of employment

and the results of those visits.

(e) The public agency shall take what-

ever action Is necessary to Insure that

the parent understands'the proceedings

at a meeting, including arranging for an

interpreter for parents who are deaf or

whose native language is other than

English.

(f) The public agency.shall give the

parent, on request, a copy of the

vIduallzed education program.

344(b) Evaluation personnel. For a

handicapped child who has been evaluated

for the first time, the public agency

shall insure:

(1) That &member of the evaluation team

participates In the meeting; or

(2) That the representative of the

public.agency, the child's teacher, or

some other person is present at the

meeting who is knowledgeable about the

evaluation procedures used with the

child and is familiar with the results

of the evaluation'.



General Topic Education Code

-Specific (d) For pupils with suspected learning

learning disabilities or behavior disorders, at

disabilities least one member of the Individualzied

education program team, other than the

pupil's regular teacher, shall be a

person who has observed the pupil's

educational performance in an

appropriate, setting, If the child is

younger than four years and nine months

or is not enrolled In a school, a team

member shall observe the child In an

environment appropriate for a child of

that

-Parent (e) The parent shall have the right to

participation present Information to the indivi-

dualized education program team In per-

son or through a representative and the

right to participate In meetings

relating to eligibility for special

Co ethication and related services, recur

Co
mendations, and program planning,

.Responsibilities 56342 The individualized education

program team shall review the assess- .

ment results, determine eligibility,

determine the content of the individ-

ualized education program, andimake

program placement recommendations.

.Meetings

-Initial

-Change

.n . ..... YMVI

1 1 1

56343 An Individualized education

program team shall meet whenever any

of the following occur:

(a) A pupil has received a formal

assessment.

(b) The pupil's placement instruction,

services, or any combination thereof,

as specified in the individualized ed-

ucational program, is to be developed,

changed or terminated.

California Administrativ'e Code Code of Federal Regulations

540 Additional Team Members.

In evaluating a child suspected of

having a specific learning disability,

In addition to the requirements of

121032, each public agency shall

Include on the multidisciplinary

evaluation team:

1a)(1) The child's regular teacher; or

(2) If the child does not have a regu-

lar teacher, a regular classroom teach-

er qualified to teach a child of his

or her age; or

(3) for a child of less than xhool

age, an individual qualified by the

State edUcational agency to teach a

child of his or her age; and

(b) At least one person qualified to

conduct individual diagnostic examin-

ations of children, such as a school

psychologist, speech-language path-

ologist, or remedial reading teacher.



General Topic

-Progress

-Request

-Annual

Review

Education Code California Administrative Code Code of Federal Regulations

(c) The pupil demonstrates a lack of

anticipated progress.

Id) The parent requests a meeting to

develop, review, or revise the Indivi-

dualized education program.

(e) At least annually, to review the

pupil's progress, the Individualized

education program, and the appropriate-

ness'of placement, and to make any

necessary revisions.

56380(a) The district, special educa-

tion services region, or county office

shall maintain procedures for con-

ducTiRbon at least an annual basis,

reviews of all individualized education

programs. The procedures shall provide

for she review of all' puplt's progress

and the appropriateness of placement,

and the making of any necessary revi-

Co
. sions,

50 days 56344 An individualized education

program shall be developed within a

total time not to exceed 50 days,

not counting days Ili July and August,

from the date of receipt of the

parent's written consent for assess-

ment, unless the parent agrees, in

writing, to an extension. However,

an individualized education program

shall be developed within 30 days

after the commel:cement of the sub-

sequent regular i'ichool year for earn

pupil for whom a referral has been

_made_20_days_or_less_priocip_the_end..

of the regular.school year.'

11 3

3060 Annual Review of Individualized

Education Program

Review of the pupil's individualized

education program shall be conducted at

least annually by the public education

agency. The public education agency'

shall ensure that review schedules are

specified in the individualized educa-

tion program ankontract for the

pupil.

An elementary school district shall

notify a high school district of all

pupils placed In nonpublic school or

agency programs prior to the annual

review of the Individualized education

program for each pupil who may transfer

to the high school district,

343(d) Review. Each public agency'shall

initiate and conduct meetings to

periodically review each child's indivi-

dualized education program and if

appropriate revise its provisions. A

meeting must be held for this purpose at

least once,a year.



General Topic.

IEP Contents

'Present

performance

'Annual goals

ra

'Specific

QD service

O

Education Code

56345(a) The IndivIduallied education

program is a written statement deter-

mined In a meeting of the indivi-

dualized education program team and

shall Include, but not be limited to,

all of the following:

(I) The present levels of the pupil's

edUcatlonal performance.

(2) The annual goals, including short-

termterm. Instructional,objectives.

'(3) The specific special educational

instruction and services required by

the pupil.

Regular 14) The extent to which the pupil will

participation be able to participate in regular ed-

ucational programs.

Initiation- (5i The projected date for initiation

duration and the anticipated duraiion of such

. programs and services.

.Achievement (6) Appropriate objective criteria,

criteria evaluation procedures, and schedules,

for determining; on at least an an-

nual basis, whether the short-term

inslructionel objectives are being

achieved.

11 5
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340 As used In this part, the term

"individualized,-education program" moans

a written statement for a' handicapped

child'that Is developed and implemented

In accordance with iiI21a.341-121a,349.

346 Content of individualized education

program.

The Individualized education program for

each child must include; .

(a) A statement of the child's present

levels of educational performance;

(b) A statement of annual goals,

including short'term Instructional

objectives;

(c) A statement of the specific

special education and related services

to be provided to the child, and the

extent to which the child will be able

to participate in regular educaticnal

programs;

(d) The projected dates for initiation

of services and the anticipated

duration of the services; and.

(e) Appropriate objective criteria 'and

evaluation procedures and schedules for

determining, on at least an annual

basis, whether the short for iristrudion-

dl objeclives buinu dchiend,
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N

Other areas,

-Primary language

-Extended year

-Transition to

regular class

(b) When epproprlate,the JndivI7,.

dualized education program shall also

Include, but not be limited to, all of

the following:
,

(1) For secondary grade level pupils,

specially designed vocationai,.education

and career, development, with emphasis

on vocational training and preparation

for remunerative employment, additional

vocational training, or additional

career development opportunities, as

appfopriate.

(2) For secondary grade level pupils,

arw alternative means and modes

necessary for the pupil to complete the

distrIctl's prescribed course of study

and to most or exceed proficiency stan-

dards for graduation, in accordance

with Section..1225.

(3) For individuals whose primary

language is other than English,

linguistically .appropriate goals,

objectives, programs and services,

(4) Extended school year services when

needed, as determined by the indivi-

dualized education program team.

(5) Provision for the transition Into

the regular class program if the pupil

is to be transferred from a special

class or center, or nonpublic, nonsec-

tarian school into a regular class in a

public school for.any part of the

school day.

I-

3043 Extended School fear

Special Education and related services

shall be provided on an extended year

basis for each individual with excep-

tional nods who has unique needs and

requires special education and related

services in excess of the regular aca-

demic year. Such individuals shall

have handicaps which are likely to con-

tinue indefinitely, or foF a prolonged

period,,or Interruption of the pupil's

educational programming may cause

regression, and coued with limited

recoupment capacIty*der it

impossible or unliK'ely that the pupil

will attain the level of self-

sufficiency and independence that would

otherwise bo expected in vlew of his of

her handicapping condition. The lack

1"



c,

General Topic

-Placement is

least restrictive

113

Education Code

V

California Administrative Code Code of Federal Regulations

of clear evidence of such factors may

not be used to deny an Individual an

extended school year program If the

Individualized Education Program Team

determines the need for such a program

and includes extended school year in

the individualized education program

pursdant to subsection (1).

01 An extended year program, when

needed, as determined by the

Individualized Education Program team,

shall be Included In the pupil's Indi-

vidualized education program.

533(a,4) Insure that the placement deci-

sion Is made in conformity with the

least restrictive environment rules In

121a.5507121054.

552 Each public agency shall insure

that:

(a) Each handicapped child's educational

placement: (1) Is determined at least

annually, (2) Is based on his or her

individualized education program, and

(3) Is as close as possIble'to the

chi ld s home,

(c) Unless a handicapped child's indivi-

dualized education program requires some

9ther,arriangement, the child is educated

in the school which he or she would

attend if not handicapped, and

(d) In selecting the least restrictive

environment, consideration given to

any potential harmful effect on the

chi ld.or on the quality of services

which he or she needs.



General Topic

Parental consant

Implementation

Education Codo California Administrative Code ' _Code of Fodoral Regulations

56346 Information and Consent701. OM ,....t.
No pupil shall be required to par-

ticipate In all or part of any special

education program unless the parent Is

first Informed, in writing, of the

facts which make participation In the

program necessary or desirable, and of

the contents of the individualized edu-

cation plan, and after such notice,

consents, In writing, to all or part of

the individualized education program,

if the parent does not consent to all

the components of the individualized

education program then those components

of the program to which the parent has

consented may bo implemented so as not

to delay providing Instruction and ser-

vices to the pupil. Components to

which the parent has not consented may

become the basis for a due process

hearing pursuant to Chapter 5

(commending with Section 56500). Tho

parent may withdraw consent at any time

after consultation with a member of the

Individualized education program team

and after he or she has submitted writ-

ten notification to an administrator.

3040 (a) Upon completion of the Indivi-

dualInd education program, that Indi-

vidualized education program shall be

implemented as soon as possible

following the individualized education

program team mooting.

504 (b) Consent1... 0... .1

(I) Parental consent must be obtained

bolero;

(II) Initial placement of a handicapped

child In a program providing special

education and rotated services.

500 As used In this part; "Consent"

moans that (a) The parent has been fully

Informed of all information relevant to

the activity for which consent is

sought, in his or her native language,

or othor mode of communication;

(b) The parent undorshOs and agrees in

writing to the carrying out of the acti-

vity for which his or her consent is

sought, and the consent describes that

activity and lists the records..(if any)

which will be released and to whom; and

(c) The parent understands that the

granting of consent is voluntary on they

part of the parent and may be revoked at

any time.

342 (b) An IndivIdualzed education

program must:

(1) Be in effect before spacial educa-

tion and related services are provided

to a child; and

(2) Be\implementod as soon as possible

following the meeting under 512la.343.
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IEP copies 56347 Copies of Individual Education

Program

Each district, special education ser-

vice region, or county office

prior to_the placement of the indivi-

dual with exceptional needs, ensure

provision of a copy of his or her indl-

. vIdualized education program to the

regular teacher or teachers, the spe-

lal education teacher or teachers, and

other persons who provide special edu-

cation, related services, or both to

the individual with exceptional needs.

Copies of the individualized education

program shall be provided in accordance

with state and federal pupil record

. confidentiality laws,

1.23

California Administrative Code

3040 fb) A copy of the individualized

education program shall be provided to

the parents at no Cost, and a copy of

the individualized education program

shall be provided in the primary

language at the request of the parent.

Code of Federal Regulations

ors
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE-

MANUAL GROUP

According to State and Federal mandates, each special education student
must have an Individual Education Plan (IEP) constructed. This plan is
constructed in cooperation with the parents. My questions will center around
the team meeting with school personnel in which the plan for your child was
constructed.

I. Now were you notified that the meeting was to take place?

LI phone Cl letter Et computerized letter EI note

2. Often we receive letters which have been printed by computer. Would
you object to receiving such a letter?

1:1 Yes No

3. Do you recall who attended the meeting?

Lt principal El teacher , LI special education teacher

4. What were some of the major things that were discussed at the meeting?

j test scores j child's handicap j goals Et objectives

95 120



5. It takes approximately 3-12 hours to test and place a student with a
minor problem such as speech therapy and can range from 12-25 hours for
a severely handicapped student. Do you feel the amount of this time
expenditure to test and place the student has helped assure the most
appfopriate education for your child?

6.` Do you feel that the present process of a team meeting was_helpful_11,
assuring-the most appropriate education for your child?

7. What parts of the meeting were useful for you-in understanding the
needs of your child and then deciding what your child's educational
program should be?

8. The meeting was documented by paperwork called the Individual Education
Plan (IEP). Have these documents been useful for your reference? How?
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PARENT - 3

9 (Show example). The computer can be Ased to preprint much of the data
on the IEP. It can also be used inla meeting to record decisions or as
"a help in selecting objectives. Would you object to these uses of the
computer?

10. What parts do you feel should not be computerized?

11. If some objectives were preselected prior to the meeting for
discussion, would you feel as involi d in the decision making process?

T

12. When did you receive your copy of the IEP?

97
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MANUAL GROUP

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction

My district, the San Juan Unified School District, has been funded by the
California State Department of Education to investigate the feasibility of using
a computer to speed the writing of the IEP. In this phase of the.project we are
assessing the typical IEP to determine the approximate costs. The two major
types of IEP construction are the annual review and new placement. Please
separate these types when possible and give a separate estimate.

1. What is your position?

2. Please give the order of the following events (show the card). Is this
list complete? Which events take place inside the IEP team meeting?
Please give a brief description of each event.

I.E.P.
Meeting Order

Referral of the student

Assessment of the student

Reporting the assessment findings

Determination of eligibility

98
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I.E.P.

Meeting Order

Selection of goals

Determination of placement

Consent to placement

TEACHER - 2

2. Please describe the usual timeline for these events. (How many days
between. each?)

3. Now we wish to obtain data to determine the_approximate cost of writing
and IEP. Please include the paperwork time with the process time.

Title
Not
Used

Likely
0=Initial'P

Time
X=Annual R Other

Referral (min.) '5 10. 15 20 30 40 50 60

Assessment (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

Notice of team meeting (hrs.) 0.5 1 f.5 2 3 4 5 6
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Title

Reporting of
assessment (min.)

Determination of
eligibility (min.)

Selection of
goal s (min. )

Determination of
placement (min.)

Consent to placement
(min.)

TEACHER -

Not Likely Time
Used O= Initial P X=Annual R Other

10 15 20 30 40 50 60

10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

Other 5-40 1-5-20--30-40-50-60

..So the total time in team meeting for annual review is
(sum X time) and for the initial placement is (sum circled time).

. What people are usually involved in each event (show the card with
people 1 i sted.

0 - Initial Placement
X = Annual Review

Referral

, , , , , - , .

Assessment

Notice of Meeting

Reporting Assmt. Findings

Eligibility e?

.

Selection of Goals

Selection of Objectives

Determination of Placement
.

Consent to Placement

Other

100



TEACHER - 4.

5. Do you feel that the present documentation in special education is
useful in planning the most appropriate education for each child?

LI Yes Et. Not in all cases 0 No

(Probe based on an answer.)

6. What parts of the paperwork/process are useful for daily instruction?
Why?

U Referral Q Assessment j Placement

I U IEP Goal IEP Objectives 0 No parts

-LI 'Other

. What use are the other parts? Who uses them? For what purposes?

h

Fd

8. Which of these pages or parts of pages are completed for tie usual IEP?
(Shim paperwork.) Of which documents are multiple copies made?

101
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TEACHER - 5

9. How frequently has your paperwork been changed?

10. (Show example) The computer can be used to preprint much of the data
on the IEP. It also can be used in a meeting to record decisions or as
a help in selecting objectives. Would you object to these uses of the
computer?

11. What parts of the IEP paperwork should not be computerized? Why?

12. What advantages would a computer-assisted construction of the IEP have?
Disadvantages?



MANUAL GROUP

MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction

My district, the San Juan Unified School District, has been funded by the
California State Department of Education to investigate the feasibility of using
a computer to speed the writing of the IEP. In this phase of the project we are
assessing the typical IEP to determine the approximate costs. The two major
types of IEP construction are the annual review and new placement. Please
separate these types when possible and give a separate estimate.

1. 4hat is your position?

2. Please give the order of the following events (show the card). Is this
list complete? Which events take place inside the IEP team meeting?
Please give a brief description of each event.

I.E.P.

Meeting Order

Referral of the student

:Assessment of the student

Reporting the assessment findings

Determination of eligibility
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I.E.P.

Meeting Order

Selection of goals

Determination of placement

Consent to placement

MANAGEMENT - 2

2. Please describe the usual timeline for these events. (How many days
between each )

3. Now we wish to obtain data to determine the approximate cost of writing
and IEP. Please include the paperwork time with the process time.

Title
Not
Used

Li kely

O= Initial P

Ti me
X=Annual R Other

Referral (min.) 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

Assessment (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

Notice of team meeting (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

104
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Title

Reporting of
assessment (min.)

Determination of
eligibility (min.)

Selection of
goals (min.)

Determination of
placement (min. )

Consent to ,pl acement
(min.)

MANAGEMENT - 3..

Not Li kely Time
Used 0=Initial P X=Annual R 'Other

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20. 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

Other 5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

...So the total time in team meeting for annual review is
(sum X time) and for the initial placement is (sum circled time).

4. What people are usually involved in each event (show the card with
people listed.

0 = Initial Placement
X = Annual Review

Referral

_ . - r ,

Assessment . .

Notice of Mgeti'ng' , . .

Reporting Assmt. Findings

Eligibility

Selection of Goal s

Selection of Objectives

Determination of Placement

Consent to Placement

Other
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MANAGEMENT - 4

5. Do you feel that the present documentation in special education is
useful in planning the most appropriate education for each child?

Tae
(Probe based on an,answer.)

6. What parts of the paperwork/pro6ess are useful for daily instruction?
Why?

_

LI Referral 0 Assessment 0 Placement

LI IEP Goal 0 IEP Objectives CI No parts

LI Other .

7. What use are the other parts? Who uses them? Forwhat_purpaseS2

. Which of these pages or parts of pages are completed for the usual IEP?
(Show paperwork.) Of which documents are multiple copies made?
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MANAGEMENT -5

9. How frequently has your paperwork been changed?

10; (Show example) The computer can be used to preprint much of the data
on the 1EP. It alto can be used in a meeting toi-ecord decisions or as,
a help in selecting objectives. Would you object'to these uses of the
computer?

11. What parts of the IEP paperwork should not be computerized? Why?

12. What advantages would a comput4r-assisted construction of the IEP have?
Disadvantages?
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COMPUTER GROUP

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

According to State and Federal mandates, each special education student
must have an Individual Education Plan (IEP) constructed. This plan is
constructed in cooperation with the parents. My questions will center around
the team meeting with school personnel 'in which the plan for your child was
constructed.

I. How were you notified that the meeting was to take place?

LI phone 0 letter LI computerized letter EI note

,2. Often we receive letters which have been printed by computer. Would
you object to receiving such a letter?

Ei Yes j No

3. Do you recall who attended the meeting?

El principal EI teacher El special education teacher

4. What were some of the major things that were discussed at the meeting?

j test scores L child's handicap
j goals 0 objectives
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PARENT - 2

5. It takes approximately 3-12 hours to test and place a student with a
minor problem-such-as-speech-therapy and can range from 12-25 hours for
a severely handicapped student. Do you feel the amount of this_time
expenditure to testand place the student hat-heibid-1.-a-iiu-fe-theMOit
appropriate education for your child?

6. Do you feel that the present process of a team meeting was helpful in
assuring the most appropriate education for your child?

7. What parts of the meeting were-useful for you in understanding the
needs of your child and then deciding what your child's educational
program should be?

8. The meeting was documented by paperwork called the Individual Education
Plan (IEP). Have these documents been useful for your reference? How?

8a. Do you receive information prior to the team meeting? What?

109
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PARENT - 3

9. (Show example) Your district now uses the computer toreprint much
of the data on the IEP. It can also be usedzi.cLa..meeting -to-record-

-decisions-or-as-a-Kelp-in'selecting objectives. Would you, or do you,
object to these uses of the computer?

10. What parts do you feel should not be computerized?

11. If/when some objectives were preselected prior to the meeting for
discussion, would you feel as involved in the decision-making process?

12. When did you receive your finalized copy of the IEP?

12a. .Do you feel the computer-produced IEP is as easy to understand and
informative as a hand written IEP?



TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction

COMPUTER GROUP

My district, the San Juan Unified School District, has been funded by the
California State Department of*Education to investigate the feasibility of using
a computer to speed the writing of the IEP. In this phase of the project we are
assessing the typical IEP to determine the approximate costs. The two major
types of IEP construction are the annual review and new placement. Please
separate these types when possible and give a separate estimate.

1. What is your position?

2. Please give the order of the following events (show the card). Is this
list complete? Which events take place inside the IEP team. meeting?
Please give a brief description of each event.

I.E.P..
Meeting Order

Referral of the student

Assessment of the student

Reporting the assessment findings

Determination of eligibility



I.E.P.

Meeting Order

p

Selection of goal s

Determination of placement

Consent to placement

Selection of objectives

TEACHER - 2

2. Please describe the usual timeline fo'r these events. (How many days
between each?)

(3. Now we wish to obtain data toAetermine the approximate cost of writing
and IEP. Please include the paperwork time with the process time.

Not
Used

Li kely Time

O= Initial P X=Annual R Other

Referral (min.) 5 10. 15 20 30 40. 50 60

Assessment (hi's.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

Notice of team meeting (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6

/
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Ti tl e

Reporting of
assessment (min.)

Determination of
eligibility (min.)

Selection of
goal s ( min. )

Determination of
placement (min. )

Consent to plaCement
( mi n. )

Other

TEACHER - 3

Not Likely Time
Used -- X=Annual R--- Other

5 .10 15 20. 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60

5 10. 15 20 30. 40 50 60

5 10 .15 20 30. 40 50. 60

..So the total time in team meeting for annual review is
(sum X time) and for the initial placement is Isum cire[edtime).

4. Is the computer used to complete any of the above items? How?

0 .=. Initial P1 acement

X = Annual Review

, F 1 -' I - I I

Referral

Assessment

Notice of Meeting .

Reporting Assmt. Findings .,

Eligibility

Selection of Goal s

Selection of Objective's

Determination o f` Pl acement ,

Consent to Placement .

Other [

113
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TEACHER - 4

5.
. About how' much. tiole_does :the_ ut r,comper_save_pe student-per meeting?.__
-How?

6. What people are usua1I.y involved in each event (show the card with
people listed).

Do you feel that the present documentation in special education is
useful in planning the most appropriate education for each child?

Ye's .Not in all cases Li No

(Probe baised,on an answer.)_,

8. WhVrioarts of the paperwork/process are useful for daily instruction?
Why?

0 Referral LI Assessment Er Placement-

IEP Goal LI IEP Objectives LI No parts

J Other

9. Has the computer aided in making the paperwork process more useful for
daily instruction?

0
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, I

TEACHER - 5

10. What use are the other parts? Who uses them? For what purposes?

11. Which of these pages or parts of pages are completed for the usual IEP?
(Show paperwork) Of which documents are multiple copies made? Which
of these pages are completed by the computer? Has the computer cut
down on the number of copies made?

12. How frequently has your paperwork been changed? Was a major change
needed to adapt to the computer?

/13. (Show example) The computer is used to preprint some of the data on
the IEP. It also can be used in a meeting to record decisions or as a
help in selecting objectives. Do, or would, you object to these uses
of the computer?

115
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TEACHER - 6

14. What parts of the IEP paperwork should not be computerized? Why?

15. What advantages does a computer-assisted construction of the IEP have?
isadvantages?

16. How do you ma \tain confidentiality of student records?

17. What inservice was needed f r you to use the program? How many hours?

18. What is your perception of the parent's\reactiontoward computer use?

116
147



COMPUTER GROUP

k

.p

MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE .

Introduction

My district, the San Juan Unified School District, has been funded by the
California State Department of Education to investigate the feasibility of using
a computer to speedthe writing of the IEP. In this phase of the project we are
assessing the typical IEP to determine the approximate costs. The two major
types of IEP construction are the annual review and new placement. Please
separate these types wherryzossible and give a separate estimate.

-1. What is your position?

2. Please give the order of the following events (show the. card). Is this
list complete? Which events take place inside the IEP team meeting?
Please give a brief des.cription of each event.

I.E.P.
Meeting Order

Referral of the student

Assessment of the student

Reporting the assessment findings

Determination of eligibility

117 14°



Meeting Order

Selection of goals

Determination of placement

Consent to placement

Selection of objectives

MANAGEMENT - 2

2. Please describe the usual .timeline for these events. AHowmany_days
between each?)

3. Now, we wish to obtain ,data to determine-the approximate cost of writing
and IEP. Please include the paperwork time with the process time.

Title
Not
Used

Likely
0=Initial P

Time
X=Annual R Other

Referral (min.) 5 10 15. 20 30 40 50 60

Assessment (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 .5 6

Notice of team meeting (hrs.) 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 .5 6

118
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I.E.P.
Meeting Order

Selection of goals

Determination of placement

Consent to placement

Selection of objectives

2. Please describe the usual .timeline for these_i
between each?)



MANAGEMENT - 4

5. About how much time does the computer save per student per meeting?
How?

5. What people are usually involved in each event (show the card with
people 1 i sted) .

7. Do you feel that the presedt documentation in special education is--
4, useful in planning the most appropriate education for each child?

El Yes CI Not in all cases 0 No

(Probe based on an answer.)

8. What parts of the paperwork /process are useful for daily instruction?
Why?

Referral

1:1 IEP Goal

Other

0 Assessment L:1 Placement

LI IEP Objectives L:1 No parts

. Has the computer aided in making the paperwork process more useful for
daily instruction?
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MANAGEMENT - 5

10. What use are the other parts? Who uses them? For what purposes?

11. Which of these pages or parts of pages are completed for the usual IEP?
(Sjicw paperwork) Of which documents are multiple copies made? Which
of these pages are completed by the computer? Has the computer cut
down on the number of copies made?

12. How `Frequently has your. paperwork been changed? .Was a major change
needed to adapt to the computer?

13. (Show example) The computer is used to preprint some of the data on
the IEP. It also can be used in a meeting to record decisions or as a
help in selecting objectives. Do, or would, you object to these uses
of the computer?

121



MANAGEMENT - 6

14. What parts of the IEP paperwork should not be computerized? Why?

e,

15. What advantages does a computer-assisted construction of the IEP have?
Disadvantages?

16. How do you maintain confidentiality of student records?

What inservice was needed for you to use the program? How many hours?

18. What is your perception of the parent's reaction toward computer-use?

122
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COMPUTER GROUP

DIRECTOR

1. What led you to use the computer in the IEP process?

2. Who was most instrumental in selecting/designing your IEP system?

3. Who was the most instrumental in selecting/designing your IEP computer
system?

4. Were teachers involved in the process of selecting/designing the IEP
program?

5. What was time from the inception to implementation of the IEP program?

6. Was inservice needed for the staff to use the IEP program? If so, how
many hours?

7. Is there an easy-to-use manual for the teacher which guides the use of
the IEP program?

123 154



DIRECTOR - 2

8. How long did you pilot the IEP program? With whom? Did you make revisions?

9. How did you secure funds for the program/equipment?

10. Please describe the way(s) the teacher puts data into the IEP program.

11., Please describe the various ways the data may be processed or summarized
for output.

12. How do you maintain confidentiality of student. records?

124



DIRECTOR - 3

13. What assets does the program have?

14. What is your perception of the parent's reaction toward compute use?

15. What tasks can the IEP program do that could not be done manually?

16. What are the major drawbacks or time-consumers in implementing and using
the program? .

17. Do you use any. of the information from the individual IEP to look at goals
and objectives for groups of students?
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DIRECTOR - 4

18. With which equipment is this program compatible?

Computer

// Memory size

ri Disk drive - density

// Printer

19. (If self written)
Are you willing to sell or lease this program to other agencies?

'20. '(If purchased)
What changes were required to adapt this program to local use? How long
did it take?

Video Questions

Is the information displayed for ease of input?

. Does.the display use prompts?

. Is the display easy to edit if a mistake is made?

. Does the program self edit for errors?

126 157



APPENDIX C

LETTER OF INQUIRY AND SAMPLE POSTCARD SURVEY .
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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
3738 WALNUT AVENUE CARMICHAEL, CALIFORNIA 95608 (916)484 - 2351

FRED J. STEWART, Superintendent of Schools

Please address all correspondence to:
P. O. BOX 477, CARMICHAEL, CALIFORNIA 95608

October 1, 1982

A statewide special edudation_research study funded by the State Department of.
Education is being carried out by the San Juan Unified School District. This

iproject is concerned with identifying and reporting present computer use in the
completion of the Individualized Educational Program (IEP) paperwork.

The attached postcard is part of an initial survey to determine which agencies
use a computer to aid in the Completion of the IEP. We are desirous of
obtaining your response to the four questions on the postcard, since we wish a
complete report.

A few agencies will be selected for further study. All.agencies using a com-
puter as part of the IEP process will be contacted by telephone for further
information.-

Please complete and return the stamped postcard this week. Other phases of this
research cannot be carried out until we complete this initial survey.. If you
have any questions or comments, please contact Dr. Nancy Enell .at (916)
484-2685. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Fred J. Stewart
Superintendent

FJS/NCE:ph

Enclosure
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COMPUTER ASSISTED IEP SURVEY

Do you have a computerized management information system?-

Does the computer print all or portions of the final IEP?

Do you have a computer data base for goals and objectives?

Does anyone in your district use a computer to assist in
completing the IEP?

Yes D No fJ
Yes 0 No fJ
Yes 0 No fJ
Yes 0 No D

If you have responded "yes" to any of the above questions, please list the following information:

Computer contact person: Name Phone- Number

Please check box if you .are interested in receiving a copy of our final report.

CAI -82-02:

1
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APPENDIX

MANUAL IEP FORMS
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INDIVID ALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPECIA, ACATION
EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND LONG RANGE PLANNING,'

1

ritTER PLAN

Santa ara County

/FORM A

iiime ottliiddlIEIRIUnli Pm Caunt; Delo of Meer Roovoluellorc Dale of IEP: From; lo: _Pageoi
1

Name: arlhdeto: Dominant Language I LEPI: 0 Yes 0 No
Km Nell'

Grade/Level: Cur ant Program: Feep onsIble Staff Mambe: DIM. of Res: SilI,

, *pod loch,*

Curriculum Area

Ma........
II Present Level of Educational Performance IA Summary of All Aasesvnent Reports)

Esch 01 Idlowing uou ihauld be addtund II ippluble: ksclunla; Ncoplual Skills; Soc14/ErnotIonal Growth;
languipe ICommunkillon; Motor Development; Sellhelp skint CemerIVoceUenel

1-1

N

a

titt

a:

(

III Summery of Pupil

Suengitm to be Emphisiked

IV Summary of Pupil

'Weaknesses for Waite

V Long Ringo Gosl

VI Plan to Meat Graduation

duds or Ealt/TrensItIon

Stell

Provisions

MP 010A WHITE 1- DialtIct YELLOW School PINK Patent GOLDENROD Other

;

163
.1)

FF1

a _

a

C2

GU

Di

0

1-1

-0

6 .1.



INDIVIInLIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPECIADUCATION eThTER PLAN
San._. Jura County

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM AND SERVICES
Form B

Date of IEP: From: to Pape of
Name: Efirthdate Please Cheek 0 Initial IEP '0 Annual Review CI Other

Nemo a/ ClatricirSES/tiliaeho Ore Coo"

Spacistly designed eras ot program: Unique Curricular Needs: Spacial Equipment/Materials: C.areorNocational Education: Physical Education; LES/NES: Fielstad Services/CAS; Extended Year; Etc.

Special Education (Specific Description: e.g., brier statement of what will be provided, and dates, If different from dale of IEP)Program/Services/Materials
Type of

Stall Specialist

Physical Education.

Hours per week by setting: Special Education I I Regular Education' I
IX Rationale for program placement as least restrictive setting:

I understand this IEP including assessment results and:
1=1 Cor.seid to the developed IEP and recommended program placement.

Pelona SKinatute Dew

I=1 Consent to the developed IEP and recommended program placement except'

I=1 We the undersigned participated In the IEP conference: Patent Elignetut Date
Porenit/GoatOtan DeM Towhee 14.. Rote Dote

IoM awn Dee Pupil NMI Other Solo Dew

bee Dow Other11,111St11110/ die 764-- Dem

Dissenting opinion(s) attached, written by:

MP 0108 WHITE District YELLOW -- School PINK Parent GOLDENROD FF1

to

16,9



INDIVI1ALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPEC!' 'EDUCATION
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES TO CARRY OUT SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Nana ol OutticuSESR/Sanla Onto County

pupil Name: Birthdate'

/"....si% STEN PLAN
SL . Clara County

FORM C

Oats of IEP: From: _ to Page of

X Curriculum Area
. ....

XIII Short-Term instructional Objectives
(Conditions, stimulus, observable behavior, time limit, assessment criterion)

XIV Method of
Evaluation (e.g.,
observation. stan-
dardized or triter-
ion referenced
test)

XV Performance Level of Objectives

Baseline
Data

Retest
Data

Retest
Data

Retest
Data

Date Data Data Date
XI Annual Goal

0 .

.

X Curriculum Area

XIII Short-Term Instructional Objectives .

(Conditions, Stimulus, observable behavior, time limit, assessment criterion)

XIV Method of
Evaluation (e.g.,
observation, sten-
dardized or triter-
Ion referenced
test)

XV Performance Level of Objectives

Baseline
Data

Retest
Data

Retest
Data

Re test /
Data 1

Data Date Date Data 1

XI Annual Goal

,
/

MP 010C WHITE District YELLOW School PINK Parent GOLDENROD Other

163
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San Bernardino, West End IEP

WEST END SPECIAL EDUCATIONS SERVICE REGION

of: ( ) EDUCATIONAL ASSESShENT SERVICE TEAM/( ) SCHOOL APPRAISAL TEAM Date
( ) To become pact of the INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM Review

Name DOB Age Sex M/F
School of Attendance Program Grade

School and District of Residence

Parent Address Zip Phone
Foster Parent Address Zip Phone
Reason for Meeting:

Summary of Background/Assessment Information (Placement, justification, or Transfer Rationale):.

Team Recommendations --

I. Placement Recommendations (in the least restrictive environment)
A. Regular education program - from to ' for Z of the school day.

Regular classroom Regular classroom with Modifications

B. Special Educations Program -.from to

Resource Specialist(RS) Learning Handicapped(LH) Communicatively Handicapped(C11)

Physically Handicapped(PH) Severely Handicapped(SH) Other

C. Designated Instructional Services (DIS) - from to' .

Speech & Language Physically Handicapped in the Regular Classroom (PHRC)

Other

D. Physical Education - from to

Regular_____Adaptive Special Education Other

E. Related Services

II. Additional Recommendations

III. Team members concurring with the above recommendations as stated and goals and objectives.

C

Administrator/Receiving Date Psychologist Date District ZS-se-barrier Date

Parent/Guardian Date Nurse Date Other Date

Student Date Administrator/Sending Date Other - Date

Specialist Date EAS 'Manager RLA Dste Other Date

Teacher/Counselor Date Program Spedialist Date Other Date

Team members dissenting from the above stated recommendations as stated (attach
of rationale and justification).

Dissenting Member(s):

a statement

Signature/Title Signature/Title

El Dissenting opinion attached
Distribution:
White - Office File Yellow - Parent Pink - Student File Gldrd - Special Ed Teacher

9/81

132 167
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E
Name

Transition into regular program:
re)

1-1

0

Proficiency standards for graduation (alternate means or modes needed):

LEP/NEP programs or services:

Extended school year: Yes No Rationale:

Case carrier:

Review date:

Results - Initials

#

Present

Academic-Cognitive: W A Assessed (Dates)

level of functioning:

Annual Goa s:
.

Short Term Objectives:

Responsible Person:

# S eech/Lan ua e Skills

Inclu ing NEP/LEP Goa s & Objectives: How Assessed (Dates)
.15-iiiint level of functioning:

AnnualGoals:

Short Term Objectives:
'.)

Responsible Person:
. .

cc

LU

a

03

CO



Name Date

Results-Initials

1Psychomotor
#

Skills:

How Assessed (Dates)

Present level of functioning...

Annual Goals:

. ..,

Short

Objectives:

Term

Responsible Person:

#
Se1771SM:

.

How Assessed (Dates)
.

Present level of functioning:

Annual Goals: -.

---\

Short Term

Objectives: .

. Responsibte Person:

Adaptation:1Social

How Assessed (Dates)

Present Level of functioning:

Annual Goals:

ahort Term

Objectives:

_

Responsible Person:

We(Vocational Skills:
Assessed (Dates)# Now

Present level of functioning: -
Annual Goals:

.,

Short Term

Objectives:

rj

0

rn

11)



resent level of functioning:

How Assessed (Dates)

Name Date

Results-Initials

Annual Goals:

Short Term

Objectives;

#

.1.11

YE.1*

ResponSIge Person:

How Assessed (Dates)

Present level of functioning:

Annual Goals:

Short Term

Objectives;

.--,--..-
, Responsible Person;

Present level of functioning;
How Assessed (Dates)

,

Short Term ,

Objectives:

Present level of functioning:

.1.1..

*Responsible i4rson:

q4 WO..

How Assessed
(Dates) . m ft ..1 y

Short Term

Objectives:

IT
...

^"... ..*.am

no



Student:

BUTTE cam sup). I D 'ENT OF SCHOOLS OFFICE Page 1

DIDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PRIGRAMFAOFSHEET
.

B.D.: C,A.: Student's Primary Language

Parent/Legal, Guardian:
Primary Language Spoken in Ham:

Address:

Referring School/Agency/Individual:

Telephone:

Date of IEPT !dieting:Qualifying Disability:

Date of Annual IEP Review:

Recommended Service:

The parents of
have been invited to partiCipate in the preparation of the Individualized

Education Program. This plan does not constitute a guarantee that a student will progress at a given rate, but

establishes that special education and related service will be provided in accordance with this plan.

co

Eligibility and Planning Team tubers please sign name and title.

This is to certify the information above acid the goals and objectives on page 2. We agree that the above named student
will be enrolled in .

NOR) (School) (Teacher) (Starting Date)

Adrdnistrator's Signature, Date

Teacher's Signature, bate

Parent's Signature, Date

(Kane, Title, Date)

klditional Information:

(Nam, Title, Date)

(Name, Title, Date)
.,INb/NOMNI..../...NO

(Name, Title, Date)

-=.1.4.,
I have received "Logapights of Parents" packet

(parent's initials]



Student:

^ ^1 *

v SUITE ccuary SUPERIV.rENDENT OF SCHOOLS OFFICE :::4'!.. "4'4, e

..(.; INDIVIDUALIZED EDU(.......:ICN PROGRAM FACF.51-1EE.
, , .

10.11 I f I , . ;'
'

t 8,8.18 .8, I 8 I

Y8, H.D.: C,A.:

Parent/Legal Guardian;

'Address:

1

tq.

Page a

ti ,;
;Language., z , ,44. r

"''' :' l'I..". ... ' I- tr 1:P'114':4t.11.1713,4;'eliOrt ,j4. 4,fil...1.14.0i,Iii 4 ,Il r!,4 ... 4 ,..?4,*1

1'..4..i

1::'kt 1 : i..;t4, 'et

117.?4

*, Primly Lan ge Spoken ,in :Hale ;

Qualifying Disability: ... :4 , ..::,.::".;: ,.. . l'. jo.. i 1 .

'. ',.--'..-7777.7.7777:77-'----.-7.3,; ; -.'''':'. Date) of Annua: IR Revi ..lyL': Z.' r...41.'.'. rt
. . ..

I? it rV
.. . . i. ' '. ' t t .... .( 4 .. ,It,!' A . il 4 u 1 it .) p

Recamended Service; ...1...,,.. .. : .t.,,i).,,,,. ... ..........,!...,.;. f1,.,....1;0/.,ove;,,;,. i'0;:ir,'4'''''',14:2i?,'-'.4011"'-ti''' l'',--". f 7 ..'..1:.:.
_ . : ... ,,,!.1. . . ... .4,1#.. , ., %.,. ..0),:.:4

:,,, ,.; ,,1,.. 1 lit,t,.,;,,AW.::v.i40';,1, l',.. ii; ti:el,', :144J k .1... !:4;i' .;0;4 i lli 'h '1'4.14.' i.tiji41.4
I - i .

.; '.1:, ,44'; .;41/4:114)1411(4.,11:440011k f411;411.4ti4ge,ii:i4aVtiq, lihy,.:.p */, i..1 .1

., 1.+11,10'
, . . . t!.1r_k,,1 ,.. li::::

-
Telephone.

1.
'. 0 . ,41

:4.k1,(14. IJCibt

.AttrAVekr,Ply,i2,:;:.,,),;,jk,I,prPi 'y :. ,- ..1-1
IDatecof

. ilr
-;!,:00 '',4:4414.,',.'1:y. -161i ' ..:".,'. " ,..1 l' 1 "...II

4. 4.1w... v..4.,J. i.. ,,.. ,. . p , 1......,....", ....1 ^, 8 . i .f '

The parents of , ,.. .;!,',* have teen:invited to participate. in,the.preparationtofithe,,Individualized'' iii:14.4:),,t.?
.

Education Program, .This plan does not constitute a guarantee that a studentiwill progress;; at a:,giveivratilibut;;14 / 31..)qh

establishes that special education and related service will he provided in accordancewith,this:plan$;7;111y.;..;;;;9214 44, IVt3'ff
..t,.1,

, . ' . '. .
...1"....'/7.'fi:::4:1:!:1,;...i441:e.;r4'4;1;1:itl.4?..r'll..".;:' .1;14 '''..!'...11',''Vt.4; .4

yIS !I
o''' t $ft.

c

liE gibflity and Plaming.Team umbers please sign name arKld ...;:.. -;!1,,,;;,?!.,"1:1W4(1,1t1P.7ii',.1'':.'1,;.,... lir,... .., , ,-t . . . P, I 4 .. 14 ' . ; , t
i I 4 '9 -..t.i .' , A

. ,
.

,,.: ,, . ..1.,.--I'Cos'f 'El' iiig v''' AVriee ,Je:fi'l.'"?iPilit '..1.1 ..4 ,Z).t. 4 .1 ..h. !'' ''ts:i.t'f'';'":1'l

will be enrolled in
This is to certify the information above and the goals and ,objectives on page2;'it.We agree, that;the:aboveInarred:atildent;kreizi,tr.o.i.

c
.

, 1
. :I.' 4...": ..1:tii:V't.':: ti:;:::;::;:..'1:1'''I;.;:ij:::':::11..:.

:ihtilrilt:8 .t. ; ;'rr'''.1:i,..:1:;...-: 44:!';'.1i!;'....C:...!.:1:1(,)"

..11.......P....
, ,,,,..,..,....,

.,.,....,,,;...... ?,,,,;,,ii.)
:

strator's Signature, Data ,.

. ....,.,

(Naze, Title, Date) .i ', .*,.,-..,::.:....tli ..*,*
..4...ki

.:, , I.. ,.. .. :,,,.: !: , .,,;,J.,,,r7-.
LI .to .,in 'A'

., ,,,, .01., 114 I ii.N,, Pi;e1,1

1i

.11.'',,lia;P I li.t.:-IA' MA: %:.h.... irto,,_ .7 :,, ',v.... 144, 4. .

: V 4. .4.....41
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.1)' . I . .' ''' ''' '4 'i' 'v;V`t!'
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Parent's Signature, Date .

.
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PRIORITIZED GOALS;

1,

2.

3

4.

5,

7,

8,

Irk.......
arM.s..........

PROGRAM

....m....ranim.ma=m1M...10=1....

.ANT:'0E:21ME PERSON RESPONSIBLE EXPECTED DURATION
FACILITIES/MATERIALS

' Special Education .1

Regular Class

R.O,P,

P.E.

Adaptive P.E.

Support Services

J



purrE cam SUFERIN2ENDENP OF SCBOOLSOFFICE

Duane G. Powers, Superintendent

Special Education Office

5-A County Center.Drive, Oroville, CA 95965

PRIORITIZED GOALS:

Student's Name

C.A.

Date

School ...../...m./...

..1...... 11.60..........711..11 ...01

SERVICES NEEDED:

'PROGRAM TIME PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE

EXPECTED

DURATION

Fran To
SPECIAL FACILITIES OR

MATERIALS REOZIENDED

Sd.cial Education

.

Regular Class
.

Transition Plans (if appropriate)
.

.
.

Ph sical Education

Vocational Education .

Support Services

Extended year services: Needed To be determined

1



)wane G. Po s, Supers endent
;pecial Edu, _don Of
859 Bird Street, Oroville

ANC RANGE ODAL:

Person. responsible for 'implementation

Date of entry,into program

C.A.

Date

School

Projected ending data

OBJECTIVES

(specify tire, specific behavior
rnn4iticnz, criteria)

INTERVENTION ACTIVITIES AND NLTERIALS EVALUATION SCHEDULE NONrICIRING

176

Date. achieved1------
Obj. 1:
90. 2:
Obj. 3:

Date reviewed:
Obj. 1:
212j. 2:

Obj. 3:
, .

Revision
recommended:
Obj, 1:
Obj. 2:
Obj. 3:

Parent
informed
date(s):
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Yolo County IEP

Yolo Special Education Service Region

0 Ewan. O rraddegtea 0 Whiten Watidlead , 0 Yale County Olike

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM/TEAM MEETING
(Page 1)

Team Meeting Date

SECTION 1

LEGAL
PUPIL NAME

SECTION 2

PUPIL
DATA

Birth
Date / /

pact) (not) (n nIdala initial)

Address:

Grade Home School

Current School of attendance Primary language

Referring person Ethnic code

YSESR resident:
0 Yes 0 No

SECTION 3

PARENT
DATA

SECTION 4

ELIGIBILITY
AND TEST
DATA

Parent Name:

Parent
Address Yes
Same? 0 No

IEP Team Level:
School
District
County
Joint

(last)

r
Home Phone:

Licensed Children's Home: Yes
0 No

Work Phone:
(number) (street) (env)

Meeting Purpose:
Initial
Annual Review
Triennial
Other Review

Meets Eligibility Criteria for Special Educati
Yes No

Primary Classification:
Learning Communicative
Physical Severe le

SECTION 5

PROGRAM
RECOMMENDATION

Projected Duration of Program:

Extent of participation in regular
education program:

%of day in regular
classes

% in Special' Education
services

Data of Triennial Assessment
1 1

Date Program to Commence: / /

R econimended.Placement:
0 Regular program with

modifications
Designated Instruction
and Services
Resource Specialist Program

0 Special Day Class
Other

Transportation:
Not required
Regular Transportation
Special Education
Transportation

Please complete Special Educe-
tion Safety Card.

SECTION 6

EXTENDED SCHOOL
YEAR?

0 Yes 0 No

Notes:

Interim action, if needed : Alternatives to meet district
prescribed course of study
and/or to meet proficiency
standards.

Pupil will follow school/district
behavior and discipline standards:

0 Yes 0 No

If no, address on page 3 ), IEP.

SECTION 7

TEAM MEMBERS
PRESENT

The following Individualized Education Program Team members were present and affirm that proper
procedures have been followed regarding assessment, due process, insturctional planning, and program
placement or dismissal in accordance with the provisions of California administrative Code Title 5 and
California Education Code (members who do not agree or concur with the identification of educational
program should attach a statement of reasons for disagreement and alternative recommendations).

Name and Title Administrator/Designee
Current Teacher
Parent(s)

SECTION 8

PARENT CONSENT
Participants:
.Father Pupil

Mother Surrogate?
Guardian
Representative

Parent Signature(s):

I have received a copy and hld my rights as a parent explained to me.
0 I consent to my child's participation in the Special Education Program and/or related services recom-

mended and understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time after consultation with a member
of-the Individualized Education Program Team and after submitting written notice to an administrator.
I consent to all components of the Individualized Education Program, with the exception of any
noted below. I understand those components to which I consent may be implemented so as not to
delay providing instruction and services to my child.

Exceptions:

Date: /
(Signature) (Signature)

WHITESpecial Education Office / GREENRegular Education Teacher / YELLOWSchool / PINKParent / GOLDENRODSpecial Education Teacher

.10,
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INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM/TEAM MEETING
(Page 2),

t a` IEP Team
Pupil's Name Birthd4te / / Meeting date

LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Reading (Recognition/Comprehension)

Math (Reasoning/Calculation)

Written Expression

Communication (Expression/Comprehension)

Vocational/Pre-Vocational

Health

Other

ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION/RATIONALE FOR PLACEMENT AND CONTINUATION IN PROGRAM

0 Meets eligibility criteria and needs more academic support than a regular class with modifications can provide.

0 Academic and behavior eligibility criteria are both met. Needs more behavioral and academic support than a regular
class with modifications can provide.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Regular 0 Specially designed (describe below)

COMMENT SECTION: (If a secondary pupil, attach plan for meeting district graduation requirements, When appropriate,
include: considerations for Non-English sneaking; transition into regular claseprogram).

WHITE Special Education Office / GREENRegular Education Teacher /YELLOW School / PINKParent / GOLDENROD Spacial Education Teacher

173



INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCAT. !zi)lti PROGRAM/TEAM MEETING
Wage Ti

GOALS AM.') OBJECTIVES

Pupil's Name

PRIORITIZED LEARNING GOAL:

1E? Team
eirthdate ',' Meeting Date / /

SHORT
TERM
OBJECTIVE

By / /
the pupil should:

As measured by:
test, using
observation of
(other)

.

PROGRAM/SERVICE:

----17.09 as of /

Objective:
0 Met Not Met

SHORT
TERM
OBJECTIVE

By ./ /
the pupil should:

As measured by:
test using
observation of
(Other)

PRIORITIZED LEARNING GOAL:

OLjective:
OMet 0 NIA Mes,

PROGRAM/SERVICE:

SHORT
TERM
vDEL;ECTISIE

By / /
-- . ...,

Progress as of ____/-1._

Objective:
OMet 0 Not Met

the pupil should:

As measured by:
....--test, using

observation of
(other) .,.

SHORT
TERM "
OBJECTIVE

By ----/1 Progress as of /
the pupil should:

As measured by:
test, using

Objective:
0 Met 0 Not Met

observation of
Mother)

PRIORITIZED LEARNING.GOAL:
1 PROGRAM/SERVICE:.

SHORT . .

TERM
OBJECTIVE .7

,
By / , /

.

Progress as of / 1
.

tht pupil should:

As measured by:
-- test, using

observation of

Objective:
0 Met 0 Not Met

(other)-
SHORT
TERM
OBJECTIVE

By _1 1 ..
s

4a

'

Progress as of / 1 '
the pupil should:

As measured by: '
test, using ,.

Objective:
Met Not Met

observation of
(other)

WWITE -Special Education Of !ice / GREEN - Regular Education Teaches / YE tILOW-Schobl / PINK - Parent / GOLDENROD-Special Education Teacher
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER- ASSISTED IEP SYSTEMS DEVELOPED OUTSIDE OF CALIFORNIA



System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

CAMEO (Compiiter Assisted Management of Educational
Objectives)

Multnomah County Education Services District
P. O. Box 16657
Portland, OR 97216

Nancy Prill Brown
(503).255 -1841

Provides a listing of proposed IEP objectives drawn from a
cnrpendium of 7,000 objectives. Teachers identify objectives
by codes and specify criteria and format--or write their own
objectives. IEP order forms are sent to a service bureau for
processi ng.

Not available at this time.

Hewlett-Packard 3000

144
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System
Title ,

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Child Based Information System

Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit
P. O. Box 213
Lewisburg, PA 17837

Edward Glennon
(717) 523-1155

Teachers draw upon a listing of developmentally-sequenced
objectives to select annual goals and short term objectives
for each student's IEP. All assigned objectives for a given
student are entered on an annual-goal-optical-scan-form.
This permits computer processing and analysis of a variety of
data elements.

CBIS also provides a printout with educational terminology
for parents specifying accomplishment on assigned objectives.
This report is generated by the codes entered on the optical
scan progress reporting form and depicts the progression of
grades throughout the school year.

Tr,jectives Manual--The CBIS manual lists the strands and
objectives as developed,,along with computer forms and an
introduction explaining the philosophies behind the CBIS
system.

IEP Manual--The CBIS/IEP manual contains annual goal state-
ments which coincide with strands, along with lists of regu-.
lar classroom activities, related services, and special
devices which the teacher may select.

$10.00 per copy or $20.00 for both, postage included.

Honeywell
Optical Scanner
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System
Title

Address

C Oh teet Person

Description of System

Computer Managc4 Sys.. 431 Education System-

A. U. Software
P. O. Box 597
Colleyville, TX 76034

fl

Martha B. Talley
(317) 287-5236

Information stored for each student includes: Name, I.D.
Number, Grade, Parent's Name, Address, Telephone, Sex, Age.

Important dates regarding each student's. placement are also
maintained in individual file for automatic updating and
review.

Rets files for individual students include: = Intelligence
Test Scores, Achievement Test Scores, Any Two Additional
Tests and Scores.

Factors pertinent to the student's Special education place-
ment contained in the file: Language Dominance,
Ethnic/Racial, Primary Program, Related Services, IEP
Objectives and Annual Goals-(up to 4 objectives and 4 goals),
Custom Text for Additional IEP Objectives, Special Alerts, or
Medical Problems, Campus, Placement Category, Primary
Handicapping Condition.

The Cdmputer Managed Special Education file programs are
menu-driven anu include complete. prompts, so that a Special
Education clerk can handle data entry and retrieval. The
manual is complete and provides instruction for learning the
system through actual manipulation of sample data.

Materials Available Complete_system includes programt for file maintenance, IEPs,
_ and Cost objectives,-administrative eports, students due for

meetings, parent letters (.1.nOuding.labels), r_..onsultation and
replacement of damaged disks.

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Pricey $3,500.00

TRS-80 Model II, III or 16
Apple and Commodore
Disk drive and printer
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System
Title

Copiputer Assisted IEP

Address Fairfax County Public Schools
10310 Layton Hall Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030

Contact Person Paula K. McCormick

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82 -59-

5/17/83
1.7

Uses IEP process 'documents as input into a computer data
base. A computerized data bank of instructional objectives
is available to teachers.

?FP Petl,:edures Manual (cost not specified)

Not specified, thought to use a mainframe computer.
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System
Title

Address ,

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Computerized IEP System Instruction

CK Asscciates
6700 Linden Road
Kansas City, MO 64113

James M. Caccamo

The system has a bank of forty-two hundred zinstruc-
tional objectives or you can build your own objectives
to suit your needs. The Midwest Regional Resource
Centerand the Missouri Facilitator Unter have iden-
tified the system as an effective practice in special
education. The IEP system is MENU driven and very user
friendly.' The system:
. holds 400 students per disk
. holds 1600 objectives per disk (comes with over 4200

objectives.
. has evaluation criteria for each objective
. can de-activate students who move without taking

them off the 'system (You can re-activate them when
thy return; a de-activated student will not show
up on your reports;)

. will generate a report card (or working document for
teachers) which shows the objective, their criteria,
and their status

10 Disks

Operating Manual ($25 if purchased separately)

90 day warranty against defects

System $600.00

Apple II or Ile, Apple PASCAL
64K
2 disk drives
Printer
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person.

Description of System

Materials Available"
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Curriculum Management System and
Teacher Planning System

Learning Tools, Inc.
686 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

Joan Thormann
(617) 864-8086

The Curriculum Management System (CMS) is a powerful and
flexible softwasre system for teachers, counselors, clini-
cians, curriculum developers and others involved in planning
individualized services.
. CMS centralizes and coordinates instructional resources.
. CMS quickly locatts needed resources to help plan instruc-
tion or individualized services.

. CMS'organizes goals, objectives, methodologies, materials,
community resources, assessments and any other related topics:

The Teacher Planning System (TPS) is a professional system
fc,;' teachers, counselors, and clinicians. TPS will adapt and,
expand to meet your most elaborate individual information
management and reporting requirements:
. TPS organizes up to 400 pages of information for each
student/client.

. TPS locates virtually anystudent/client information in
seconds.

. TPS prints student/client reports in a variety of formats
which user defines.

The CMS consists of complete documentation, a graphic user
reference guide and 2 diskettes containing the CMS progeam,
an interactive tutotial and a sample computer -based curricu-
lum file.

The TPS consists of complete documentation (with sample
student/client information system guidelines and reports), a

graphic user reference guide and 2 diskettes containing the
TPS program to create, edit and print your student/client
information, TPS demonstration files, and an Account
Management program which monitors access to TPS by up to 256
persons.

Apple II (Pascal 1.1) requires 64K RAM, two disk drives, an
80-column display card and a printer with parallel interface.
Also available for the Apple III (Apple III Pascal), IBM PC
(P-System IV.0) and DEC Professional 350 (P-System IV.0) with
128K RAM, two disk drives and a printer with parallel inter-

. face. May also be used on Corvus or other hard disk systems
in both networked and single-user configurations...
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System.
Title

Address

Contact Perion

Description of System

Materials Available
-- and Cost

0
Equipment

CAI 8g-59,
5/17/83

Data Storage and Computer Assisted Individualized
Education Program System

Worcester County Board of Education
P. 0. Box 130'
Snow Hill, MD 21863

Glen R. HaMmerbcher or William V. Gore
(301) 632-2582

The basic purposes of the system are'to reduce the amount of
time professionals must spend developing and writing IEPs; to
create precise goals-and objectives which prbvide consistency
throughout all the schools, and to provide a data ',ase from
which reports can be generated to aid special education and
related services personnel, and admini3trators in making
important decisions. This currently-operating system has
generated over 400 complete and tailored IEPs, and other
reports useful to the target population.

Sample IEP, table of contents for "menu," file layout,- sample
reports, transmittal data sheets.

Cost Information not given; developed through federal project
grant.

IBM 5200 series minicompuler and printer.

(s)

I
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System
Title

Address

Georgia Learning Resources System

Metro-West Center
2268 Adams Drive, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30318

Contact Person John" Eckert
(404) 352-2637

Description of System° Produces a recommended list of annual goals and short term
objectives.in academic areas (one part of an IEP) . Teachers
select recommended objectives based upon assessment infor-
mation. Teachers complete a bubble form with appropriate
goals and objectives for each student. The forms are pro-
cessed centrally and the printed listing is returned to the
teacher prior to the IEP meeting.

Materials Available Disk program available at tpo cost; however, inservice is
and Cost required and a consulting fee is charged.

Adaitional equipment required:

Scan-Iron Model #1200 optical scanner
Super-serial interface card
Custom designed scanning forms

Equipment Apple II±/Apple IIe;,TRS 80 Model II

CAI 82-59
5/17/83
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

IEP Clerk

Braxton County Schools
400 Fourth Street
Sutton, WV 26601

David McChesney
(304) 765-7101

IEP Clerk is designed to assist Special Education personnel in
the deielopment and presentation of IEPs. The qualityof
IEPs prepared using IEP Clerk will depend upon the quality of
the goals and objectives entered into the program. The pur-
pose of the system is to reduce clerical' effort and is not
intended to be a "black box" that will prescribe learning
objectives. Neither is the system designed to maintain
historical records of student progress. The functions of
decision making-and evacuation of student learning are
assigned tothe persons comprising the placement advisory
committee.

As an aid to developing IEPs, the system provides a method of
storing educational objectives within numbered categories.
After these objectives have been stored, Special Education
personnel may select any group of objectives, means of eva-
luation, and schedule of evaluation for a given student.
After all Learning Objectives have been selected for an indi-
vidual student the IEP is printed.

Materials Available Disk Data Management Syter,
and Cost

Cost not specified.

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Mickicamptuer
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System
Title

Address

IEP Print Program

Curriculum Associates,` Inc.
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862

Contact Person Frank E. Ferguson
(800) 225-0248

Description of System The teacher does an educational assessment using the
BRIGANCE Inventory of Basic Skills. Data from the Student
Record Book is analyzed; items important to the IEP are coded
onto-the Student Data Sheet.\ Information from the Student
Data Sheet is typed into the microcomputer by teacher,'secre-
tary, or aide. The IEP'is printed as soon as the student
data has been entered and (optionally) the'data stored on the
diskette.
The IEP Program prints: Student, Teacher and School
Information, and Current performance levels in word recogni-
tion, reading comprehension, oral reading rate, spelling and
math with up to 20 goals and objectives for each IEP.
Information for about 200 students can be stored on the
diskette for later recall and printing, or for input to user-
written programs for other analysis and reporting.

,

Materials Available
and Cost Student Dat-a Sheet (reproduction master)

User's Guide

Apple II Diskette (3 copies) P

0-

Catalog Number SW-010

t\.

Equipment Apple II with 48K
Disk drive

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Printer

153,
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82 -59

5/17/83

IEP/Progress Report

Learning Systems
3 Peter Circle
Marblehead, MA 01945

The assessment team completes an information sheet and codes
objectives selected from a manual of 9,000 behavioral objec-
tives. After data has been entered by a clerk, a multi-copy
IEP report is printed.

Software lease/year for
minicomputer

Cost for microcomputers not available.

Apple II, IBM, TRS-80
Digital or Wang minic

154
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Individual Education Performance System

Educom
8 Oak Street
Wakefield, MA. 01880

The IEP System uses a manual of over 10,000 objectives.
Information is coded by teacher to indicate selected
goals/objectives, rPrformance levels,and,teaching approaches.
Produces indivi,6u&I IEPs as well as a variety of administra-
tive reports.

Software Lease/Year $2,500

Wang 2200
Optical Scanner
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System
Title

Address

Instructional Management System

Center for Innovation in Teaching Handicapped
Smith Research Center
1508 E. 10th Street, Bloomington, Indiana 47405

Contact Person Herbert Reith
(812) 335-5847

Description of System CITH Instructional Management System is a menu driven
interactive software system that enables classroom teachers
and administrators to plan and monitor student academic
performance.

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
V17/83

IEP Management Routines enable teachers to record student
progress towards Long-Range Instructional Objectives (LRO) by
storing student performance data collected on sequenced"Short
Range Instructional Objectives (SRO). The teacher selects
appropriate LRO/SRO's for each student based on assessment
data and records students' performance towards meeting the
criterion performance level for each instructional step.

The report generation program enables teachers to instan-
taneously generate daily, weekly, monthly or yearly progress
reports. These reports can be printed for storage in the
pupils cumulative record or for sharing with parents at
parent conferences. In addition, when the local site micro-
computer is linked with the central system these data can be
aggregated for reporting purposes and to enable supervisory
personnel and teachers to identify instructional procedures
and materials that were used to successfully enable students
to attain instructional objectives.

One System with a Back-up Copy & Manual
Additional Diskettes
Additional Manual

Consulting and Technical Assistance

Type of microcomputer not specified

156 9 -1
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

. Management and Assessment

200 Commerce Court Building
Pittsburg, PA 15219

Bonnie Minick
(412) 394-5834

Based upon student testing information, the teacher iden-
tifies goals and objectives from a master listing of skills
(unspecified length) in'reading and math. The computer-
generated portion of the IEP includes present level of educa-
tional performance, instructional goal areas and short term
objectives with evaluation procedures/conditions and criteria
for success. Based upon mastery tests taken throughout the
year, the teacher records skill progress and can request
information on resource materials available for remediation.

. Master Resource List of teaching materials and
techniques is available for $22 per copy.

. System available through a service bureau to which com-
puter input sheets (optical scanner forms) are sent.
Costs range from $20 to $39 per student per year.

Not specified.
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Michigan Teacher Support System

Macomb Intermediate School District
P. 0. Box 30008 -

Lansing, Michigan 48044

Tom Hartsig

MTSS is designed to support the teacher in the learning pro-
cess. The system can provide a detailed analysis on each
student and correlation of skills among groups of students.
MTSS can provide a selection ,of instructional resources which
relate to the individualized student profile. This infor-
mation can be the means to support the teacher in promoting
individualized instruction.

The MTSS will provide reports on the learning progress of
each student and/or group of students by supplying: (a)

Student progress reports appropriate for parent conferences,
and (b) individualized objective reports which illustrate
through examples, those skills on which a student is
currently working.

Although an individualized reporting system providing objec-
tives, this system does not produce an IEP.

System was developed upon a Title IVC grant with the Michigan
Department of Education. No price information was given.

Mainframe computer information not provided.
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

MEAD (Modular Educational Achievement Descriptor)

Oakland Schools
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Pontiac, Michigan 48054

Herman Dick
(313) 858-2051

MEAD is a computer based planning and achievement reporting
system that will assist the teacher to manage the classroom
and allow the teacher to make educational decisions based on
data.

The system is designed to allow the special education teacher
to monitor individual student-progress within performance
based information. It consists of over 5,000 objectives and
criterion measurement items in the following areas:
Communication, Mathematics, Career Education, Social
Emotional, Reading, Pre School, Basic Living Skills, American
Government, and American History.

MEAD allows the teacher to plan for individualized instruc-
tion for each student. The teacher selects which objectives
should be taught and learned. NCS scan sheets are completed
and submitted for students at the beginning of each school
year. Computer-produced student plans show the objectives
which are in each IEP. At the end of the year the teacher
codes achievement information on a scan sheet and the com-
puter produces an achievement repoft.

64 catalogs with objectives and /or criterion test items for
all skill areas, preprimary through high school. _Prices
range from $3 to $45 per catalog.

Price information for the computerized system was not provided.

Not specified.
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

,1\

Modularized "Student Management System

Education TURNKEY Systems, Inc.
256 North Washington Street
Falls Church, VA 22046

Description of System The Modularized Student Managemint System (MSMS) program will
assist the user in handling administrative and instructional
records of special edu-atibn students. Of particular value
is the program's capability to Monitor procedural safeguards,
manage banks of instructional objectives, and to print custo-
mized IEP documents for parent review and signature.

Student data base modules provide,the following capabilities:
1) Maintain DEMOGRAPHIC information.
2) Monitor DUE PROCESS and PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS.
3) Maintain history of student TESTING and ASSESSMENT.
4) Track SPECIAL and REGULAR EDUCATION SERVICES.
5) Manage printing of the IEP DOCUMENT.

Administrative modules provide the following capabilities:
6) SORT DATA contained in the data base.
7) Compute DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS.
8) Maintain BANK OF OBJECTIVES.
9) Automatically SCORE TESTS.

10) Prepare SUMMARY REPORT of program.

Materials Available Operating system and one student module* $985

and Cost- Each.additional student module* 485
Each administrative module** 650
User's Handbook 15

*Student modules: demographics, due process, testing data,
'program information, IEP management (needs
objective module).

**Administrative modules: data sort, stat pak, objectives

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83 160 197



System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

ORBIT II

Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, MD 20850

Rita Bateman
(301) 279-3463

An on-line computer system for creating IEPs with Goal Areas,
Annual Goals, and Short Term Objectives linked to each other.
There-are 64 goal areas that can be classified into 7
categories: specific content areas, communication skills,
sensorydevelopment, social emotional skills, survival
skills, vocational goals, and citizenship goals.
Instructional team members (teachers, curriculum specialists,
etc.) can develop and modify the banks of objectives,
instructional materials, strategies and diagnostic test items
as needed to reflect the IEP goals of an individual student.
IEPs are keyed-in and printed at both a central site and at
school-based remote terminals.

A resource manual which contains over 4,000 objectives is
available for purchase.

If you are interested in purchasing the Computer-Assisted IEP
Resource Manual, thire is a $35 fee to cover processing and
duplication costs. Please make check payable to Montgomery
County_Schools,_and send to the Educational Services Center,
Director, Division of Data Processing Operations, Room 131,
850 Hungerford Drive, Rockville, MD 20850.

Computer costs vary, depending upon degree of modification
required.

Mainframe (unspecified)
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
And Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

PRISM REKORD: Special Education Coordinator's Version

The Psychological Corporation
757 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

W. Michael Shaffer
(212) 888-3500

REKORD stores personal student data, emergency and medical
information, class schedule, placement and services,.
assessment, IEP information, performance and parent infor-
mation. Any or all of the stored information can be recalled
for any student or group of students. The number of records,
stored on each diskette is determined by.the number of data
fields used (20 fields for 48 students, 401fields for 74
students).

Diskettes cost $495.00

Apple II+, TRS-80
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

PIE (Programming for Individualized Education)

Green Valley Area Education Agency 14
Green Valley Road
Creston, Iowa 50801

Douglas Archer

The system uses an input demographic information,
diagnostic/clinical information, intervention history
'(staffing, planning, documentation), and matches area(s) of
need with appropriate instructional objectives and

9 material s /methods..

a

User Manual

Program and installation $2,500-$3,000
(includes one day of training)

Apple II, Pet

-163
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System Project IEP
'Title

Address

Contact Person

Evans Newton, Inc.
7650 E. Redfield Road, Suite D-5 .

Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Robert Adams (EISI)
(415) 969-5212

DescriptiOn of System PROJECT IEP monitors minimum administrative requirements for
initial student. placement in special education, student home,
'and medical information, student diagnosis, student prescrip-
tions, IEP evaluation' criteria, long-term goals, plus day-to-
day monitoring of student short-term objectives.

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

A clerk or teacher aide, either in the district office or
school, is required to initially insert student IEP infor-
mation into the Microcomputer via keyboard. Thereafter, 'stu-
dent test information on Mark Sense Cards is fed into an 's

Optical Card Reader connected to a Microcomputer to create
and update the student's short-term objectives file. Project
IEP prints fifteen different reports for teacher, parent,
student and special education administrative review.

Project IEP software $2,495

Inservice training available

Cdmmodore 32K or Apple II 48K
Optical card reader

164
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System
Title

Address

Project PERFORM

Ihgham Intermediate Schoo3 District
2630 W.:Howell Road
Mason, MI 48854

Contact Person iltudrey Gomon

Description of-System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Project PERFORM's 8000 criterion-referenced performance
objectives printed in a catalog provide a resource from which
parents and professionals select goals which are processed as.
INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLANS and PROGRESS REPORTS.

The teacher selects twenty to sixty possible objectives for
the student; a six digit number for each objective is entered
on the "Possible IEP Input" sheet.

After data entry procedure, the computer, prints a readable,
five to fifteen page report listing the optional objectives
for the student. The "Possible IEP Report" is mailed to
parents for their.study one week before the yearly
Individualized Educational Planning conference.

Objectives guide (8000 objectives with assessment procedures
and performance criteria).

Data processing is contracted by districts with the project
district.

Not specified.
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

RECIPE (Research Exchange for Computerized
Individualized Programs of Education)

Sarasota County School Board
2418 Hatton Street
Sarasota, Florida 33577

Sanders Bell
(813) 924-5800 X141

The program is based upon an instructional management
system geared to basic skills.for increasing IEP objec-
tive attainment in elementary resource roomsjor SLD.
The instructional management system consists.of a 940
basic skills, criterion-referenced assessment system
and a bank of approximately 2300 teaching activities
correlated by number to the objectives.

Microcomputers or Mairiframe computers provide the IEP
management functions of the RECIPE instructional
system., Software for either provides support for mana-
gement tasks involved in the production of stuoent data
files, IEPs, and Parent Progress Reports. The system
produces the portion of an IEP including annual goals,
short term objectives, criteria, evaluation tools and
current status.

RECIPE Kits $ 595.67

Microcomputer programs
(diskettes and user manual)

RECIPE report paper

Teacher training

Apple II
TRS -80 Model II
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

. Description of System

Materials Available
and ,Cost

.6,

SEIMS (Special Education Information Management System)

,

School Committee, City of Boston
26 Court- Street
Boston, MA 02108

<

A "

Betsy Weaver
(61,7) 726-6200, )(5933

The Special Education Information Mahagement System (SEI,MS1'
is a process of gathering, storin, sorting and reporting the
ongoing status of a referred, placed or served Special Needg'-
student. SEIMS has the capability to print IEPs and numerous
other types of student status reports. Student-and IEP
information are gathered th'roligh data forms which fd-flow,the.'
procedural and pldnning steps leading to the IEP.

The Directory of Goals and Objectives contains 3,760 specific
student objectives. The objectives are written in a manner
to insure that each objective has cohditions, behavior,
results and criteria. Each objective may be written over 100
different ways by using a 'simple coding system. Each objec-.
tive statement may be printed as either a Current Peeformance
Level or a Future Goal and Objective.

The Objectives are categorized in sight Goal Areas, -

Cognitive, Social-Einotional, Self-Help, Language, MOtor,
Perceptual/Sensory,' Speech, and Vocational. There are 165
Sub-Goals within the eight Goal Areas which he*. further
categorize the Objectives.'

\

Manual for objectives (350 pages) and for forms completion
(about 150 pages).

Cost not specified.

Equipment
. Mainframe (type not specified)

CAI 82-59
5/17/83
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

SERVE (Special Education Review, Verification and Evaluation)

Educational Research Consultants
4436 Engle Road
Sacramento, CA 95821

Greg Smith
(916) 483-6417

System produces IEP face sheet with student information from
previous IEP meeting. Class lists are produced for program
managers, as well as various student count reports such as

December pupil count
Program summary counts.

System is designed to edit all data entered, Immediate
recall of pupil information is available through pupil
inquiry.

COBOL program software for mainframe and minicomputers sold
under an operating license (negotiable)

Microcomputer version in CP/M available for $5,000 (one time
charge under license agreement).

Apple II
IBM-PC

CAI 82-59
5/17/83
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Special Education File

Anderson Software
19751 Caprice Drive
Yorba Linda, CA 92686

(714) 970-7511

The system provides reports that assist school district offi-
cials in monitoring on-going programs for exceptional pupils
as well as in complying with the requirements of Public Law
94-142 and the California Master Plan.

Pupil files are easily entered by clerical personnel. Each
disk holds up to 350 pupil files, consisting of 13 items of
information per pupil. The computer organizes the infor-
mation and prints various reports, including:

. Class lists for each teacher

. Summaries of each special education program

. Complete pupil counts, including:

Pupils counted and sorted by age and special education
program
New placements since any selectable cut-off date
Percentage..of total district enrollment represented by the
special education population

The system is,supplied one two copyable disks with a complete
50 page instruction manual. Full price is $199.95

Apple II, Applesoft language, 48K
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System
Title

Special Education IEP System

Address Control Data Corporation
Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440

Contact Person Jonathan Neuse
(612) 853-4377

Description of System

The SPECIAL EDUCATION IEP SYSTEM stores necessary student
data, consolidates and prints up to 24 different reports and
lists, and provides convenient review and update.

Major functions performed by the system include: adding and
changing school and school district data; adding and updating
students; formatting an IEP for printing; printing federal
and district planning reports; and creating fixed lists of
personnel, strength/weakness statements, performance areas,
services and learning environments from which selection can
be made for each IEP.

Materials Available
and Cost Complete system includes hardware, software, printer

and services $9,995

Equipment Control Data 100 microcomputer

CAI 82-59
--57r718-3
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System
Title

Address

Special Education Information Syitem

Sysdata International, Inc.
7671 Old Central Avenue, N.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55432

Contact Person Daniel Bryan
(612) 780-1750

Description of System The Special Education Information System has five different
programs, with the first data base package required for each
of the others.

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Package 1 - Basic student data--reports and mailing
labels; holds 1500 student records.

Package 2 - Service reports--class lists, terminations.

Package 3 - Due process--referral, assessment, placement,
reassessment tracking.

Package 4 - Report generator--lists students as defined
by administrator according to locally-defined
characteristics. _

Package 5 - Student incident system (for severely
handicapped).

Package 1 - $650
Package 2 - 375*
Package 3 - 425*
Package 4 - 485*
Package 5 - 425*

*Requires Package 1

Apple II (48K) with 3.3 DOS, two drives or hard disk, and
printer.
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83.

Student Information Record (SIR) and
Behavioral Objective Plan (BOP)

EX-ED Computer Systems, Inc.
71-11 112th Street
Forest Hills, NY 11375

Mayer A.,Stiskin
(212) 268-0020

The Student Individual Record will provide the following:

. A complete summary of each student's vital statistics
including handicapping condition, recommended program pla-
cement, dates of "Committee on the _Handicapped Review."

. A complete record of all clinical and educational
assessments and results.

. A record of special medical conditions affecting the
student (medical alert), special appliances that may be
required, a child's current and past medication regimen.

. A record of related services including the nature of the
service, the times per week administered, length of each
session, name of the provider, dates of initiation and
termination.

. A description of student strengths and weaknesses and
list of recommended educational and behavioral
prescriptions-

This portion of the IEP provides an individualized plan in
each curriculum and related service area.. This plan
includes annual ,or long range goals, short term objectives,
the student's present level of performance, the activity or
material being used to master the objectives, the criteria
for measuring attainment of the objective and the implemen-
tation and mastery dates.

. Student Information Record Software Package under CP/MPis
now available at a uniform price of $2,499.'

. Behavioral Objective portion of the Software Program under
CP/M is available for a one-time licensing fee of $1,249.

. Licenses for both packages are available for a special
reduced fee of $3,375.00. Mini-version of SIR plus BOP
for combined license fee of $1,995.00

Microcomputer using CP/M operating system or
Mainframe (Data Point or HP3000) ,

172
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System
Title

Address

Contact Person

Description of System

Materials Available
and Cost

Equipment

CAI 82-59
5/17/83

Unistar I Pre-IEP

Southern Micro Systems for Educators
P. 0. Box 1981
Burlington, NC 27215

Thomas M. Elder
(714) 244-9187

/
UNISTAR I is a micro computer-assisted approach to developing
Individualized Educational Programs (IEPs). UNISTAR I is
designed for children with learning disabilities at
Elementary through Junior High School.',.This program will
provide you with a printed, pre-IEP whiCh can be_used in the
School Based Committee meetings. The IEP 9,ontains all the
components required by law. i

This program is individualized because only approbriate goals
and objectives based on each student's scores are printed.
There is space for the teacher to write in the lir jected
Accomplishment Date and the Actual Accomplishment Date, as
well as criteria for the individual student.

Included is an 86 page manual with complete documentation,
back-up diskettes, up-dating of the program as research
warrants, nearly 700 goals and instructional objectives

Apple II, II+ or III
TRS 80 Model III

173
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Hesperia School District IEP

Individualized Educational Plan for MARY JONES 7-19-82

I. SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

1. School System Name: KINGSTON

2. School System Address
Street: 7473 KINGSTON
City; HESPERIA
State: CA
Zip: 92345

II. STUDENT IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

1. Name: MARY JONES

2. Dirthdate: 7/28/73

3. Grade Assignment: 3

4. School: KINGSTON

5. student I.D.

6. Dominant Language: ENGLISH

7: Parent(s> Name(s): Father -
Mother -

8. Address -
Street: 444 LARCH ST
City: HESPERIA
State: CALIFORNIA
Zip: 92345

9. Home Phone: 948- E1888

Father - 269-3333
Mother -

10.Work Phone:

JOHN JONES
JANE JONES

III. I.E.P. IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
//

. TO BE COMPLETED AT PLACEMENT/IEP COMMITTEE MEETING

I. Type of meeting: (circle one) Initial/Reyiew/Exit

2. Meeting Date:

3. This plan is to begin on:

and-will end on:

174
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IEP
Page 2

IV. STATEMENT OF PRESENT LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE

1. Sources of assessment data

SOURCE/TESTS
Date
ADMINISTERED. LEVEL

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL
GCODENOUGH 7-15-82 A.E.= 12

FINE MOTOR ABILITY
BENDER 7-15-82 A.E.= 9

GROSS MOTOR ABILITY
AGE EQUIVALENCY 4-20-82 9

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
MOTOR,FREE 7-15-82 A.E.= 9

WRITTEN EXPRESSION
WOODCOCKJOHNSON 7-15-82 G.E. 1.6

SPELLING
WOODCOCKJOHNSON 7-15-82 Z.E.

READING RECOGNITION
WOODCOCK READING MASTERY 4-19-82 G.E.= 1.5.

READING COMPREHENSION
WOODCOCK READING MASTERY. 4-19-82 G.E. 1.4

MATH COMPUTATION
KEY MATH 4-16-82 G.E. .4 2.8

MATH REASONING
KEY MATH 4-16-82 G.E. = 2.8

MENTAL ABILITY
WISCR MENTAL AGE 7-15-82 A.E. 7.02

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
FUNCTIONAL ADAPTIVE LEVEL 4-2-82 Above Average

MOBILITY
FUNCTIONAL MOBILITY LEVEL Average

VISION
FUNCTIONAL VISION LEVEL 7-15-82 Mild Disability

HEARING
FUNCTIONAL HEARING LEVEL 7-15-82 Average

2. Profile of Present Level of Educational Performance: ON NEXT PAGE

Wepman Auditory Discrimiantion Test Below level of adequacy. Poor auditory

discrimination skills.

House Tree person Insecurity.

15
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I.E.P.
Page 3

3. Additional Statements on Present Level of Educational Performance

(write in at I.E.P. Meeting)
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I.E.P.
Page 4

V. ANNUAL-GOALS AND SHORT-TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES ARE ATTACHED AT THE

END OF THIS REPORT

VI. STATEMENT OF SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, WHEN INITIATED AND DURATION

10 BE COMPLETED AT FLACEMENT'IEP COMMITTEE MEETING

Type of
Service/Placement*

Date
Frequency Service

Personnel and Duration Begins

*such as resource room, speech therapy, consultation, physical therapy,

?elf-contained_ class, work study, hospital, homebound, vocational skills
centers, special physical education, mobility training, etc.

VII. STATEMENT-OF-EXTENT-TO-WHICH-STUDENT-WILL-BEABLE-TO.PARTICIPATE IN
REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

TO BE COMPLETED AT PLACEMENT/IEP COMMITTEE MEETING

Type of Regular Total Hours

Educational PrograMs Personnel Per Week

178
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IEP
Page 5

VIII. STATEMENT 'OF PROPOSED EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA

S'

Through teacher observation and testing a judgement will be made as to
when each short-term instructional objective has been met. At the time of
judged accomplishment, the date will be entered in Section V of this plan
under the 'Actual Accomplishment Dato' (AAD) next to e.ich objective
All annual goals and short-term instructional objectives will bu reviewed
once a year and up-dated as appropriate.

IX. TEAM PARTICIPANTS

TO BE FILLED OUT AT PLACEMENT/IEP MEETING

Name Role * Signature

* Chairperson, teacher, L.D. specialist,- parent, student; Osychologist,
guidance counselor,--principal.i-etc,----

X. STATEMENT OF SCHOOL SYSTEM APPROVAL AND PARENT PARTICL'ATION'

TO BE COMPLETED AT PLACEMENT/IEP COMMITTEE MEETING

1. This plan was completed and agreed upon by the placement team.

Team Chairperson:
Signature/Date

I have participated in this placement / IEP committee meeting and
understand the Individualized Education Program presented herein.

Parent/Studen/Guardian/Surrogate:
Signature/Date

179
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I.E.P.
.Page 6

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL

Discrepancy not great enough or Goals Objectives' not' included at this level.

FINE MOTOR ABILITY

Discrepancy not- great enough or Gozio & Objectives not included at this level.

GROSS MOTOR ABILITY

Discrepancy not great enouqh orGoals & Objectives not included at this level.

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Discrepancy not'great enough or dpais & Objectives not included at this level.

' WRITTEN EXPRESSION dr,

WRITTEN EXP./SPELLING GOAL 1.1 - The arner Will Be Able To Clarify and
Organize Ideas and Feelings Before W- ng.

Short-Term Instructional Objectives:

1.1-1 PAD __/--/__ AAD Is .1.1m .o plA6e pictures in appropriate
sequence when given three pictures illustrating a series of related events.

Criteria:

1.1.2 PAD AAD __//__ Is able to orally organizo thoughts that
will be written, before writing _t6:- or more sentences.

Criteria:

WRITTEN EXP./SPELLING GOAL 1.2 - The Learner Will Increase Ability To 'Spell
Simple, Regular, One Syllable Words.

Short-Term Instructional Objectives:

1.2.1 PAD __/__/ AAD __/__/__ Is able to Spell the most commonly used
two-letter, pnoneircally regular words, e.g.,/be, no, at, to, or, an, in,
of, it9etc.

Criteria:

1:ao
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Marin County IEP

IEP computerized face sheet;
other parts of 'EP do not use computer.

°

-----SERVE/REVIEW '11ARIN SPECIAL EDUCATION REG7',ON ID. MOUIJ 012566

la.LAST NAME: lb.FIRST NAME: ' Ic.M.INIT.:

2.BD(YY/KM/D0): 3.SEX (M/F): 4.LIVE W/PARENT,FOST,LCI:

5.PARENT/GUARDIAN: 6.ADDRESS:

7a.CITY: 7b.STATE: 8a:ZIP: 8b.TEL:

9.RESIDENCE DIST. NAME: 10.RES.DIST.0:

11.ETHNIC GRP: 12.PRIM.LANG.HOME: 13.ENG.AEILITY:

14.GRADE LEVEL: 15.PRIM HANDICAP: 16.LAST ASSESSED(YY/MM/DD):

17.PUPIL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS-
. 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: '" 6: 7: 8: 9: 10:-. 11:

17a.PERCENTAGE OF ATTAINMENT
-.

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10:. 11:

18.NEW PUPIL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS-

MIS D

1: 2: 3: 4: 5: , 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11:

19.INTEGRATE - -INSTRUC:" LUNCH: TRANS: REC/BRK: TOT.INTEG MIN:

20a.PLACEMENT DIST: 20b.PLACE.DIST 0:
21a.PLACEMENT SCHOOL: 21b.PLACE.SCHOOL 0:

22a:TEACHER -LAST/INITIAL : b:

22c.PROGRAM-DISTRICT/MARIN: d:

22e.ENROLL DATV(YY/HM/DD):, f:

23.HEXT REVIEW (MM /YY): 24.FINAL EXIT (YY/MM/DD):

25.ACTIVE (Y/N): 26.MEETING DATE (YY/MM/DD):

27.FORM NUMBER: -28.PROGRAM LAST DEC.:

29.SIGNATURES:

Revised 9/7/82

ato
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,

' FORM: SAS001 5 21AI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
I.E.P. FOR THE 1902/03 SCHOOL YEAR

DP 0 SCHOOL 3D GRADE 11 DOB SEX B TEACHER TOO

NAME
ADOR

UNIT PO BOX
CITY SIMI VALLEY Ca 93063
PHONE U05

REFERRAL DATE: 0100/00
'PLACEMENT DATE: 1/17/77

EAST ASSESSMENT 3/i0/00

PRESENT LEVELS OF FUNCTIONING:
MOTOR FUNCTIONING -VCRY DEFICIENT (46).

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR-INTERPERSONAL ADJUSTMENT-HEALTHCOmPCNENT LEAPNING POTENTIAL-ABOVE AVERAGE
1811. ORAL EXPRESSION-MARGINAL (1131. WRITTEN

EXPRESSION-VERY DEFICIENT (176).LISTENING COMPREHENSION-ADEQUATE
11321.NEADING COA1-:aHENSIONEASIC READING SHILLS -MATH CALCULATION-VERY DEFICIENT (166). MATHREASONING-VERY DEFICIENT (176).

REGULAR PROGRAM PARTICIPATICN CS-WILL
PARTICIPATE IN REGULAR PROGRAM FOR DESIGNATED INSTRUCTIONALPHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 03-ADAPTIVE

NiLATED SERVICESOrSPEECH/LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION: SEE FILE. 00-r':.SELING. GUIDANCE
AND PREFERENTIAL SCHEDULING. 19-EXTENDED SCNOULYEAR SERVICES.

METHODS AND MATERIALS 40-MULTISENSOR7
EMPHASIS. 53-1CXENRE1NFORCEMENT. 54-SOCIAL REINFCRCEMENT. 55-TIME OUT.

GIltDUATION STANDARDS: IN ADDITION TO MEETING UNIT AT ATTENDANCE REQUIREMENTS THE FOLLOWING PROFICIENCY STANDARDSWILL BE MET: 12-WILL PASS STANDARD
READING PROFICIENCY EXAM AT J.H. LEVEL. 23-WILL

PASS STANDARD LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY EXAM AT ELEMLEVEL. 33-WILL PASS STANDARD MATH PROFICIENCY EXAM AT ELEM LEVEL. 77-EXEMPT FROM TIME LIMITS.
REVIEW .06 DATE 6/04/02 PURPOSE 04-ANNUAL REVIEW

BODY 01I.E.P.T. - SCHOOL
RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON REVIEW OS-CONFIRM CLASSIFICATION ENO PLACEMENT MODIFY/UPDATE I.E.P.

0
PRINT DATE: 8/31/02

PAGE 1 13,E 3

LAST CHANGE DATE: 6/10/02

CLASSIFICATION 32-BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
PLACEMENT 04-SPECIAL DAY CLASS/REGULAR SCHOOL CAMPUS
ANTICIPATED PLACEMENT DURATION 05.7 TO 9 YEARS

PRIMARY LANGUAGE: HOME ENGLISH STUDENT;

PARENT RESPONSE'05ACCEPTS EDUCATIONAL PLAN

PARENT PARTICIPATION DO-NO PARENT ATTENDED CONFERENCE

PARENT RESPONSE: (CIRCLE ONE)
I HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF MY RIGHTS....YES NO
I HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS IEP....YES NOI ACCEPT PLACEMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION.... YES - NO

PARENT SIGNATURE

PARENT SIGNATURE

DATE ALMMINISTRATIVE DESIGNEE DATE SPEECH THERAPIST

DATE TEACHER . DATE SCHOOL. NURSE

a CAIE PSYCHOLOGIST

DATE

DATE

DATE OTHER

DATE OTHER

(f)
J.

a
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FORM: SASOOI

P EEIR
L OBJV C S R C.

6-N
SIMI VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT PRINT DATE: 8/31/82

FOR THE 1982/83 SCHOOL YEAR PAGE 2 OF 3

EDUCATION PLAN GOALS REPORT CODE

000 ANNUAL GOAL: DEVELOP MOTOR FUNCTIONING.

3 035 1, 3 4 70% OR MOPE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT PERFORMS PHYSICAL
FITNESS ACTIVITIES AS MEASURED BY TEACHER OBSERVATION AND
REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE AOAPTIVE PE TEACHER.

3 035A 1 3 4 70% OR MORE OF THE TIME, THE STUDENT PERFORMS STRENGTH
CFVELOPMENT.ExERC1SES AS MEASURED By TEACHER OBSERVATION AND
REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE ADAPTIVE PE TEACHER.

3 0358 1 3 4 70% OR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT PERFORMS
CARDIO-RESPIRATORY EXERCISES AS MEASURED BY TEACHER.OBSERVATION
AND REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE ADAPTIVE PE TEACHER.

200 ANNUAL GOAL: _DEVELOP SOCIAL - EMOTIONAL. FUuoTICNLN.0.-____:_

3 213A 1 3 3 70% ORMORE OF-THE TIME, THE STUDENT INCREASES LENGTH OFWORKING
TIME AS MEASURED BY TEACHER OBSERVATION AND REPORTEO ANNUALLY BY
THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

1 214J 1 3 3 50% OR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT INCREASES ATTENDANCE
DAYS AS MEASURED BY TEACHER OBSERVATION AND REPORTED ANNUALLY BY
THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

8 223D I 3 3 30% OR LESS OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT ATTENDS A REGULAR CLASS
FOR INTEGRATION AS MEASURED BY TEACHER OBSERVATION AND REPORTED
ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

3C0 ANNUAL GOAL: DEVELOP ORAL/WRITTEN COMMUNICATION.

3 376X 2 3 3

3 384H 2 3 3

70% CR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT WRITES SPECIFIED
SENTENCE USING CORRECT CAPITALIZATION AND PUNCTUATION AS MEASURED
BY TEACHER MADE TEST AND REPORTED ANNUALLY BY. THE SPECIAL CLASSTEACHER.

70% OR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT SPELLS TWO SYLLABLE
WORDS AS MEASURED BY TEACHER MADE TEST AND REPORTED ANNUALLY BY
THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

400 ANNUAL GOAL: DEVELOP READING SKILLS.
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FORM: SAS3OI

P E E I R
LOBJVCSR C

SIMI VALLEY UNIFIE0 SCHOOL DISTRICT
I.E.P. FOR TNE.IS32/1.)3 SCHOOL YEAR

ECUCATION PLAN GOALS REPORT CODE

2 4345 2 3 1 60% OR MORE OF THE TIME. 'THE STUDENT NEAOS VERBS WITH
INFLECTIONAL ENDINGS AS AEASURED BY TEACHER MADE TEST AND
REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

3 435C 2 3 3 _ 70N OR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT IDENTIFIES LEVEL
I PREFIAES: UN. NON. IN. IV. DIS. RE. MIS. DIO.OVER. UNDER. PRE.
POST. AND AUTO AS MEASURED E) TEACHER mADE TEST ANO REPOR.ED
ANNUALLY BY THE SREOIAL CLASS TEACHER.

SCO ANNUAL GOAL: DEVELOP MATH SKILLS.

3 5318 2 3 3 70% CR MORE of THE TIME. THE STUDENT FINDS FRACTIONS EQUAL TO
A GIVEN FRACTION OR WHOLE NUmBER )EQUIVALENT FRACTION) AS
MEASURED BY TEACHER MADE TEST AND REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE
SPECIAL CLASS_TEACNER_=_____

3 330 I 3 3 70% OR PORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT IMPROVE CAREER 'KNOWLEDGE
OF CHOSEN CLUSTERS AS MEASURED CI TEACHER CCEERvATIOR AND
REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL. CLASS TEACHER.

3 832 1 3 3 70% OR MORE OF THE TIME. HE SILJ,ZNI cli;FORMS TASKS EFIGwING
IDENTIFICATION OF CAPEER CLUSTER CH&IEE AS IS RELATE() TO VALUES.
INTERESTS ANO ABILITIES AS VEACLAED BY TEac"ER OBSERVATION 2ND
kEPORTE0 ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

3 633 13 3 70% OR MORE OF THE TINE.- THE sluoiturPERFORMS 7T4SRSSHowINO--
10ENTIFICATION OF SKILLS: RESPONSIBILITIES AND REOUIREMENTS OF
CHOSEN CLUSTER does AS MEASURED BY 'LACHER OBSERVATION AND
REPORTED ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHER.

3 571 I 3 3 70%.OR MORE OF THE TIME. THE STUDENT PERFORMS SKILLS IN
DRIVER EOUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED AS MEASURED OY TEACHER
OBSERVATION AND REPORTEO ANNUALLY BY THE SPECIAL CLL55 TEACHER.
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North East Orange Iounty IEP

NORTH EAST ORANGE COUNTY SELPA

PR MED- INDIVIDUALIZED ED1CATION PROGRAM (IEP)

IEP DATE: 3/14/88
ANNUAL REVIEW DUE: 3/14/89

THREE YEAR EVALUATION: 2101185,'STUDENT NAME:

(STUDENT ID:45MMEMMD

a.

SECTION I DEMOGRAPHIC DATANwww
BIRTHDATE: 1/01/69 Cl: 14

!ADDRESS: VIEBEERMUMMEGS

GUARDIAN:VINIMMINII,

HOME LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

'DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE:
DISTRICT OF ATTENDANCE:
SCHOOL OF ATTENDANCE:

SPECIALIST1; REID,

loom 1. Iv

SEX: F

CITY: BREA

GRADE: OB

ZIP: 92621

.FATHER. PHONE ananniane HOME
WORK

ENGLIS3 PROFICIENCY: FEP

0

BREA OLINDA SCHOOL DISTRICT
PLACENTIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
TUFFREE JUNIOR HIGH

NO INTERPRETER REQUIRED

SECTION II PRESENT LEVEL. OF PERFORMANCE, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES..mwomommmoo.mommom.imom.opoo.omm.m ............ dom .....

SELF HELP/DAILY LIVING. SKILLS (1000)

SKILLS ARE ADEQUATE

COMMUNICATION SKILLS (2D00)

DEFICITS ARE NOTED IN THE AREAS OF:

2110 ORACCOMMUNOATION SKILLS

PRESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE (TEST .SCORES, TEST/DATE):

--------

GOAL: 2110 ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

OBJECTIVE 2112AN -21311 STUDENT. WILL:
RESPOND TO/CONCEPTUALIZE ABSTRACT QUESTIONS
AS DETERMINED BY: TEACHER OBSERVATION ACCURACY: 50 % OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

185

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED
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:PROPOSED IEP FOR

111.1.4101111.'

PhGE 2

CONTINUING SECTION II PRESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

COMMUNICATION SKILLS (2000)

GOAL: 2110 ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

OBJECTIVE 21120 --BY 3/84 STUDENT MILL:
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SPOKEN MESSAGES WHERE INFORMATION
CHANGES

_AS DETERMINED BY: TEACHER OBSERVATION ACCURACY. 50 2 OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

OBJECTIVE 21128L -BY 3/84 STUDENT WILL:
USE NEW WORD(S) APPROPRIATELY IN SENTENCE IN CONTROLLED
SETTING'
AS DETERMINED BY TEACHER OBSERVATION ACCURACY: 60% OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED.

OBJECTIVE 21138Z - BY 3/88 STUDENT WILL:
USE CORRECT SYNTAX IN SENTENCE PATTERN
AS DETERMINED BY: TEACHER OBSERVATION ACCURACY: 70% OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

MNI.11

PSYCHOMOTOR SKILLS (3000).

SKILLS ARE ADEQUATE

ACADEMIC SKILLS (4000):

DEFICITS ARE NOTED IN THE AREAS OF:'

4110 READING
4210 MATH
4310 SPELLING

186

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED
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PROPOSED IEP. FOR

PAGE 3

,CONTINUING SECTION II ?RESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

ACADEMIC SKILLS (4000)

j PRESENT LEVEL.J1W. PERFORMANCE (TEST SCORES, TEST/DATE):

GOAL: 4110 READING

OBJECTIVE 4115AV - BY 3/84 STUDENT WILL:
IDENTIFY DEFINITIONS FOR-SPECIFIED WORDS FROM CONTENT AREAS
AS DETERMINED BY: SPACHE DIAGNOSTIC RE ACCURACY: 60% OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

OBJECTIVE 4115BG -,BY 3/84 STUDENT WILL:
IDENTIFY. ANTONYM FOR NOUN WORDS, VERBS, ADJECTIVES,
PREPOSITIONS, AND PRONOUNS
AS DETERMINED BY: DETRIOT TESTS OF LEA ACCURACY: 60% OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL, DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS , 'T

-_----_-

1 Z

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

OBJECTIVE 4115AH - =BY 3/84 STODENTWILL:
DEMONSTRATE MONTHS GROWTH.IN COMPREHENSION SKILLS
AS*DETERMINED BY: SPACHE DIAGNOSTIC RE ACCURACY: 90% ORORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

--------
OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

GOAL: 4210 MATH

* OBJECTIVE BY '3/84 STUDENT. WILL:.

AS DETERMINED BY: KEY MATH.DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY: 90% OR MORE
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

:

-------- _-_-----

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

187
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PROPOSED IEP FOR

PAGE 4

f a f a.. . f b.& f a mmmmmmm a mmmm

Ictlwrimum SECTION II PRESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE, GOALS &MD OBJECTIVES

ACADEMIC SKILLS (4000)

GOAL: 4310 SPELLING

OBJECTIVE 4312AN --BY 3/84 STUDENT MILL:
DEMONSTRATE GROWTH IN SPELLING SKILLS OF AT LEAST
MOBS
AS DETERMINED BY: PEABODY INDIVIDUAL A ACCURACY: *
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS ...

....
-,

. .._

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED---;......-

* OBJECTIVE .--":. BY -.../ STUDENT WILL:

AS DETERMINED BY: ACCURACY:
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: SPECIAL DAY CLASS TEACHER
EVALUATION. COMMENTS

smara.adloabao
:'

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

PREVOCATIONAL SKILLS (5000)
6

DEFICITS ARE NOTED IN THE AREAS OF:

5110 PRE-VOCATIONAL - FUNCTIONAL ACADEMICS

PRESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE (TEST SCORES, TEST/DATE):/.1. .101.1.

r

GOAL: 5110 PRE-VOCATIONAL -'FUNCTIONAL ACADEMICS

* OBJECTIVE 7 ../ BY 6/83 STUDENTAILL:

AS DETERMINED BY: WORKSAMPLES ACCURACY'
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: REGULAR PROGRAM TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

=

.188

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED _
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.PROPOSED IEP FOR

PAGE 5

:CONTINUING SECTION II PRESENT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE, COALS AND OBJECTIVES

1

(PREVOCATIONAL SKILLS (5000)

I GOAL: 5110 PRE-VOCATIONAL - 'FUNCTIONAL ACADEMICS

OBJECTIVE -t BY 6/83 STUDENT. MILL:

AS DETERMINED BY: WORKSAMPLES. ACCURACY: *
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: REGULAR PROGRAM TEACHER
EVALUATION COMMENTS

OBJECTIVE FULFILLED

ISOCIALSKILLS (6000)

SKILLS ARE ADEQUATE

SECTION III PLACEMENT_ i m 11.
DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY ANTICIPATEDDURATION EXT YR

SPECIAL DAY CLASS / NO DIS 13/09/82 YES
PERSON RESPONSIBLE _-

DIS

II 4 '111.
.i.

- .SECTION IV OTHER NEEDS .

j........---........ mmmmm ,. mmmmm m ........ m . . . .. .. -......
!PARTICIPATIONIN REGULAR EDUCATION PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES

MINUTES/PERIODS PROGRAM CODES-

PERSON RESPONSIBLE
i b-- m

Nrill
ALTERNATE MEANS AND MODES FOR MEETING OR EXCEEDING THE DISTRICT'S PROFICIENCY
STANDARDS. (IF BYES", COMPLETE ADDENDUM - GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS):

189
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'PROPOSED IEP FOR

;CONTINUING SECTION IV OTHER NEEDS
b

,SPECIAL EQUIPMENT/MATERIILS/METHODS
4.41. Aso

SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION:

LENGTH OF SCHOOL DAY:

PACE 6

.....11111.11111=111....1711.

BEGINUINC TIME ENDING TIME :

'LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEAR (IF DIFFERENT FROM THE REGULAR SCHOOL ,IZAR):

I .

190
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PAGE 7

!PROPOSED IEP FOR

(THIS INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM VAS DEVELOPED AND/OR REVIEWED WITH ME IN
'LANGUAGE AND TERMS THAT I COULD UNDERSTAND. I WAS GIVEN SUFFICIENT OPPORTUNITY
TO PROVIDE INFORMATION, SUGGEST MODIFICATIONS, AND CONSIDER PLACEMENT OPTIONS
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS PROGRAM MILL BE REVIEWED AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR, THAT I

'NAVE THE RIGHT TO REQUEST THAT MY CHILD BE REASSESSED, AND THAT I RAVE THE RIGHT
ITO REQUEST THAT THIS PROGRAM BE REVIEWED OR REVISED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I MAY
REFUSE CONSENT, OR HAY WITHDRAW M7 CONSENT.TO AMY PART OF THIS PROGRAM AT ANY'
'TIME.- I. UNDERSTAND THAT THOSE PORTIONS OF THIS PROGRAM TO WHICH I GIVE tONSENT
ISROULD ,BE IMPLEMENTED IMAEDIATELY. I HAVE RECEIVED A'COPY OF THE PARENT RIGHTS.

C 3 I AGREE WITH THIS INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM AND
MY SIGNATURE SO.INDICATES.

C 3 I AGREE WITH THIS INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM
WITH THE :HAUGES AS NOTED AND MY SIGNATURE SO. INDICATES.

C 3 I AGREE ONLY WITH THOSE SECTIONS OF THIS INDIVIDUALIZED
EDUCATION PROGRAM WHICH I HAVE INITIALED.

C 3 I DO,NOT AGREE WITH THIS INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM.

C 3 I UNDERSTAND, AND CONSENT. TO MV CHILD ND LONGER RECEIVING
SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES.

_ .. -

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE : PARENT /GUARDIAN SIGNATURE DATE

THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS IEPIL

PERSON AESPONSIBLETOR.STUDENT. DATE PSYCHOLOGIST

--/--/--
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR STUDENT. DATE SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER

'INDIVIDUAL (STUDENT) DATE NURSE

DATE

- -/ -/
DATE

/_-/
DATE

--/:_-,--
ADMINISTRATOR_(OR DESIGNEE) DATE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHER DATE

SPEECH.AND LANGUAGE SPECIALIST DATE OTHER DATE

: : ,...j;./ /
INTERPRETER 'DATE OTHER DATE

191 2 30
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